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This thesis is about the research of multiparadigm programming languages. In 
particular, we focus on the integration of three representative programming paradigms: 
the object-oriented, logic md functional paradigms. The objectives of our research are to 
have a comprehensive survey of existing approaches to integration and to design a new 
integrated language which could distill the merits from the three paradigms. 
The first three chapters are the survey part. In Chapter One, we give an overview 
of the various paradigms and state the roles of them in computer programming. Chapter 
Two is a detailed study of our target paradigms. The concepts, elements, similarities and 
differences of the three paradigms are discussed. Chapter Three is an investigation into 
some existing approaches to integration. All possible combinations of the three 
paradigms, namely logic + object-oriented, functional + logic, functional + object-
oriented, and object-oriented + logic + functional are considered. 
The next four chapters are devoted to our integrated language L The design of I 
is described in Chapter Four, / has an object-oriented framework. The notions of classes, 
objects, methods and multiple inheritance are supported. Different from many well known 
object-oriented languages such as C++ and Smalltalk, methods are not specified as 
procedures in imperative programs but as Horn clauses in logic programs or as 
applicative functions in functional programs. To support the use of logic (functional) 
methods in functional (logic) methods, two concepts called augmented Horn clauses and 
augmented list comprehensions are introduced. The semantics of I programs and the 
ways to exploit parallelism in them are also discussed. Chapter Five depicts the 
implementation details of a prototype of I which is built on a network of DEC/ULTRIX 
workstations. In Chapter Six, we use some applications written in / to illustrate the 
language's practicality. We show that I is, at least, quite suitable for programming A.I. 
problems. Finally, in Chapter Seven, we conclude our work by summarizing what could 
be gained from our language and point out some further development directions for I. 
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-Science by itself has no moral dimension. But it does 
seek to establish truth. And upon this truth morality 
can he built.-
Wrniam H. Masters, Life 24 Jun 66 
1.1 Programming Languages 
A programming language is a notation that is intended for the expression of 
computer programs and is capable of expressing any computer program [Mac87]. 
Therefore, there are two main purposes of programming languages: 
• To express programs so that they can be executable on a computer. 
• To describe programs to programmers. 
In order to support these two functions, a programming language should fulfill 
certain requirements [Wat90]: 
• It should be universal so that every computer solvable problem has a solution 
that can be programmed in the language. 
• It should be natural for solving problems within its aimed application domains. 
• It must be implementable on a computer and for practical reason the 
implementation should be efficient. / 
A programming language has two components: syntax and semantics. The 
syntax of a programming language is concerned with the structure of programs. The 
semantics of a programming language is concerned with the meaning of programs. 
1 
The history of high-level programming languages began in the 1950s, when 
the first FORTRAN compiler was constructed. It is widely accepted that the past 
forty years of programming language history can be divided into five generations 
Table 1.1 is a summary of sentiments of [Mac87, Wat90, Weg90] on generations of 
programming languages. 
Representative 
Generation Period Programming Characteristics 
Languages 
Basic language and implementation concepts. 
First 1954-58 Fortran, Cobol machine orientation (especially on control 
structures),linear data structures 
Structured control structures (less goto), 
Second 1959-61 Algol-60, Lisp hierarchically nested name structures (block 
structures), strong typing of the built-in types 
~~~ PL/I, Algol-68, Emphasis on simplicity and efficiency, 
Third 1962-69 Pas^ provision of user-defined data types 
Support for information hiding, data 
Fourth 1970-79 Ada, Smalltalk abstraction and concurrent programming 
Object-oriented, Fifth 1980-90 functional and logic Programs reflect the pattern of thought paradigms 
Table 1.1 Generations of programming languages 
Fig. 1.1 is taken from [Wat90] to illustrate the dates and ancestry of several important 
languages. 
1.2 Programming Paradigms 
1.2.1 What is a programming paradigm? 
A programming paradigm is a collection of concepts that together guide the 
design process and determine the form of valid programs [ABZ92]. Only a restricted 
set of concepts of the paradigm can be used during the design and programming 
processes. For example, structured programming restricts prograramers from using 
unstructured control constructs like the goto statement. Another view of a 
programming paradigm is regarding it as a class of programming languages [Hai86]. 
For instance, both C and Pascal are block structured，sequential programming 
languages and hence they belong to the same paradigm. 
2 
1.2.2 Which came first? Languages or paradigms? 
Traditionally, languages came first and paradigms were abstractions of 
features of existing languages. We can say languages induced paradigms [Hai86] in 
this case. This is the relationship between languages and paradigms from the first to 
the fourth generation of languages; the imperative paradigm is actually a collection of 
machine-oriented concepts such as the use of global variables and sequential control. 
On the contrary, the fifth generation languages are paradigm-induced languages in the 
sense that programming languages are designed and implemented based on the 
notions of the underlying paradigms. A language supports a paradigm if the language 
makes a paradigm convenient [Flo79]. When a language makes a paradigm feasible, 
but not convenient, it weakly supports the paradigm. Obviously, a paradigm-induced 
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Fig. 1.1 Dates and ancestry of several important programming languages 
3 
1.2.3 Overview of some paradigms 
An overview of various programming paradigms is given below. Detailed 
studies of the object-oriented, the logic and the functional paradigms will be given 
later. 
Imperative paradigm: 
Imperative languages are characterized as having an implicit state (i.e. values 
of global variables) which is modified (i.e. side effected) by programming constructs 
in the source language. Generally, imperative languages have a concept of sequencing 
of commands to achieve precise and deterministic control over the state [Hud89]. 
Examples of such languages are Pascal, Fortran and C. 
Object-oriented paradigm: 
A program is a collection of interacting objects. Each object is self-contained 
such that it has its own state and a group of methods which have exclusive rights to 
access and modify the state. Object-orientation encourages thinking about individual 
entity rather than a global world. Examples of object-oriented languages are 
Smalltalk, C++ and Eiffel. 
Declarative paradigms: 
In contrast to the imperative paradigm, declarative languages are 
characterized as having no implicit states. Rather, state-oriented computations are 
accomplished by carrying the state around explicitly. For example, through the 
parameters of the computation method. Ideally, declarative languages should allow 
programmers to solve a problem by only stating what the problem is instead of saying 
how to solve it. Both the logic paradigm and functional paradigm are declarative 
paradigms. 
Logic paradigm: 
Logic programming is based on the notion that a program implements a 
relation, usually by Horn clauses. By separating the logic from control, the program 
becomes merely a formal specification of the problem and its solutions. Prolog is the 
most popular logic programming language developed thus far. 
4 
Functional paradigm: 
Functional programming is based on the notion that a program implements a 
function. Computation is earned out entirely through the evaluation of expressions 
[Hud89]. Examples of functional languages are ML and Miranda. 
Parallel paradigm: 
One of the major drawbacks of sequential programming languages is the 
strictly sequential execution of program statements. Many potential parallelisms are 
prohibited. The parallel paradigm aims to provide a set of general mechanisms for 
expressing the potential parallelism in a problem. According to the degree of 
interaction among parallel processes, there are two kinds of parallel paradigm: 
asynchronous and synchronous [ABZ92]. Asynchronous parallel paradigm means that 
each process operates asynchronously on some tasks and k communicates with other 
processes explicitly to achieve smooth coordination among processes. Asynchronous 
paradigm tends to obtain coarse-grain parallelism. In the synchronous parallel 
paradigm, parallel processes execute independently, possibly working on disjoint data 
sets, for a small amount of operations (e.g. a single addition) and then are 
resynchronized. Thus, synchronous paradigm tends to have fine-grain parallelism. 
Examples of parallel programming languages are Actors, CSP and Linda. 
Dataflow paradigm: 
In this paradigm, streams of data flow through a network of computation 
nodes. Each such node consumes the flow-in data and produces new flow-out data to 
other nodes according to the node-equations of this node. The evaluation order is 
implied by data dependencies in the node equations. An example of dataflow 
languages is Lucid. 
Constraint paradigm: 
The idea of this paradigm is to restrict an ordinary, unconstrained solution set 
to its subset such that only the desired solutions which satisfy some constraints are 
included. Thus, a program is a collection of constraining equations. An example of 
constraint languages is CHIP. 




• ‘ . ： 
Imperative Declarative Olpject- Dataflow Parallel Constraint oriented 
Functional Logic Asynchronous Synchronous 
Fig. 1.2 Organization of programming paradigms 
1.2.4 A spectrum of paradigms 
If paradigms are classifiers for programming languages, then what are the 
classifiers for paradigms? A spectrum of paradigms is suggested in [ABZ92] to 
categorize them. At one extreme of the spectrum is the kind called operational 
paradigms which are characterized by the step-by-step computational sequence, 
either sequential or parallel. This concept originates from the operational semantics of 
programming languages which describes the meaning of a computation as a sequence 
of transitions from state to state. Another extreme of the spectrum is the kind called 
definitional paradigms. In definitional paradigms, a program is not composed of 
commands but a group of definitions, in the form of facts, rules, constraints equations 
or transformations. Solutions are based on these definitions only and are unrelated to 
6 
the evaluation order. This concept stems from the denotational semantics and 
axiomatic semantics [Mey90] of programming languages. Each paradigm we 
discussed above occupies a space in the operational-definitional spectrum, as shown 
in Fig. 1.3 (an extended version of the Fig.2 in [ABZ92]). 
„ ,. .“ ^ , Allow some 
Expbcitly control elimination of [ , Evaluation order a K t^ rv 
evaluauoa order, evaluatioD order. derived from Arbitary evaluatioa 
s.de-eff(xting encapsulated orderknown computable equations order and constramts 









_ I I mt^mmmmmmBmmmmmi^mmmmmmmam^mmmmmmmm^mm Operational Definitional 
Explicit evaluation order Derived evaluation order ' 
Fig. 1.3 The operational-definitional spectrum 
1.2.5 Multiparadigm languages ••• not a dream but a need 
A software system seldom supports just one paradigm. For example, C++ is 
both an imperative and an object-oriented language; Parlog is both a parallel and a 
logic programming language. Systems that support more than one paradigm are called 
multiparadigm systems. The most common kind of multiparadigm systems is 
operating systems because they usually incorporate several programming languages of 
different paradigms. Nevertheless, such kind of multiparadigm systems is not 
satisfactory for multiparadigm programming since different paradigms are strictly 
separated and the linkages among paradigms are static (by invoking the linker to link 
object files from different language compilers into an executable program). A higher 
degree of coupling of paradigms is expected in multiparadigm languages. In our 
aspect, a multiparadigm language should provide means for programmers to apply 
elements of various paradigms directly. Furthermore, if a multiparadigm language has 
a unified semantics then it is a tightly-coupled multiparadigm language; otherwise it 
is a loosely-coupled multiparadigm language. 
7 
Multiparadigm languages are desirable in three aspects: 
• Programmers can choose the most appropriate paradigm for a particular 
problem so that the gap between the design phase and the programming phase • 
can be minimized. 
• Existing software (e.g. library subroutines) written in languages of a paradigm 
is reusable in languages of another paradigm. 
• It is natural to model real-world objects using multiparadigm languages since 
they can be viewed as loosely coupled distributed systems with multiparadigm 
cooperating subsystems. 
In summary, programming paradigms are extremely important to the problem-
solving process using programming languages, the design of a new language and even 
the evolution of programming languages. The following words given by Robert W. 
Floyd in his Turing award lecture [Flo79] clarify the essence of programming 
paradigms: 
"…advancement of the act of the individual programmer requires that he expands 
his repertory of paradigms …" 
"To the designer of programming languages, I say : unless you can support the 
paradigms I use when I program, or at least support my extending your language 
into one that does support my programming methods, I don't need your shiny new 
languages..." 
"…advancement of the general art of programming requires the continuing 
invention and elaboration of paradigms..." 
1.3 The Objectives of this research 
We have seen the importance of multiparadigm systems. We believe that 
multiparadigm programming will be one of the main streams of the next programming 
generation. The software industry will be significantly benefited if well designed and 
efficiently implemented multiparadigm systems appear. Our research concerns about 
the design and implementation of a multiparadigm language. In particular, we focus 
on the integration of three paradigms : object-oriented, functional and logic since they 
are the three most representative and reputable paradigms in the last decade. We are 
looking for an approach to incorporating them in a harmonious and cooperative ways. 
Besides, the following issues are discussed in the succeeding chapters: 
8 
• A comparative study of the three paradigms. We examine the characteristics 
of each paradigm, the fundamental differences and similarities among them 
and the potential difficulties in combining them. (Chapter Two) 
• A comprehensive survey of existing approaches to the integration of these 
three paradigms. We report the pros-and-cons of each such approach and 
classify them into several categories. (Chapter Three) 




Studies of the object-oriented，the 
logic and the functional paradigms 
-Life-the way it really is-is a battle not between Bad 
and Good but between Bad and Worse.-
Joseph Brodsky, NY Times 1 Oct 72 
In this chapter, we have more detailed studies of the object-oriented, the 
functional and the logic paradigms. It is helpful to scrutinize them before considering 
how to do the integration (of them). 
2.1 The Object-Oriented Paradigm 
2.1.1 Basic components [Wat90, Weg90] 






An object is a collection of operations and a state that remembers the effect of 
the operations. Communication between objects is done by message passing. The 
state is hidden from the outside world and is accessible only to the object's operations 
which are invoked by message calls from some objects (an object may send a message 
call to itself). Fig. 2.1 shows the configuration of an object The internal state of an 
10 
object is represented by a set of local variables called instance variables. The 
operations of an object are usually called methods. 
.广 1 I 
I op«ri°n2 I 
‘ Q states ) Interface < | p^cmicni | ^ ^ 
I 
I 




Fig. 2.1 The configuration of an object 
Classes 
Classes serve as templates from which objects may be created. A class has 
two parts: interface and body. The interface part specifies what operations are 
available in objects created from the class. The body part specifies the implementation 
of the operations in the interface part and the representation of the state. We may 
treat a class as defining the behavior common to all objects of the class. 
Inheritance 
Inheritance is a mechanism for composing the behavior of a class based on 
that of its parent classes. Subclasses of a class inherit the operations of their parent 
classes and may add new operations and new instance variables. With inheritance, 
classes can be organized into a hierarchy of subclasses and superclasses. 
2.1.2 Motivations [Wat90, Weg90] 
A fundamental shortcoming of the imperative paradigm is the unlimited access 
of global variables from every part of the program. When the program is large, 
management of such global variables becomes difficult Object-oriented programming 
is a successful solution to this problem by encapsulating each global variable in a 
module with a group of operations (Le. an object) that have exclusive direct access to 
the variable. The scope rules of many object-oriented languages ensure that the 
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hidden variables of m object are only accessible by calling the operations exported in 
the interface part of the object. Thus information hiding and data encapsulation are 
achieved. 
Furthermore, object-oriented programming offers high reusability of software. 
Traditional procedure-oriented libraries are actually collections of unrelated software 
components. It is the responsibility of library users to combine procedures from the 
library into programs. In a more systematic way, object-oriented libraries are 
collections of hierarchically organized classes from which objects may be created. 
Much of the work of component composition is inherent in the class hierarchy. The 
behavior of a class can be reused by creating instances (objects) and by defining 
subclasses that modify its behavior. 
2.1.3 Some related issues [Weg90, SW87, CL90, Lie87，Nie87, YT87, 
YSTH87] 
Kinds of objects 
Objects in traditional object-oriented languages like Smalltalk and C++ are 
imperative objects which are characterized as having an updatable state shared by 
local operations of an object. There is another kind of objects called functional objects 
which have an object-like interface of available operations but not an updatable state. 
Evaluation with functional objects is side-effect free. 
Objects can also be categorized as active or passive. A passive object is 
inactive unless an operation of it is invoked by a message call. On the contrary, an 
active object may be running when a message arrives. In such situation, the newly 
arrived message may need to wait for the service of the object in a queue or the 
executing operation may be interrupted if the arriving message call has higher priority 
than the operation being executed. 
Types and classes 
I 
Type is a mechanism for specifying the structure of expressions. Class is a 
mechanism for classifying values by their properties and behavior. The primary 
purpose of typing is to provide constraints on expressions for type checking by 
compilers. The primary purpose of classifying is to specify the behavior of classes for 
program development, enhancement and execution. Types are described by predicates 
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over expressions used for type checking, whereas classes are specified by templates 
used for creating and managing objects with the same behavior. Every class is a type 
defined by a predicate that specifies its template. Nevertheless, a type is not 
necessarily a class since predicates may not determine object templates. Fig. 2.2 
illustrates the relationships between types and classes. 
Type-checking Instance creation 
semantics semmtics 
I I f ( N 
Types Classes 
f (Predicates) (Templates) 
V J V J A • 
S i n . { ” a t e / evottTon 
checking constraint modificatioiy interface interface 
U U , - U 
v. Subtypes Subclasses 乂 
\ J v J 
Fig. 2.2 Relationships between types and classes 
Due to these differences in purpose and specification, subtypes and subclasses 
are derived from their parents in different ways. Subclasses are defined by template 
modification mechanisms that are able to modify their parents' behavior arbitrarily. 
Subtypes，on the other hand, are defined by additional predicates for constraining the 
structure of expressions. Thus subtyping constrains behavior modification while 
subclassing facilitates flexible system evolution. 
Variations in the inheritance mechanism 
The class-based inheritance requires all objects of a class to have the same 
behavior patterns. It is hard (if possible) to inherit only part of the behavior patterns 
of the class into an object. Differential inheritance of behavior requires a finer 
granularity of sharing at the object level. Delegation is an alternative to inheritance 
which achieves behavior sharing at the level of objects. Objects may delegate 
responsibility for performing nonlocal operations to parent instances called prototypes 
which serve both as instances and as templates for creating objects. A prototype is 
itself an object (not a class) that may delegate to one or more parents (other 
prototypes). Actually there is no language level distinction between objects and 
classes in a delegation-based system. While delegation reduces the number of 
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primitive language concepts by eliminating the need for classes, it also increases 
semantics complexity because it must handle a greater variety of behavior patterns, 
and instances (prototypes) have to act as classes and objects. In other words, 
delegation trades semantics simplicity for programming flexibility. 
Another issue about inheritance is about the thing to be inherited. An 
inheritance mechanism can inherit either behavior (specification) or code 
(implementation). Consider a stack and a double-ended queue (deque). A deque may 
be viewed as a stack with additional operations and is therefore a subclass of a stack 
if behavior is the basis for inheritance. Nevertheless, a deque needs two list pointers in 
its data structure while a stack needs only one. It is simpler to implement a stack by a 
deque than a deque by a stack. Thus a stack is a subclass of a deque when code is the 
basis for inheritance. In general, when behavior is the basis for inheritance, it is usual 
to construct a subclass with complicated structure by refining a parent class with a 
simpler structure. However, in the implementation view, it is easier to implement a 
simple structure from a complicated structure rather than the other way around. 
Behavior and code inheritances are rarely compatible with each other. 
Concurrent object-oriented programming 
Objects in object-oriented programs are like members of a society. Objects 
execute independently of each other and communicate by message passing. This is 
called inter-object parallelism. The degree of inter-object parallelism depends on the 
mode of communication between objects. 
In synchronous mode, the sender object waits for the reply from the receiver 
object before continuing execution. Sender/Receiver relationship in this mode is very 
similar to the caller/callee relationship in ordinary procedure call. Strict call and return 
behavior results in limited parallelism. In asynchronous (without future reply) mode, 
the sender object sends a message to the receiver object without waiting for the reply. 
The sender continues execution after the message sending and so it can send multiple 
requests to different receivers. More inter-object parallelism is exploited in this mode. 
In asynchronous (with future reply) mode, the sender object sends a message to the 
receiver object without waiting for the reply. The reply will be held by an intermediate 
entity which is either a separate object or a data structure internal to the sender 
object. At a future time, the sender object can get the reply by accessing the 
intermediate entity. If the reply is still not ready, the sender object waits for it. This 
mode acts as a mixture of synchronous and asynchronous modes. 
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Within each active object, several threads of execution can be run 
concurrently by CPU time-multiplexing. Those threads are restricted to be executed 
within a particular object Such kind of parallelism is called intra-object parallelism. 
Introducing inter-object and intra-object parallelism in a single environment provides 
various degree of parallelism. 
A family of object-based languages 
Object-based languages are languages that provide linguistic support for 
objects. Object-oriented languages are object-based languages and additionally have 
classes and inheritance. Strongly-typed object-oriented languages is the subclass of 
object-oriented languages in which all objects have abstract interfaces and the 
languages are strongly typed. Such languages ensure type-consistence of expressions 
but leave less freedom and flexibility to the programmers. Concurrent object-oriented 
languages is the subclass of object-oriented languages in which objects can be 
executed concurrently. They can be either strongly typed or not. 
Another stream of object-based languages is the one without the class 
concept. Such classless object-based languages can be further divided into two kinds: 
with or without inheritance. Fig. 2.3 displays the family of object-based languages. 
«^ncuntacy N^ Wwionce -mg typing / 4<iaiiibttnrtioii 
J S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
-tcoocuiraicy 
/^ "OoBUimrt 
( objoctHneolBd 1 
乂 
Fig. 2.3 The family of object-based languages 
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2.1.4 Computational models for object-oriented programming 
[Weg90] 
An object with methods mi”"，mk and an internal state can be modeled by an 
automation A 
A =�I，0，S，M，G� 
where I is a set of ordered pair (ra, x). Here, m is the name of a method 
defined in the object and x is the argument of m. That is, I denotes a 
set of all possible input. 
O is a set of all possible output 
S is a set of states 
M = {mi，“.，mk} 
G is a state transition function 
For a given input i=(m, x)e I and state se S, the output oe O is determined by: 
0 = m(x, s) where m€ M 
and the next state s' is determined by 
s, = G(x, s) 
Fig. 2.4 shows how an object can be modeled as an automation 
I State s ； 
input (m,*) x . . . . ^ X output m(x,s) 
J methods: \ 
/ state transition function: G \ 
V 5' = G(x,s) J 
Fig. 2.4 Modeling an object as an automation 
* 
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To formulate the communication of objects, it is useful to borrow concepts 
from the communication sequential processes. Using the Calculus of Communicating 
System (CCS), processes (objects) can be defined in terras of an alphabet of events 
and a become operation 
P->aQ means "process P acted on by event a becomes Q" 
P—aP means "P can be acted on by a sequence of event a" 
p_>abQ means •丨 P acted by a sequence of events : a then b becomes Q" 
P—aX+bY means "P becomes X or Y depending on the event a or b acting on 
P" 
P-^a'Q means "P becomes Q and output an event a" 
PIQ means "P and Q are allowed to be executed in parallel". We can simply 
write PQ for PIQ 
Thus two processes (objects) P and Q communicate by rendezvous between 
an input and a matching output, say a, can be modeled as: 
P—aP and Q^a 'Q 
Information hiding may be modeled by restriction. PQ/{x} restricts PQ so that 
X is internal and invisible outside the scope of P and Q. 
The above model provides ways to construct composite objects with nice 
algebraic properties. Nonetheless, it is inadequate to model systems in the presence of 
asynchrony and nondeterminism. Moreover, the two way naming communication 
protocol does not describe the client/server relation which is common in many 
applications. 
Unlike the logic and the functional paradigms, the object-oriented paradigm 
cannot be modeled by a single computational model. In addition to the above model, 
equivalence relations and the lambda calculus are used to model types, fixed point 
theory is applied to develop the semantics of inheritance and reflective systems 
explore the computational consequences of treating programs as data. The section 7 
of [Weg90] gives a good introduction to the formal computational models for object-
oriented programming. 
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2.2 The Functional Paradigm 
2.2.1 Basic concepts [Wat90, Hud89] 
A program can be viewed as implementing a mapping from some input values 
to output values. In imperative programming, this mapping is implicit—commands 
read input values, manipulate them and write output values. The commands of a 
program affect one another through the modification of variables accessible by them. 
Thus the relationships between commands may be very complicated or perhaps 
unmanageable even in a moderate size program. 
The idea of functional programming is to explicate the mapping of input 
values to output values. Basically, a functional program itself is a function (or a group 
of functions) which accepts input values and produces output values according to the 
definition of the function. Concepts like commands and global variables are no longer 
present in functional programs. Let us take a favorite example fac(n) which calculates 
the factorial of an integer n to distinguish the styles of imperative and functional 
programming. Using a Pascal-like language, fac(n) can be written as : 
function fac(n : integer) : integer; 
var 一 
result : integer； 
begin 
result ：二 1; 
while n > 0 do 
begin 
result ：= result * n； 
n ： = n - 1 ; 
end ; 
fac ••= result; 
end; 
We can get an insight of the customs of imperative programming—explicit 
looping over variable with changing value and storing of useful values in variables. On 
the other hand, the definition of fac(n) written in a functional language Lazy ML 
(LML) is: 
fac 0 = 1 
丨 I fac n = n * fac (n - 1) 
(II means "or". It specifies different cases of input parameters of the function) 
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Instead of using explicit looping, recursion is used. Also, we don't need extra 
variables to hold temporary values. In addition, the program appears very much like 
the mathematical definition of factorial. 
Due to the side-effect free nature of functional programming, referential 
transparency is preserved in functional programs. A program is referential transparent 
if every reference to a value (may be in the form of a function or an expression) is 
equivalent to the value itself no matter where or when the reference occurs. 
Referential transparency guarantees that "equals can be replaced by equals". For 
example, consider the LML expression: 
let 
y = f X 
in y + y * y 
The function application f x may be substituted for any free occurrence of y 
in the scope of the l e t expression. Thus y+y*y can be replaced by f x + f x * 
f X in the above expression. We cannot do this in imperative programming. For 
instance, consider the following Pascal-like program: 
program changed； 
var flag ： boolean； 
function f(n ； integer) ： integer; 
begin 
if flag then 
f := n 
else 
f ： = n * 3 ; 
flag ：= not flag 
end； 
begin 
flag := true; 
writeln(f(l)+f(2))； (* output 7 *) 
writeln(f(2)+f(1))； (* output 5 *) 
end. 
We get 7 for expression f(l)+f(2) but 5 for f(2)+f(l). The problem is that the 
value of flag is modified by the destructive assignment statement f l a g ：= n o t 
f l a g . 
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2.2.2 Lambda calculus [Mey90, Jon87] 
Lambda calculus is the most fundamental and powerful mathematical system 
to capture the computational aspects of functions. Even though it is simple in syntax 
and semantics, it is expressive enough to describe all functional programs. Therefore 
it always acts as an intermediate language between high-level functional languages 
and their low-level implementations. Chapter Five of [Mey90] is a detailed 
introduction to lambda calculus. 
In lambda calculus, an expression is in normal form if it cannot be further 
reduced. A reduction is a single step in the evaluation of a lambda expression. There 
are two possible reduction orders. A normal-order reduction is a sequential reduction 
in which, whenever there is more than one reducible expression, the leftmost one is 
chosen first. An applicative-order reduction is a sequential reduction in which the 
leftmost innermost reducible expression is chosen first. A very important property 
about evaluation in lambda calculus is the Church-Rosser property which states that 
[Mey90]: 
If an expression can be evaluated at all, it can be evaluated by using a sequence 
of normal-order evaluation. If an expression can be evaluated in several different 
ways, then all of these evaluation orders yield the same result. 
This property guarantees that the value of an expression can always be found 
if it exists and it is unique. Another nice property of the lambda calculus is about 
recursive computation. The fixpoint theorem states that any recursive function can be 
written nonrecursively (and nonimperatively). This theorem leads to the famous 
Church's Thesis [Mey90]: 
Effectively computable functions from positive integers to positive integers are just 
those definable in the lambda calculus. 
Thus computation of any recursive functions can be simulated using lambda 
calculus. 
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2.2.3 The characteristics of functional programs [Wat90, Hud89, FH88, 
Jon87] 
Are functional programs just collections of functions and expressions? If the 
answer is "yes", then we can simply drop the assignment statement and any other 
side-effecting primitives in an imperative programming language to derive a functional 
language. If we do so, we will find that the result of such derivation is not satisfactory 
due to the poor functional subset of most imperative languages. Most of the modem 
functional languages like Lazy ML, Hope, Miranda and Haskell have the following 
distinguishing features to support practical programming in pure functional style: 
Higher order functions 
When a language supports higher order functions, functions are treated as 
first-class citizens in the language --- allowing them to be stored in data structures, 
passed as arguments and returned as results of other functions. Functions whose 
parameters and results are all nonfunctional are called first-order functions. Provision 
of higher order functions often leads to very concise and abstract programs. For 
example, a simple way to generate a new function is by composing two existing 
functions. Consider the following LML program: 
l e t 
i n c X = X + 1 
a n d 
compose f g x = f ( g ( x ) ) 
i n compose i n c i n c 1 
The function compose returns the value of applying its first argument f (a 
function) to the result of applying its second argument g (a function also) to its third 
argument x. So, (compose i n c i n c 1) returns 2. An important aspect of higher 
order functions is that they are curried functions, i.e. not all arguments need to be 
given to evaluate functions. A curried function taking n arguments, but given only m 
(<n) arguments returns a function that takes the remaining n-m arguments. 
Lazy evaluation 
It is a parameter mechanism to evaluate the arguments to a function at their 
first use, rather than at the moment when the function is activated. If the arguments 
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are never used, they are never evaluated. So it is often referred as a "call-by-need" 
parameter-passing mechanism. Returning to lambda calculus basics, consider the 
following reduction sequences, one in normal-order and another in applicative-order: 
(入x.(+X x))(* 3 2) (kx.i+ X x))(* 3 2) 
(?ix.(+ X X) 6) =» (+ (* 3 2) (* 3 2)) 
=> (+6 6) (+ 6 (* 3 2)) 
=> 12 (+6 6) 
=> 12 
Applicative-order reduction Normal-order reduction 
We can see that in this case normal-order reduction is less efficient than the 
applicative-order reduction since a redundant computation "(* 3 2)" is done in the 
normal-order reduction. However, applicative-order reduction is not always better 
than normal-order reduction. For example, consider 
(Xx. 1 )((Xx.x.x)(Xx.x.x)) (kx, 1 )((;U.x.x)(Xx.x.x)) 
(kx. 1 )((Xx.x.x)(X,x.x.x)) 1 
=> : 
=> : 
Applicative-order reduction Normal-order reduction 
The applicative-order reduction does not terminate in this case. In the sense of 
lambda calculus, lazy evaluation is an implementation of normal-order reduction in 
which recoraputation is avoided. It retains the strength of normal-order reduction 
while being possibly more efficient than applicative-order reduction (an function 
evaluation may require no actual computation). 
Lazy evaluation is useful in two senses. First, it separates control from 
calculation so that programmers no longer need to concern about evaluation order. 
Second, lazy evaluation supports computation with infinite data structures. In 
particular, we can build infinite lists whose tails remain unevaluated. For example, 
consider the following LML function: 
rec from n = [n; from (n+1)] 
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which generates a list of all integers greater than or equal to n. With lazy evaluation, 
the recursive call from(n+l) will be evaluated only when the tail of the list is required. 
We can then find the first prime not less than m by computing firstprirae(froni(m)) 
where firstprime is defined as: 
rec firstprime([H;T]) = if prime(H) then H else 
firstprime(T) 
(rec D defines the same identifiers as the declarator D except that the environment 
variables in D is extended by the identifiers defined in D itself) 
Pattern matching 
Mathematically, a function can be defined by several equations, each with a 
disjoint set of values of arguments. Similarly, in functional programs, a function may 
be defined by a set of equations, each with a different pattern contained in the left-
hand side of the equation. When the function is activated, only the equation with a 
left-hand side which matches the input arguments is evaluated. A pattern matches an 
input argument if each free identifier in the pattern can be given value making the 
pattern and the argument equal, whereupon each such identifier is bound to this value 
to evaluate the expression in the right-hand side of the equation. In general, the 
definition of a function f has the form: 
f pattern 1 = exprl 
f pattem2 = expr2 
f pattemk = exprk 
Given an input argument x to f, the semantics of pattern matching can be 
described by a case expression: 






Strong typing and the support of user-defined data types are advocated in 
modem functional languages. Strong static typing helps in debugging and also leads 
to more efficient implementations since most of the run-time type-checking 
information can be eliminated. Provision of user-defined data types let programmers 
tailor their own data types. In functional programs, new algebraic data types may be 
defined by the type declarator. For example, a definition of binary trees with arbitrary 
information in the nodes in LML is: 
rec type Tree * a = empty + node (Tree *a) *a (Tree *a) 
This declarator defines three identifiers : the type Tree, the constructors empty 
and node. The identifier *a is called type variable. For instance, Tree Int is the type of 
binary trees of integer. A variation of type declaration is to use type synonyms to 
create new names for old types. For example, 
type 工ntegertree = Tree Int 
Type synonyms are completely equivalent to the expanded types, Le. they do not 
introduce new types. 
Data abstraction 
Data abstraction improves the modularity, security and clarity of programs. It 
is achieved by the notion of abstract data types (ADT) in functional programs. For 
example, a queue ADT can be written in LML as follows: 
module 
export first, isempty.•.; 
rec type Queue *a = mt + elem • a (Queue *a) 
and first (elem e q) = e 
and isempty mt = true 
and isempty(elem e q) = false # 
end 
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The key point here is that only the functions first, isempty and so on are 
exported outside. The representation of the queue is hidden. 
Data structures manipulation 
Consider the modification of a particular element in complex data structures 
like trees and lists. Imperative programmers may just access this element and change 
its value. However, functional programmers cannot do so in this way since selective 
updating is impossible for them. They must make a copy of a complex data structures 
that differs from the original in a single component. Thus the cost of updating 
elements in complex data structures in functional programs is higher than that in 
imperative programs. Nevertheless, functional programmers are freed from the 
concerns of storage management. They don't need to know the concrete 
representations of the objects being manipulated. In contrast, imperative programmers 
need to handle something like pointers and memory allocation explicitly. 
2.2.4 Practicality of functional programming [Wat90, Hud89] 
Reasoning about programs 
Because of the referential transparency in functional programs, they are easy 
to transform and reason about formally. It is cushy to give denotational semantics to 
functional languages. 
State modeling 
The state of an object is usually modeled by a function with the state's value as 
an argument. For example, we can model a bank account by a recursive function with 




account(balance, [(deposit, amount); requests])= 
account(balance+amount, requests) 
II account(balance, [(withdrawal, amount); requests])= 
account(balance-amount, requests) 
II account(balance, []) = balance 
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The above kind of state modeling is said to be explicit Alternatively, we can 
model a state implicitly through the use of higher-order functions. For example, 
consider the imperative program, 
x : = 0 ; 
y ：= 1； 
X : = x + 1; 
y : = y - 1 ; 
We can model the implicit state in this program as a pair (xval, yval) and 
define several functions that simulate the updating of xval and yval: 
x(xval, yval) xval' = (xvaT，yval) 
x(xval, yval) yval' = (xval, yval') 
x'(xval, yval) = xval 
y'(xval, yval) = yval 
const V s = V 
Functions x and y are used to update the values of xval and yval respectively. 
Functions x, and y' are used to read the values of xval and yval respectively. Function 
const serves the purpose of initializing x and y. Further, to make the resultant 
functional program look like the original imperative program, we define the following 
higher-order infix operators and functions: 
f :='g = Xs.f s (g s) 
f;丨 g = Xs,g (f s) 
f - ' g = Xs.f s - g s 
f + ' g = Xs,f s + g s 
We can now transform the imperative program into a functional program: 
X :=' const 0;' 
y :=, const 1;' 
X :=' x' + 丨 const 1;丨 
y :=' y' const 1;' 
This example shows that functional languages which support higher-order 




Functional languages are inherently less efficient than imperative languages 
due to the following reasons: 
• A lot of operations for heap allocation and deallocation are involved in the 
execution of functional programs. 
• Lazy evaluation requires the checking of unevaluated expressions. 
• The preferred functional programming style uses many intermediate composite 
values. 
Luckily, the gap between the efficiency of imperative languages and that of 
functional languages is being curtailed as the implementation techniques of functional 
languages have been improving rapidly. 
The opportunity for parallelism 
The possibility of parallel execution is an attractive feature of functional 
programming languages. Functional programs have great potential for parallel 
programming because of their side-effect free nature. By removing the assignment 
statement, functional programs need not be executed sequentially. At any moment, 
there are a number of reducible expressions in the program, and in principle they 
could all be reduced simultaneously. Usually, parallelism in functional programs is 
implicit in contrast to that in imperative programs in which additional language 
constructs like cobegin...coend and fork...join are required to coordinate the 
concurrent activities. There is no extra language construct needed to write parallel 
functional programs. Functional programmers do not have to design a static task 
partition, guarantee mutual exclusion and synchronization or construct 
communication protocols between tasks. Nevertheless, as optimal mapping of 
processes to processors is a nontrivial task, a kind of metalanguages called 
parafunctional programming languages has been developed. In a parafunctional 
programming language, annotations are included to explicitly control priorities of 
tasks and mapping of processes to processors. 
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2.3 The Logic Paradigm 
2.3.1 Relations [Wat90] 
As we mentioned above, imperative and functional programming are about 
implementing mappings from input to output. Logic programming is essentially about 
implementing relations. A mapping is a many-to-one relationship, whereas a relation 
is in general a many-to-many relationship. Therefore relations are more general than 
mappings and logic programming is potentially higher level than imperative and 
functional programming. For example, consider two sets of values X and Y; R is a 
relation between X and Y (See Fig. 2.5) 
AaA 
x M — —卜1 yy 
X Y 
Fig. 2.5 An example of a relation R between X and Y 
R = {(x, y) s.t. xeX, y€ Y, xRy} 
= {(xi,yi), (XI, y2), (X2, y2)} 
Note : xRy means that x is related to y in R 
We can ask some questions about R like: 
Question: Is x j related to y j inR? 
Ans.: "yes" 
Question: Find all y such that x^Ry 
Ans.: y = y j or y2 
Question: Find all x and y such that xRy 
Ans. : X = XI，y = y 2 o r X = XI，y = y 2 or X = X2，y = y2 
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So, a question may have more than one answer. In addition, a relation makes 
no distinction between input and output. 
2,3.2 Logic programs [Llo84, CM84] 
A logic program is a collection of Horn clauses. A Horn clause has the 
general form: 
H — Bi，...，Bn 
where H is commonly called the head of the clause and B(s the body. Both H and B^ 
are simple assertions of the form p(...) where p is a relation name. Informally such a 
clause may be read as stating that H is true if Bj , ...，Bn are all true. In the special 
case where n=0, the Horn clause states a fact that H is unconditionally true. 
Computation consists of testing a given query <-Q. If we can infer from the 
clauses of the program that Q is true, then we say that Q succeeds. If we cannot infer 
that Q is true, then we say that Q fails. The testing of queries can be implemented by 
a technique called resolution. 
Prolog is the most popular logic programming language that exists today. 
Basically a Prolog program is a collection of Horn clauses, but in addition contains a 
number of features that are convenient for computer programming. In Prolog 
convention, H — Bj, ..” B^ is written as H :- Bj,…，H is written as K 
and — Bi，…，B打 is written as Bj, B^,. For example, consider the following 
Prolog program: 
append([], L, L). 
append([HIT], L, [HIK]) ：- append(T, L, K). 
The notation [HIT] denotes the list with the first element H followed by a tail list T. 
The notation • denotes the empty list append (X, Y, Z) implements the relation: Z 
is the list resulting from the concatenation of lists X and Y. Two cases are considered 
in append . If the first list is empty then the result is the second list Otherwise, the 
front element of the first list is made the front element of the list that results from 
appending the second list to the rest of the first list Besides the purpose of list 
concatenation, a p p e n d can be used to remove a given list from the front (or back) 
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of another, or to find all ways of deconcatenating a given list since a p p e n d 
implements a relation instead of a function. 
2 .3 .3 The opportunity for parallelism [Con87, Sha89] 
Two kinds of parallelism (OR and AND parallelism) can be exploited in logic 
programs. OR-parallelisra refers to the parallel execution of different clauses of a 
procedure. For example, consider the following logic program : 
p a 
p —b 
p < - c 
r — d 
To solve the goal g, the three clauses with head p may be searched in parallel When 
there is more than one way to solve a goal, multiple results can be obtained by OR-
paraUelisra. 
AND-parallelism corresponds to the parallel execution of goals in the body of 
a clause. For example, to solve the goal g, subgoals p，q, r may be solved in parallel. 
So, AND-parallelism aims for faster generation of a single result 
However, there are some problems associated with the AND/OR parallelism 
model. Unlimited OR-parallelisra may result in an uncontrollable number of processes 
in order to find all solutions to a goal. Unrestricted AND-parallelism may result in a 
large amount of incompatible bindings of the logical variables involved. To solve 
these problems, the two major representatives of concurrent logic programming: 
Concurrent Prolog and Parlog have based their approach on committed choice non-
determinism and restricted unification. 
2.4 Summary 
At a glance, it seems difficult to compare these three paradigms on a common 
base. We make a comparison of them m Table 2.1 based on some issues related to 
every programming paradigm/language. 
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Logic Functional Object-oriented 
Basic elements Relations represented Mathematical functions Objects, classes, inheritance 
by Horn clauses 
Theoretical First-order logic Lambda calculus Automata theory, 
framework equivalence relation, 
reflexive systems, 
fixed point theory 
Problem-solving SLD-resolution Reduction of Method invocation by message 
mechanisms expressions passing 
Values and types Primitive data types; Primitive + composite Primitive + composite 
type-checking at data types; strong typing data types; strong typing is 
run-time is encouraged encouraged 
Parameter- Through unification Through pattern- Many alternatives: call-by-value, 
binding matching call-by-name, call-by-reference 
Evaluation Eager evaluation Lazy evaluation Eager evaluation 
policy 
Program Declarative Declarative Procedural 
expressiveness ： 
State Reflected in the Reflected in the Reflected in the values of global 
parameters of parameters of functions; variables; 
predicates; explicit explicit modeling of implicit modeling of state 
modeling of state state 
Higher-order First-order Higher order Language dependent 
capability 
Determinism In theory: Deterministic for both Sequential: deterministic; 
nondeterministic; sequential and parallel parallel: may be 






Efficiency of Poor due to the Poor due to lazy 
implementations searching process evaluation and the use of Efficient 
many intermediate 
I composite value 
Table 2,1 A summary of characteristics of the logic, the functional and 
the object-oriented paradigms 
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CHAPTER THREE 
A survey of some existing 
multiparadigm languages 
-The ability to think straight, some knowledge of the 
past, some vision of the future, some skill to do useful 
service, some urge to fit that service into the well-being 
of the community-these are the most vital things 
education must try to produce.-
Virginia Gildersleeve, Many a Good Crusade Macmillan 54 
In this chapter, we examine some existing ways to integrate the three 
paradigms. We consider the four possible combinations of them, namely logic+object-
oriented, object-oriented+functional, logic+functional, and object-
oriented+logic+functional. For each combination of paradigms, we give descriptions 
of some representative approaches to the combination and a discussion. Each of such 
multiparadigm approaches can be treated as an element in a design space of 
programming languages, called the LOOF-space (Logic, Object-Oriented and 
Functional). The position of a multiparadigm language in the LOOF-space indicates 
the dominant paradigm of the language. See Fig. 3.1. We say that a multiparadigm 
language M has a dominant paradigm D if M is formed by injecting a number of 
concepts or elements of some paradigms other than D to a D induced language. 
Sometimes, it may be impossible to identify the dominant paradigm of a 
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3.1 Logic + Object-Oriented 
3.1.1 LogiC++ [Wu91] 
It is a C++ based language. The structure of a LogiC++ program is very 
similar to that of a C++ program except that methods in a LogiC++ program can be 






employee(void) { his一 manager = 0; }； 












manager(void) ： employee() {}； 
manager(manager &m) ： employee(m) {}； 
methods 
give一me_approval(Subject) ：- unimportant(Subject). 
give_me_approval(Subject)：- not unreasonable(Subject). 
} 
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Two classes m a n a g e r and employee are defined in the above program, 
e m p l o y e e is a super class of manager . For the class employee , a public method 
r e q u e s t / 1 is defined. For the class manage r , two private methods 
u n i m p o r t a n t / I and u n r e a s o n a b l e / 1 and a public method 
g i v e 一m e 一 a p p r o v a l / I are defined as a local knowledge base. The keyword 
m e t h o d s signifies that the following operations would be defined by Prolog clauses. 
Programs written in LogiC++ are translated by a preprocessor to some C++ 
programs which can then be compiled by a C++ compiler. Each clause of a method is 
compiled into a function in C++. The C++ functions for all the clauses with the same 
head predicate are grouped into a single function in which each clause is denoted by 
an alternative of a branch statement. In the body of a clause, subgoal calls are 
translated into function calls. The advantages of this approach are that implementation 
can be efficient and portable to many platforms. However, since all the methods are 
declared and checked at compile-time, dynamic modification of knowledge is 
impossible in LogiC++. 
3.1,2 Intermission [Kah82] 
Prolog is weak in data-abstraction. For example, a Prolog program which is 
written for sorting integers cannot be used to sort elements of other data types. 
Intermission solves this problem by embedding an object-based entity called actor into 
Prolog. An actor is a computational entity that combines in a single unit both program 
and data. Computation is performed only by sending messages. An actor consists of a 
script and acquaintances. The script determines the action to be done in responding 
to an incoming message. Acquaintances are the set of other actors that the actor 
knows. An actor can only send messages to another actor which is either its 
acquaintance or is named in the incoming message. In Prolog, an actor is represented 
by a list whose first element is its script and the rest of the list are its acquaintances. 
For example, consider the following implementation of lists as actors: 
(list, FIRST, REST) 
list is the script, FIRST and REST are acquaintances. The message passing 
mechanism is implemented by a relation sent: 
sent(Target, Message, Result) 
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Target is the name of the actor where the Message should be sent. Result is the 
outcome of sending Message to Target. The following example demonstrates 
how to abstract a list of integers by an actor with three acquaintances: the first 
element, the last element，and the difference between successive elements. The 
messages f i r s t and rest can be defined as follows: 
sent((nlist, BEGIN, END, INCREMENT), first, BEGIN) 
sent((nlist, BEGIN, END, INCREMENT), rest, (nlist, NEW_BEGIN, 
END, INCREMENT) ) :- sent： (BEGIN, ( + , INCREMENT), NEW—BEGIN). 
Sending the f i r s t message to a n l i s t actor causes it to return its first element 
BEGIN. The rest message causes a nlist actor to return another nlist actor 
whose first element is its first element plus the INCREMENT as its tail sublist 
The addition is performed by actors as follows: 
sent(NUMBER, (+, ANOTHER), R E S U L T ) : -
integer(NUMBER), integer(ANOTHER), 
RESULT is ANOTHER + NUMBER. 
The predicate integer (N) succeeds if N is of the integer data type. 
As we mentioned in Chapter Two, delegation is used in actor-like languages. 
Delegation can be implemented by having the following two clauses be the last ones 
of sent: 
sent(ANYONE, MESSAGE, RESULT):-
sent(ANYONE, proxy, PROXY), 
sent (PROXY, (handle-for, ANYONE', MESSAGE), RESULT). 
sent(ANYONE, (handle-for, CLIENT, MESSAGE), RESULT)：-
sent(ANYONE, proxy, PROXY), 
sent(PROXY, (handle-for, CLIENT, MESSAGE), RESULT). 
For any actor，if it cannot handle a MESSAGE by itself it passes the MESSAGE to its 
proxy. If a proxy cannot handle the message passed to it, it passes the message along 
to its proxy. 
There are some problems with Intermission. The syntax is awkward and 
verbose mainly due to the use of explicit constructors and selectors instead of pattern 
matching. For example, delegation requires handlers for ( h a n d l e f o r . . . ) 
messages. Also, Intermission has no constructs for structuring programs which is one 
of the primary purposes of object-oriented programming. The most serious problem 
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of Intermission is that the implementation of actors on top of Prolog is slow and 
inefficient. To achieve better performance, they should be incorporated at a lower 
level of implementation (possibly at the same level as functors, symbols and numbers). 
3.1.3 Object-Oriented Programming in Prolog (OOPP) [Zan84] 
In this approach, syntactic notations are introduced in Prolog to allow the 
specifications of objects, methods, messages and inheritance. An object declaration 
has the form: 
object with method-list 
where object is an arbitrary predicate and each method in method-list is a Prolog 
clauses. For example, 
reg_poly(N, L) with [(perimeter(P) ：- P is N * L); 
what—is一it (a_reg_polygon)] 
declares reg_poly to be an object with perimeter/1 and what一is一it/1 as 
its associated methods. The application of methods to objects is specified by messages 
using the infix o p e r a t o r F o r example, 
reg_poly(5, 10) ： perimeter(X)？ 
returns X=50. 
Inheritance is declared by the operator "isa". For example, to declare that both 
squares and pentagons are regular polygons, we write: 
square(L) isa reg_poly(4, L). 
pentagon(L) isa reg_poly(5, L). 
The implementation is built on top of UNSW Prolog, with no modification to 
the interpreter or compiler. Though OOPP offers object-oriented concepts such as 
objects, methods and messages, it does not support objects with state. The 'isa' 
relation does not fully exploit the power of inheritance in two senses. First, if more 
than one superclass has a definition of a method only one of them will be used. This 
scheme discards all but one solutions to a problem. Second, we can only define a 
subclass by refining a class's behavior rather than modifying a class's behavior in 
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general. For example, definitions of methods in a class cannot override those in its 
superclasses. The 'isa' relation mainly realizes subtyping instead of subclassing. 
3.1.4 Communicating Prolog Unit (CPU) [MN86] 
A Prolog program is organized as a collection of objects, which are referred as 
Prolog-units (P-units). Each P-unit represents a chunk of knowledge about a 
particular domain in the form of Prolog clauses. Communication between units is 
done by the predicate 
send(Destination, Goal, Answer) 
where Destination is the unit by which Goa l must be evaluated. The result is 
collected in Answer. A kind of units, called meta-level units is introduced to define 
and handle the interaction between P-units. The main task of a meta-unit is to decide 
how to solve predicates in a P-unit 
A P-unit may have multiple instances, called processes for serving requests 
from other P-units. Synchronization among processes is achieved by the 
synchronization clause ‘ 
entry (...), accept (...) ：- body (...). 
When a goal in a send statement unifies with the entry part of the clause's head，the 
evaluation of the body is postponed until the accept part of the head is satisfied. 
The main idea of this approach is to build complex software systems by 
combining a set of different Prolog modules P-units through a meta-level specification 
with the possibility of parallel execution of the P-units. Nonetheless, CPU only 
focuses on the process part of object-oriented programming, neither inheritance nor 
delegation is supported. 
3.1.5 D L P [Eli92] 
The language DLP(Distributed Logic Programming) is an extension of Prolog 
with object declarations and statements for the dynamic creation of objects, 
communication between objects ,and the assignment of values to non-logical instance 







The effect of the u s e declaration is to include the clauses of o b j e c t s into the 
object name. The variables declared by v a r are non-logical variables that may be 
modified by the assignment statement. For example, the definition of an object 
t r a v e l is: 
object travel{ 
use library 
var city[Tokyo, Peking, HongKong] 
reachable(X) ：- member(X, city). 
add(X) ：- append([X], city R), city ：= R. 
} 
Inheritance of the non-logical variables of objects is accomplished by including 
the declaration "isa ..." in the object declarations. The declared object then contains a 
copy of all the non-logical variables of the objects mentioned in the i s a list Clauses 
are inherited from objects by including the declaration "use •“". The following kinds 
of statements are provided in DLP: 
V := t /* to assign the value of the term t to the non-logical variable v*/ 
O = new(c(t)) /* to create an active instance of the object c*/ 
0!m(t) /* to call the method m(t) in the object O*/ 
To be a distributed language, DLP supports the following features: 
• Active and passive objects 
• Synchronous and asynchronous communication by rendezvous 
• Distributed backtracking 
Though non-logical variables and assignment statements are useful in state 




3.1.6 Representing Objects in a Logic Programming Language with 
Scoping Constructs (OLPSC) [HM90] 
A logic for scoping clauses and constants is introduced. Recall that a Horn 
clause has the general form 
A<-Bi,...,Bn (n>0) 
In the newly introduced logic, B^ can be replaced with more complex formulas 
of the form 
HiA...AHm=»Bi (m>0) 
where Hi”..，Hm are Horn clauses and is the converse of To prove B{, the 
clauses Hi，...，Hm are first loaded into the current program (i.e. the database in 
Prolog) and only then is B[ attempted. After B^ succeeds or fails, these clauses are 
removed from the current program. For example, consider the clause 
p(X,G) — all y\(assoc (y,x) => G) 
where a l l y \ means the universal quantifier y , a s s o c is a binary predicate 
symbol. To prove the goal p(a,G)，a new constant，say c, and a new clause, 
a s s o c ( c , a ) are added to the current program and then the goal G is called. In 
other words, G is carried from one context to another augmented context. This 
programming style is known as goal-continuation passing. A syntactic construct for 
modules is added to denote (possibly parametric) collections of program clauses. The 
module declaration 
MODULE inod(Xi, • . . ,Xn) • 
- LOCAL y i , … / Y m -
Hp (XjL, • . . , Xj^ / Yi, ..., ym) • 
associates to the name mod the parameters x ^ , . . . /X^/ the local constants 
y i / …，ym，and the clauses H i , . . . , Hp. The syntax mod ( t i ' … ' t ^ ) =» B 
is equivalent to 
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a l l y i , . . . , y i n \ [ (Hi ( t i ,…， tn , Y i , . . . , Ym^  ' " " Hp ( t ! , • • •, t n , 
y i , …，Y m ) ) => B] • 
Objects are represented by modules. For example, a module for an object 
denoting a locomotive could be given by 
MODULE locomotive. 
LOCAL train. 
make一train(train(S, Cl, Co), S , Cl, Co), 
color(train(S, Cl, Co), Cl). 
speed(train(S, Cl, Co), S)• 
country(train(S, Cl, Co), Co). 
State of an object can be modeled by 
？- object(state) => goal 
During the testing of g o a l , the s t a t e of the o b j e c t is hence accessible. 
To modify the state, use 
？- object(statei) => (object(state。）=> goal) 




Thus, if the depth-first searching rule is followed, then object ( s t a t e ]) 
will always be selected first. Multiple inheritance is allowed in this approach. 
However, how a class definition might redefine an inherited method is still in 
investigation and the possibility of concurrent execution is not mentioned in the paper. 
3.1 .7 KSL/Logic [IC90] 
KSL is a class-based object-oriented system in which everything including 
class, behavior(raethod and slot) and expression is an object. Domain object is a kind 
of object that controls the object's behavior according to the problem domain. 
Operations are invoked by message passing. When a message is sent to a domain 
object, the message selector and the class of the object identify the behavior object 
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that defines the operation required. An evaluation message is then sent to the behavior 
object causing its functionality to be applied to the domain object. 
There are several classes of behavior objects. Method object is a class of 
behavior objects that implements procedural programming in KSL. When a method 
object receives an evaluation message, further evaluation messages are sent to each 
KSL expression object in the method's expression list The evaluation behaviors of 
these expression objects implement the functionality of KSL. 
Logic programming is incorporated into KSL (the hybrid language is called 
KSL/Logic) by introducing two behavior classes called PredicateBehavior and 
BuiltlnPredicateBehavior. A PredicateBehavior object is associated with a class of 
domain object and contains all of the Horn clauses for that predicate as defined in the 
associated domain class. The specialized evaluation behavior for the 
PredicateBehavior class will invoke the predicate resolution. So a domain object 
determines the predicate that will be applied when reasoning occurs in its domain. 
Reasoning in KSL/Logic is thus domain-specific rather than reasoning under the 
single domain (the centralized database) in conventional logic programs. Also, 
dynamic domain switching during inference is allowed. BuiltlnPredicates like member, 
is, var and nonvar are defined in BuiltlnPredicateBehavior objects. 
In KSL/Logic, arguments of predicate expressions can be procedural 
expressions. In addition, argument values can be complex object structures to be 
matched. 
3.1.8 Orient84/K [IT87] 
Orient84/K is an object-oriented knowledge-base system. Knowledge is 
modularized as objects called knowledge objects. A knowledge object consists of 
three parts, namely the knowledge-base part, the behavior part and the monitor part. 
It has the metaclass-class-instance hierarchy with multiple inheritance. 
The behavior part is the collection of methods for the object It receives 
requests for inference and action from other objects and sends such requests to other 
objects. A few methods for inferring from the knowledge in its knowledge-base part 
are predefined. Also, there are some predefined methods to assert/retract rules and 
facts into/from its knowledge-base part. It may request the monitor part to control 
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incoming messages. The syntax and semantics of this part are similar to those of 
Smalltalk-80. 
The knowledge-base part contains the local knowledge which is stored in the 
form of rules and facts. The syntax and semantics of this part are closely related to 
those of Prolog. 
The monitor part acts as the demon, guardian, and supervisor of the 
knowledge object As the demon, it checks the consistency of the knowledge-base, 
provides default reasoning and handles exceptions. As the guardian, it checks the 
authorization of an incoming message and decides whether the sender of the message 
has the right to use the corresponding method or not. As a supervisor, it decides 
which incoming message is processed first according to the priority and mode of its 
methods. Mutual exclusion among methods in an object is accomplished by the mode 
of the method. Orient84/K supports concurrent programming by allowing every 
object to run concurrently. 
3.1.9 Vulcan [KTMB87] 
Vulcan is a higher-lever language for object-oriented programming based on 
Concurrent Prolog. To incorporate objects in logic programs, Concurrent Prolog 
represents states by means of logical variables. For example, consider the following 
Concurrent Prolog program: 
account([deposit(Amount)INewAccount],Balance,Name)：-
Plus(Balance,Amount,NewBalancG), 
account (NewAc c ount ？,NewBa1anc e ？,Name). 
In the notion of object-oriented programming, the above clause is a method of the 
object account for handling the incoming message: deposit (Amount). 
NewAccount is a new uninstantiated logical variable for further messages. State 
changes are accomplished by replacing old logical variables with new logical variables. 
Thus, a logical variable can be treated as a pointer to the object 
In Vulcan, programs are translated into Concurrent Prolog for execution. 
Classes and methods can be defined explicitly in Vulcan. For example. 
Class(window, [X,Y,Width,Height,Contents]) 
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declares a class called window with attributes ( X , Y , W i d t h , H e i g h t , 
C o n t e n t s ) . A method for getting the position of a w i n d o w can be defined as : 
window ：： position(X,Y) 
which is then translated into Concurrent Prolog as : 
window([position(X,Y) I NewWindow], X, Y, Width, Height, 
Contents)：-
window(NewWindow?, X, Y, Width, Height, Contents. 
Verbosity in writing object-oriented program using Concurrent Prolog can thus be 
alleviated in Vulcan. The object-oriented features supported include message passing, 
class inheritance and inheritance by delegation. However, backtracking over method 
calls is not possible due to the committed choice character of Concurrent Prolog. 
3.1.10The Bridge approach [KE88] 
An interface of Loopsi^m object-oriented programming environment) and 
Quintus Prolog is developed. The interface is divided into three layers. At the lowest 
layer, Prolog predicate can access Loops objects through three Prolog procedures: 
get一value/3，put一value/3，and send_message/4. For example, one should use the 
following procedure to perform a slot-value substitution in a Loops object: 
substitute_slot_value(Object,Slot,Old一value,New 一 v a l u e ) 
• 一 
get一value(Object, Slot, Old—value), 
put—value(Object, Slot, New 一 value). 
At the intermediate layer, methods of Loop objects can be defined as Prolog 
procedures. This is done by specializing the class Method in Loops to define a new 
class called PrologMethod. PrologMethod has four components: a method object, a 
functional definition (i.e. the object's interface part), the text representing the Prolog 
source code, and a set of clauses that have been interpreted or compiled into the 
Prolog database (i.e. as the object's implementation part). When a PrologMethod 
object is sent a message, it determines which method definition should be used. If the 
appropriate method definition is written in Prolog, a function called PROLOG will be 
invoked instead of applying a Lisp function to the arguments list (originally, Loops 
methods are Lisp functions). The PROLOG function is an interface between Lisp 
functions and Prolog procedures. For example, if one wants to invoke the Prolog 
procedure foo/3, using the function call 
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(PROLOG _foo(LIST •argl *VALUE* ‘arg3)) 
would have the same effect as the Prolog query 
foo(argl, X, argS). 
The PROLOG function will always return only the first answer for X，i.e. it is 
deterministic. 
At the highest layer, Prolog clauses can be treated as Loops objects, called 
PrologClause objects. PrologClause objects have slots to store things like the functor 
name, number of arguments and the list of arguments. If different sets of clauses 
represent different views of a problem, then we can alter views simply by asserting or 
retracting sets of PrologClause objects. 
3.1.11 Discussion 
As we have seen, there are many approaches to combining the logic and the 
object-oriented paradigms. We may classify them according to the dominant paradigm 
of each approach. LogiC++, DLP, KSL/Logic and Orient84/K incorporate the logic 
paradigm into an object-oriented framework by replacing procedural methods by 
Prolog clauses. On the other hand. Intermission, Vulcan, CPU, OOPP, and OLPSC 
incorporate some object-oriented components like objects, classes and inheritance into 
a logic framework. Usually, the logic based approaches use preprocessors to translate 
the object-oriented programs into ordinary logic programs. So, less implementation 
effort is required in these approaches. However, such kind of implementations is 
unavoidably inefficient since they are built on top of other languages. Also, since most 
of the logic programming languages only support unification of simple syntactic 
representations, user-defined complex objects are not unifiable. The Bridge is an 
interface approach between the two paradigms and so no paradigm dominates the 
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Fig. 3.2 Some logic+object-oriented approaches in the LOOF-space 
How to represent state is an important issue in the integration of the object-
oriented and the logic paradigms. Basically, there are three ways to represent state: 
• The state is associated with a few arguments of some predicates. The current 
state is reflected by the values of such arguments. Tail-recursive calling of the 
same predicate with different argument values denotes changing the current 
state to a new one. Examples are Vulcan and Intermission. 
• The state is recorded as clauses(usually are facts) in the database. To alter the 
current sate, one should modify the database by the predicates assert or 
retract. Examples are Orient84/K and OLPSC. 
• Adding some imperative constructs like instance variables and the assignment 
statement to manipulate the state. DLP is an example. 
The first way is simple and clear but rather limited in practice. It is tedious to 
carry the state around the program by passing it as arguments to every method 
accessible to the state. Moreover, persistent storing of the state in impossible. On the 
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contrary, the second and third ways are more convenient in accessing the state. 
However, this may be harmful if the state is accessible from "everyone". So a better 
policy is to protect the state from accessing by methods without direct access 
permission. 
It is possible for a language to employ more than one of the above three ways 
to represent states. For instance, both the first and the third ways are used in a Parlog 
based object-oriented language called Polka [Dav88]. A Polka class may define state 
variables and alter their values using an assignment operator becomes. The Polka 
class is then compiled into a set of Parlog clauses. State variables are compiled as part 
of arguments of some predicates. The becomes operation is implemented by argument 
replacement between tail-recursive calls of the same predicate. Thus, Polka supports 
the third way of state representation to programmers but implements it by the first 
way. 
3.2 Functional + Object-Oriented 
3.2.1 PROOF [YJB91] 
PROOF (a Parallel Object-Oriented Functional computation model) is an 
object-oriented computation model. In PROOF, a program comprises a set of objects 
which can be executed in parallel. Each object has its own local data and methods and 
is an instance of a class. The methods in PROOF are pure applicative functions. That 
is, the functional paradigm is incorporated at the method definition level. 
In PROOF, a number of objects can be active simultaneously. To synchronize 
among such objects, an optional precondition called guard is attached to each of the 
methods in a class. When an object invokes a method, if the attached guard evaluates 
to true, the method will be executed; otherwise the object will be suspended until the 
guard becomes true. Since the guards depend only on the local data of objects and do 
not depend on the definitions of methods, they can be inherited with the methods they 
are attached to. The following example is a definition of a class Bounded一 Buff er 
with guards in PROOF: 
class definition Bounded 一 B u f f e r ( i t e m t y p e , size) 
composition store：list(itemtype) x count：int 
method put b x 
guard (b.count < size) 
expression 
P[(append一right x), inc] b 
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method get b 
guard (b.count > 0) 
expression 
[p[tail, dec] n, head(b.store)] 
method is一empty b 
expression 





In the above program, P is the distributed apply function. p [ f i , f 2 , 
. . . , f n ] [ x i , X2, . . . ' X n ] = [ f i ( x i � ’ f 2 ( X 2 ) / f n ( X n ) ] 
where f i is a function. The symbol = is the logical operation "equal". The guard 
attached to the method g e t , (b . c o u n t > 0 ) states that g e t can be executed only 
when the buffer is not empty. 
PROOF is history sensitive by making the objects persistent and allowing the 
assignment of values to objects through a pseudofunction 91, called the reception 
function. 9t[[o]](e) denotes the assignment of the result of evaluating the expression e 
to the object O. e can be evaluated in parallel and the local data of o can be modified 
only as a whole entity. Simultaneous modification to the same object must be 
serialized. The serialization is done by a two-phase raultiraode locking protocol. 
A prototype programming language PROOF/L is under development. A 
program in PROOF/L is translated into an equivalent program with explicit parallel 
constructs. 
3.2.2 A Functional Language with Classes (FLC) [BSW91] 
A typed functional language that supports objects, classes, multiples 
inheritance and parametric polymorphism is proposed. In this language, an object is 
modeled as a typed record. The methods of the object are structured as fields with 
functional types. A class is a mapping from a set of instance variables to an object. 
Inheritance is modeled by subtyping. The following class declaration defines a class of 
objects with an instance variable x, methods #a and #b: 
val C = class x methods #a = x and #b = (fn z => x+z) end； 
This defines a class value C which has the following type: 
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C ： int object {#a ： Pres(int), #b = Pres (int^int) > Empty 
where C is a function. It maps from an integer value (the instance variable x) to an 
object value. Method #a is a constant function which always returns the value of x. 
Method #b is a function of single argument z. The keyword Empty represents the 
infinite sequence: 
ll:Absent, ±2:Absent, 
which means that the object has only two methods #a and #b. All other methods are 
absent. 
Instantiation of classes is done through functional application. For example, 
val O = C 3 
creates an object 〇 of class C with 3 as the value of its instance variable x. 
Inheritance is implemented by expanding the fields of a record. For example, a 
new class C ‘ that inherits method # a from C may be defined as: 
val C‘ = class x 
inherits # a from C with x 
methods #c = self.#a + 1 
end； 
A computationally equivalent definition of C ‘ is 
val C‘ = class x 
methods #a = x 
and #c = self.#a + 1 
end； 
Since methods are modeled as typed record fields, we can determine which 
fields must be present in a record and so determine the set of messages supported by 
an object. As a result, the "method not found" run-time error can be eliminated. The 
treating of classes as functions make PLC essentially a strongly-typed functional 
language. For this reason, it is appropriate to PLC using another strongly-typed 
functional language. PLC has been implemented in ML. 
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3.2 .3 Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) [GWB91, WH89] 
CLOS is a system designed for writing object-oriented programs using Lisp. 
CLOS primitives make it possible to define generic functions. A generic function is a 
collection of methods that share the same method name. In Lisp, an operation is 
defined by a single piece of code. Any argument-type conditionality is expressed as 
code explicitly programmed by the user (e.g. using the (cond...) construct). In 
contrast, generic function in CLOS supports automatic selection of the most 
appropriate method according to the argument types of the methods involved. For 
example, consider the following CLOS program: 
(defclass figure ( ) ( ) ) 
(defclass triangle(figure) 
((base :accessor triangle-base ：initarg :base) 
(altitude :accessor triangle-altitude ：initarg :altitude))) 
(defclass rectangle (figure) 
((width :accessor rectangle—width :initarg ：width) 
(height raccessor rectangle-height :initarg ：height))) 
(defclass circle {figure) 
((radius -accessor circle-radius ：initarg ：radius))) 
(defmethod area ((figure rectangle)) 
{* (rectangle-width figure) 
(rectangle-height figure))) 
(defmethod area ((figure circle)) 
I* pi 
(expt (circle-radius figure) 2))) 
The class figure has three subclasses: t r i a n g l e， r e c t a n g l e and 
c i r c l e . The subclass t r i a n g l e has two slots: b a s e and a l t i t u d e ; 
r e c t a n g l e has two slots w i d t h and h e i g h t ; c i r c l e has a slot r a d i u s . 
Each such slot is exclusively accessible by the procedure named after the keyword 
: a c c e s s o r . The method a r e a is a generic function composed of three different 
implementations. When the method a r e a is called with an object which is an instance 
of one of the three subclasses of figure as the argument, the most appropriate 
definition will be used. For instance, 
* (area (make-instance ‘ rectangle -.width 10 ：height 5)) 
will print 50. 
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3.2.4 FOOPS [GN87] 
FOOPS unifies functional and object-oriented programming by providing 
abstract data types (ADTs) for object attribute values. For example, consider the 
following definition of class ACCt in FOOPS: 
omod ACCT is » 
class Acct 
attrs bal ： Acct—Money *** Money is an ADT 
methods credit, debit ： Acct ->Acct 
ok-axioms 
• 
bal(credit(A,M)) = bal(A) + M 
bal (debit (A,M) = bal (A) - M if bal (A) :>= M 
endo ACCT 
An object of class ACCT has an attribute bal. The value of bal is the amount of 
money currently present in the account. It is the state of the object. All state changes 
are axiomatized by equations that describe the effects of methods credit and 
debit on bal. T h e attribute bal is of an A D T Money which is defined by a 
functional model MONEY： 
fmod MONEY is 
protecting DECRAT 
sorts 
Money < DecRat *** Money is dollars & cents； 
*** may be negative 
PMoney < Money *** PMoney is positive Money 
Pate < DecRat *** for interest rate 
fn roundoff ： DecRat -> Money 
ok-axioras 
(D ： DecRat) as Money if int-part{100*D) == 100*D. 
(M ： Money) as PMoney if M > 0. 
(D : DecRat) as Rate if D > 0. 
roundoff(D) = (int-part(100*D)) / 100. 
endf MONEY 
This module imports the built-in module DECRAT, which provides a type DecRat 
for finite decimal rational notation (i.e. an integer, a decimal point, and a natural); 
int-part (R) gives the part of R before the decimal point. PMoney is a subtype of 
Money for positive interest rates. Rate is a subtype of Money for positive interest 
rates. Money, PMoney and Rate are defined through a type constraint mechanism 
which is an equational condition that defines when data elements belong to a given 
subtype. 
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There are two kinds of modules in FOOPS: function-level modules (e.g. 
MONEY) and object-level modules (e.g. ACCT). While function-level modules define 
ADTs, object-level modules define classes. Multiple inheritance for both types and 
classes, object-valued attributes, generic modules (both function-level and object-
level) are supported in FOOPS. 
3.2.5 Discussion 
Some concepts like data-abstraction, overloading and polymorphism are 
shared by the two paradigms. The basic difference between them is that the notation 
of global variables is present in the (imperative) object-oriented paradigm but absent 
in the functional paradigm. This difference makes many people feel that integration of 
these two paradigms is impossible and this is the reason why few researchers work on 
this kind of integration. The four approaches we have seen fall into two categories 
(see Fig. 3.3). In FOOP and FLC, the main effort is to fit some of the concepts of 
object-oriented programming into the functional paradigm without compromising its 
purity. On the other hand, in PROOF and CLOS, some object-oriented features-in 
particular local state and assignment-are present at the object level. The purity of the 
functional paradigm is preserved at the method level (this may not be true in CLOS 
since Lisp is not a pure functional language). As a result, referential transparency is 
not preserved at the object level and complicated mechanisms are required to serialize 
the simultaneous access of the instance variables (In PROOF, the use of the two-
phase locking protocol in the serialization of the updating of objects may cause 
deadlock). Thus, PROOF and CLOS are not pure in the view of functional 
programmers. 
As we mentioned in Chapter Two, types and classes are similar but actually 
different concepts. However，among the four approaches we introduced, only FOOP 
bolsters both subtypes and subclasses; the other three approaches support either 
subtypes or subclasses but not both. (See Table 3.1) 
Subclasses Subtypes 
PROOF V 
CLOS � — 一 
FLC — V 
FOOP V — � 一 




Pure functional at both object and method levels 
CFOOP PLC ^ ^ 
• •• 






Fig. 3.3 Positions of some functional + object-oriented approaches in the LOOF-space 
3.3 Logic + Functional 
3.3.1 HOPE [DFP85] 
HOPE'S approach is based on the concept of absolute set abstraction where 
the set members are defined implicitly by a set of conditions which are equations 
involving functional expressions. For example, given the append function: 
append(nil,1) <= 1; 
a p p e n d ( X : : l i , I 2 ) c： x::append(丄丄，I2); 
Then, the s p l i t function can be defined by absolute set abstraction form as: 
Spl i t (1) <= { l i , l 2 I append( l i , l 2 )= l} ; 
where 丄丄 and I 2 are logical variables. S p l i t is a set-valued function since all list 
pairs satisfying the condition append ( I 2 ) = 1 will be returned by S p l i t . 
For example, S p l i t ( [ 1 , 2 ] ) returns { ( [ ] , [ 1 , 2 ] ) , ( [ 1 ] , [ 2 ] ) , 
( [ 1 , 2 ] , [ ] ) }. Thus, non-determinism is introduced by set-valued functions. 
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Function evaluation is done by unifying the equations forming the conditions 
against the equations of the program. In the evaluation of s p l i t ( [ 1 , 2 ] ) , the 
condition a p p e n d ( l ^ , I 2 ) = [ 1 / 2 ] is unified against the two a p p e n d equations. 
In this case, the second a p p e n d will be matched and the unification continues 
recursively until no unresolved conditions remain. 
Since a set may be defined using more than one condition and a function may 
be defined by more than one equation in a program, alternative evaluation strategies 
exist. Determining of what condition to elaborate next and what equation to be 
matched corresponds to the AND and OR parallelism in logic programs respectively. 
HOPE is a higher-order functional language. Logical variables are able to bind 
objects of function type, and through unification to produce function values for them. 
For example, given the definition of map : 
m a p ( n i l , f ) <= nil； 
map(x::l,f) <= f(X)::map(1,f); 
and the definition of to : 
t o ( l i , l 2 ) <= {f I inap( l i , f )= l2} 
where f is a function in both definitions. Then t o ( [ 1 , 2 ] , [ 3 , 4 ] ) should produce 
the definition of f : {f I f (1)=3 a n d f ( 2 ) 二 4}. 
Although unification and non-determinism are provided at the programmers 
specification level, they are not directly supported at run time. Indeed, a HOPE 
program is transformed into a pure functional program in compilation time. 
A function in HOPE can be used in several modes while a normal function has 
only one mode of use. A raultiraode function is accomplished by analyzing the modes 
of use of the function used in implicit definitions and converting the original function 
definition into one whose normal mode of use is the one required to produce 
functionally values for the output variables within the set expression. Logical variables 
are eliminated and only pattern matching and deterministic computation are used at 
run time. 
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3.3.2 FUNLOG [SY84, SY85] 
FUNLOG employs semantic unification as the basic problem solving 
mechanism. Functions in FUNLOG are defined by sets of equations. For example, the 
function if—then一else can be defined as : 
if_then_else(true,X,Y) = X 
if_then_else(false,X,Y) = Y 
A FUNLOG program consists of a set of function definitions and a collection of Horn 
clauses with equality. A Horn clause with equality is of the form: 
G:- Pi’ P2，... ,Pn 
where Pi can be of the equation form M=N. For example, the clause : 
r(X,Y) :- f(X)=A, A"h(5)=f(3"X), p(A,X,Y,Z) 
is a valid relation in FUNLOG. 
In solving the goal G, all Pi will be solved as in pure logic programs. 
However, if P^ is of the form M=N, semantic unification instead of conventional 
unification will be invoked to unify M and N. Semantic unification is indeed 
conventional unification with pattern-driven reduction. When two forms say f(ti，..”tn) 
and f(si，...，sn) are being unified and suppose t^  and S[ are not unifiable in conventional 
sense. However, if Si(or tj) is reducible (by terms rewriting which is based on function 
definitions) and a reduced version of it is unifiable with q (or Sj), then f(ti，...，tn) and 
f(si，...，Sn) are semantic unifiable. 
The pattern-driven reduction is in lazy manner. That is, reduction is performed 
only when it is necessary to make two terras semantically unifiable. For example, the 
reduction of the function terra i f一 t h e n一 e l s e (f (a) , g ( b ) , h ( c ) ) will reduce 
f (a) in order to match t r u e or f a l s e but will not reduce g (b) and h ( c ) since 
the values of them are unnecessary in this stage. 
With lazy reduction, the model is capable of computing infinite data 
structures. Also, since a single function can be defined via multiple equations, non-
determinism is allowed in function evaluation. 
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3.3.3 F* [Nar90] 
Lazy evaluation is the key concept in this approach. Besides the capability of 
handling infinite data structures, lazy evaluation has been shown to be optimal for the 
reduction process. That is, values of terms can be determined in a minimum number of 
reduction steps. 
The concept of lazy evaluation is brought to logic programs in the following 
way: Originally, an expressive, first-order and nondeterministic rewriting system F*(A 
F* program is a set of reduction rules) and an abstract lazy interpreter for it are 
defined. F* is then transformed into Horn clauses which will be interpreted by a 
resolution interpreter. The behavior of the lazy F* interpreter is preserved during the 
transformation so that it can be simulated by resolution. For example, the F* program • 
infinite一ones => [1丨infinite一ones]• 
head([UIV]) U . 
is transformed to the Horn clauses: 




(d) reduce(head(X),Z) :- reduce(X, [UIV]), reduce(U,Z). 
Evaluation of the function call h e a d ( i n f i n i t e 一 o n e s ) by the lazy-interpreter 
results in the value 1. The corresponding execution by the resolution interpreter on 
the goal reduce(head(infinite一ones)，Z) is: 
reduce(head(infinite一ones,Z)) 
I 
By(d) reduce(infinite_ones, [UIV]) , reduce(U,Z) 
I 
By (c) reduce ([II infinite一ones] , [UIV] ) , reduce (U,Z) 
I 
By ( b ) reduce (1,Z) 
I 
By (a) reduce (1,1) 
Z is bound to 1 and the resolution steps exactly simulate the lazy-rewriting process. 
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3.3.4 LEAF [BBLM84, BBLM85] 
LEAF has a declarative and a procedure component. Procedures in the 
procedural component are defined by sets of rewrite rules, which can be either 
directed equations or annotated Horn clauses. Each term is annotated either as input 
or output mode. The rewriting system is deterministic and obeying the lazy-evaluation 
strategy. 
The declarative component is composed of Horn clauses and first-order 
equational theories with constructors. A clause in the declarative component is : 
H<~Bi”.”Bn 
where His a header and B i，..”Bn is a collection of atoms. Both header and atom have 
function form f(ti，..”tn)=t and relation form p(ti，...，tn) where f is a function symbol，p 
is a predicate symbol, and ti，".，tn are terras. The declarative component uses 
unification and is nondeterministic. Communication in LEAF is through channels 
which correspond to variable symbols and are directed from producer(s) to 
consuraer(s). Procedure and declarative components can be integrated in two ways. 
One is to invoke a procedure within a declarative rule. For example, consider the 
following clauses: 
Family-income (x,y)—Not 一 m a r r i e d (X) , Income (x,y) 
Family一income (x,y) Wife一of (x, z ) , 
Income (x,u) , Income (z ,v) , 
+(In:u,V； Out：u) 
T h e predicates Not一married/1，工ncome/2 and Wife一〇f/2 are defined 
declaratively while + is a procedure. 
The only restriction in invoking a procedure in a clause is that all input 
variables should be bound before the procedure is invoked. Such restriction can be 
achieved by ensuring that there is no occurrence of input variables in the clause head. 
When procedures are legally invoked in clause bodies, the procedure 
component evaluates the procedures in the standard way and puts the output in the 
output channels which are consumed by the declarative component So, even though a 
procedure is deterministic, the overall result may be nondeterministic. For example, 
the goal Family一income (x, 10000) returns multiple values of x. 
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Another way of integration is to invoke declarative rules within a procedure. 
Such kind of combination poses a problem because a procedure whose body invokes a 
declarative process will in general be nondetemiinistic and so is illegal. The 
integration requires an interface between declarative and procedural processes such 
that a set of results is returned explicitly by the declarative process. The proposed 
solution is to treat declarative programs as data for the procedural component. The 
procedural component works as a meta-language which acts on meta-objects such as 
declarative rules and (possible infinite) sets of solutions of declarative programs. 
3.3.5 Applog [Coh85] 
Applog is a combination of Lisp and Prolog. Basically, it is an applicative 
language. For example, the factorial function f a c t is defined in Applog as: 
def(fact, lambda([X], if (X=l, 1, X * fact(X-1)))). 
Applog is embedded within Prolog. Facilities of Prolog are callable from 
Applog using the goal function: 
goal(Goal, Form) 
where the Goal is a Prolog goal and the Form is an Applog form. If the Goal is 
satisfied by Prolog, then the Form will be executed by Applog. If the Form fails, it 
backtracks into the Goal. For instance, suppose the database contains a(l), a(2) and 
goal (a(X), if (X>1, X+2)) is tested. Evaluation of a(X) will instantiate X to 1 and so 
the if fails. Then k backtracks to a(X), finds X to 2，passes the test X>1, and returns 4 
as the result. There is another way to use goal: 
goal(Goal) 
which calls Prolog to satisfy the Goal and returns the instantiated Goa l as the result. 
Thus goal(a(X)) returns a(l). To call Applog from Prolog, use 
eval(Form, Result) 




Since the logic and the functional languages are the two most promising 
declarative languages, a large amount of effort has been devoted to integrate them. 
The two essential distinctions between logic and functional programs are: 
• Determinism: Logic programs are nondeterministic (search-based 
computation) while functional programs are deterministic (evaluation-based 
computation). 
• Logical variables: Logic programs use unification, a bi-directional parameter 
passing mechanism. Functional programs use pattern-matching, a mono-
directional parameter passing mechanism. Directionality in functional 
programs makes them less expressive but more efficient than logic programs. 
Much work for combining these two paradigms is based on adding unification 
and logical variables to a functional language. FUNLOG is an example. 
There are several directions of the integration of these two paradigms. The 
first one is to provide an interface of a functional language (usually Lisp) and a logic 
language (usually Prolog). Examples are Applog and LEAF. Two issues are needed to 
be considered in designing the interface of the two languages: 
• How to return the multiple solutions found by a logic procedure to a function? 
In LogLisp [RS82], a Lisp-expression (ALL (Xi，..”Xt) Ci，..”Cn) may 
be used to query a logic program. Ci，...，Cn is the Lisp representation of the 
query, and Xi，…，Xt are the variables to be instantiated in the query. The 
function ALL returns the list of all solution lists of Xi，...，Xt. 
• What are the common data structures of the two language components? 
It would be better if the two languages share the same data structures. 
LEAF achieves this by removing logical variables and nondeterminisra from 
the logic language. However, in some systems like LogLisp, only the Lisp data 
structures can be manipulated in both languages. 
Advantages of the interfacing approaches are: 
• Both paradigms coexist syntactically and semantically in a programming 
environment such that programmers may choose the most suitable paradigm to 
solve problems. 
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• High comparability with programs written either in logic or functional 
languages. Existing software is reusable. 
However, the semantics of the combination is rather complex in these 
approaches. 
Another direction of integration is to add equality to logic programs. Through 
the equality, function symbols are not only representing data constructors but also 
computable functions. FUNLOG and the declarative component of LEAF are logic 
languages with equality. The operational semantics of such kind of languages is 
essentially based on narrowing. Narrowing a functional expression is to find the 
minimum substitution for the variables in the expression such that the resultant 
expression is reducible, and then reducing it. The substitution is obtained by unifying 
the expression with the left-hand sides of equations. Narrowing is implemented by 
replacing pattern-matching in reduction by unification. For example, suppose we have 
the following equalities for reverse_list and append: 
(1) reverse_list([])=[] 
(2) reverse一list([HIT]) = append(reverse_Ust(T), [H]) 
(3) append(•，Y) = Y 
� append([AIX], Y] = [Al append(X, Y)] 
The expression reverseJist(X) is narrowed as follows: 
X=a.by(l) reverseJist(X) Q 
x=CHiri].byO) Tl=a.by(l) append(reverse_listCri),[Hl]) [HI] Tl =812071. byC) ,’ T2=a.by(l) append(append(reverse_Ust(T2).[H2]),[Hl]) [H231] 
Fig. 3.4 An example of narrowing 
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There are some inference methods other than the narrowing for logic 
programs with equality. Examples are the semantic unification in FUNLOG, and the 
SLD-resolution on the canonical form in LEAF. Nevertheless, it is pointed out in 
[BL86] that all these methods are essentially equivalent to narrowing. 
The third direction of integration is to augment a functional language with set 
abstraction, as HOPE does. Nondeterminism is replaced by set union. For instance, a 
definition of append using set abstraction is: 
appendCLj, L?，L)= 
{Li，L2 I (Li = • AL2 = X 八 L = X) 
v(Li = [XIY] A L2 = Z A L3 = [XIW] A append(Y, Z, W))} 
Li, L2 and L are logical variables. The predicate append is treated as a deterministic 
set-valued function which returns the set of all (Lj, L2，L) such that append(Li，L�， 
L) is true. The objective of these approaches is to use reduction to execute logic 
programs. In contrast, in some systems like F*，resolution is used to execute 
functional programs. The classification of the approaches according to the dominant 
paradigms is shown in Fig. 3.5. 
Functional 
Set abstractioa 减、 < 
with unification 凑，公 ^ ^ 
© 簡 
Z . TABLOG / 
• / m / 
/ , EQLOGX 
/ ‘ ^SfLOG 
^ J ‘ L E A F ^ J ^ Simulate lazy reduction (2) 
Logic Fig. 3.5 The classification of some logic + functional approaches 
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3.4 Logic + Functional + Object-Oriented 
3.4.1 Paradise [AK91a] 
The elements of an ideal language called Paradise are proposed in [AK91a]. 
Paradise is a programming system combining the constraint logic paradigm, the 
object-oriented paradigm and the typed functional paradigm. It intends to provide 
three kinds of abstraction to programmers: 
• Abstract data structures'. Data is uniformly represented as attributed objects. 
Types are organized as an inheritance hierarchy and all operations are bound 
to types. There are a few built-in polymorphic types such as tuples, lists and 
arrays. User-defined data structures can be implemented by means of generic 
modules. Static type-checking is used. 
• Abstract constraint solving: The language will support unification with respect 
to its data structures. Built-in constraint solving methods are provided for 
some useful applications such as numerical problems and propositional logic. 
• Abstract control structures: It offers abstraction of control by introducing two 
control primitives: generalized exception handling and event suspension. 
Generalized exception handling is required for the searching over the values of 
variables in arbitrary constraint-solving. Event suspension allows adaptive 
control and automatic propagation of constraints. 
Other features of Paradise are: 
• Programs are structured as a graph of parametric modules. The consistency of 
modules is checked automatically. 
• The programming system will be interactive and incremental. 
/ 
• Operators are first-class objects, and may be functions, relations or 
procedures. 
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3.4.2 LIFE [AK91b, AKMR92] 
LIFE (stands for Logic, Inheritance, Functions and Equations) is a language 
that combines logic programming and functional programming with a facility for 
structured type inheritance. The most essential element in LIFE is an uniform data 
structure, called vj/ -terms, which represent all data structures, including lists, clauses, 
functions and sorts (types). \|/-terms may be constructed as records. 
A \|/-term has a sort which can be regarded as a set of elements having some 
common properties. The interpretation of the term 'sort' in LIFE is equivalent to that 
of the term "type" in other programming languages like Pascal and ML. The subsort 
relation can be denoted by the set inclusion. The partially ordered set of all sorts can 
then be viewed as a multiple inheritance. Also, there is no distinction between values 
and sorts since the former can be treated as singleton sorts (i.e. a sort has only one 
element). For example, the value 3.5 is equivalent to {3.5} which is a subsort (subset) 
of the built-in sort real. Some examples of \|/-term are: 
10 /* a particular -integer */ 
string " b u i l t - i n types for a sequence of characters*/ 
person (naine=>N:string, age=>int, friend=>X：person) 
The last example states that a p e r s o n has a name which is of sort s t r i n g , an a g e 
which is of sort int (integer), and a friend which is of sort person. N and X are 
reference tags which allow the fields name and friend to be referred at somewhere in 
their scope. Two \j/-tenns are unifiable if the largest common subsort of them is not 
the empty set. For example, unifying the following two \|/-terms: 
U .： car (color=^red, wheels=>4) 
V ： vehicle (wheels=>N ： int) 
results in N=4, U=car(color=>red, wheels=>N), V=U. 
LIFE is a generalization of Prolog by substituting \|/-terras to Prolog terms. A 
significant difference between Prolog terms and \j/-terras is that the latter does not 
have fixed arities. This causes the unification of two y-terms with the same sort 
symbol but different arities to be possible in LIFE (note : this is impossible in ordinary 
unification). 
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In addition to relations，functions are provided in LIFE. They may be higher-
order and in curried fashion. Furthermore, they can be called with insufficiently 
instantiated arguments. In this case, the evaluation of the function will suspend until 
its variables are sufficiently instantiated. This suspension mechanism allows 
interleaving interpretation of relational and functional expressions. 
An interpreter for LIFE called Wild LIFE has been implemented in C. 
3 .4 .3 UNIFORM [Kah85] 
UNIFORM is a language designed for unifying Lisp, Prolog and Act 1 [Lie87] 
based upon augmented unification which is an extension to syntactic unification in a 
way that two expressions are unifiable if the equivalence of the expressions can be 
deduced from the current set of assertions in the program. For example, given the 
following assertions of f a c t o r i a l : 
(=(factorial 0) 1) 
(=(factorial n) (* n (factorial (-n 1))))) 
Then f a c t o r i a l can be used as a function: 
(=(factorial 4) (integer n)) 
which results in n=24. It can also be used as an inverse function: 
(=(factorial n) 120) 
which results in n = 5. 
When an user inputs a goal, UNIFORM tries to unify it with assertions of the 
program in a breath-first manner. Also, users can specify whether or not the occur-
check should be performed on each type of expression. If the occur-check is not 
performed, then the system may need to unify circular structures. For instance, the 
system should interpret the expression (=X (con ’a X)) to mean that X is an infinite list 
of a. 
UNIFORM programs are very similar to Lisp programs. For example, append 
can be defined in UNIFORM as: 
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(assert 
(= (append front back) 
(cond ((null front) back) 
((cons (first front) 
(append (rest front) 
back)))))) 
The major difference between UNIFORM and Lisp is that Lisp uses evaluation while 
UNIFORM uses augmented unification in problem solving. 
Classes, methods and inheritance are supported in UNIFORM as Actl does. 
For instance, the class of lists of successive integers, l i s t - o f - i n t e g e r s , may be 
defined as: 
(= (list-of-integers begin (< b e g i n ) ) ( ) ) ) 
{= (list-of-integers begin (and end 
( > = b e g i n ) ) ) 
(cons begin 
(list-of-integers 
(+ begin 1) 
end)))) 
A method is applicable to an object if the type of the method is unifiable with 
the object Subclasses can be defined under some parent classes. For instance, a 
subclass of l i s t - o f - i n t e g e r s which starts with 1 may be defined as: 
(=(first-n-integers n) (list-of-integers I n ) ) ) 
3.4.4 G [Pla91] 
G is a multiparadigra language which tries to integrate the functional, object-
oriented, relational, imperative and logic paradigms within a single linguistic structure 
through a single data type called stream. Every built-in type and user-defined type is a 
stream value. Some examples of stream values are shown: 
2 /* an integer scalar */ 
[4, "foo", 'c'] /* a composite stream of scalar */ 
[7.5, [11, 9]] /* a composite stream of streams*/ 
[] /* the empty stream*/ 
Every stream has three principal characteristics: an environment, a value 
sequence and an enumeration protocol. For example, if an integer 7 is typed into the 
G interpreter, then it is a stream which has the global environment of the interpreter as 
its environment, the value 7 as its value sequence and a trivial enumeration protocol 
that simply enumerates the single value. 
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To illustrate how to express the logic paradigm in G, consider the following 
program: 
grandfather ：= { 
father [？x, ?y], 
father [ y, ？z] — [x, z] 
} 
father ：= [["john", "torn"], ["alan", "albert"], ["torn", "peter"]] 
> grandfather 
Ans： ["john", "peter"] 
The relation g r a n d f a t h e r formulates that x is the grandfather of z if there exists a 
y such that [ x , y ] and [y , z] are members of the stream f a t h e r . The operator ？ 
is a binding operator. The following example demonstrates how to write functions in 
G: 
> func range(X, y) x .. y 
> range (•a_, •e•) 
Ans： ['a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e'] 
r a n g e is a function with two parameters x and y. It enumerates all the ordinary 
values from x to y inclusively. Consider the following example of defining a class of 
objects s t a c k : 
——> addtYpe(stack. Stream, stack, local[stack ： 0]) 
This expression defines a new type named Stack which has a local instance variable 
stack with initial value 0 . T o create an instance of Stack, type 
——> s ：= make (Stack) 
> s 
Ans ： 0 
T o add a method called push to Stack, type 
> fun c {Stack} push (val) (stack ：= val； stack)； val 
> s ：： push (10) 
Ans： [10] 
> s 
Ans： [10, 0] 
The G interpreter, which employs lazy evaluation，is implemented in C. 
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3.4.5 FOOPlog [GN87] 
FOOPlog is an extension of FOOPS in the sense that FOOPlog axioms are 
Horn clauses with equality instead of just equations, and it allows evaluation of 
existential queries as well as method expressions. Also, logical variables and 
backtracking are present in FOOPlog. Semantically, unification of the three paradigms 
is achieved by adding reflection to Horn clause logic with equality. 
3.4.6 Logic and Objects (L&O) [Mac92] 
L&O incorporates the concepts of classes, expressions and functions into logic 
programs in order to simplify the task of programming large application. In general, a 
class template may have two components: a class body and a set of class rules, A 
class body is a collection of axioms in the form of facts and rules with a class label. 
For example, in the following L&O program 





： - s p e e d ( S ) , T is Distance/S 
} 
where s c o t s m a n is the class label, co lor/1, c o u n t r y/1, speed/1 and 
j o u r n e y — t i m e / 2 are the axioms. Class rules are used to relate different class 
templates to each other through inheritance. A class rule of the form: my labe l<= 
p a r e n t l a b e l means that all axioms in the class identified by the label 
p a r e n t l a b e l is also in the my l a b e l class. 
There are two types of query: relational query and expression query. A 
relational query is similar to the conventional query in Prolog except that it may be 
prefixed by a class label. For example, scotsman: journey一 t ime (100,X) ？ is a 
valid relational query. An expression query consists of an expression suffixed by an 
'=?'. It is useful when we wish the system to evaluate an expression rather than prove 
a goal. 
In addition to clauses, functions can be defined with a class body by means of 
conditional equalities, A conditional equality is a statement of the form: 
/ 
f ( X i , . . . , X n ) = G C i , . . . , C m 
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This declares that the terms f ( X i , . . . , X n ) and G are equal if conditions 
C i , . . . ,Cm hold. For example, a class template which implements the insertion 
sort can be defined in L&O as follows: 
insertionsort ： { 
s o r t ( [ ] ) = [ ] . 
sort([E] I List]) = insert(El, sort(List)), 
insert(El, []) = [El]. 
insert(El, [EIList]) = [El, EIList] ：- El < E . 
insert(El, [E|L1]) = [EI insert(El, LI)]) ：- not E1<E • 
>. 
The semantics of L&O programming is established by constructing a 
transformation from L&O programs to ordinary logic programs. It is proved that 
L&O programs are still first order logic programs. 
3.4.7 Discussion 
Instead of comparing the features supported by each approach, let us examine 
them from the views of two fundamental components of any programming language: 
semantics and data objects. The semantics of the object-oriented part (mainly the 
inheritance) of LIFE and FOOPlog is based on \|/-calculus [AK91b] which is a 
mathematical model for representing record-like data structures in logic and 
functional programming. Therefore, semantically speaking, both LIFE and FOOPlog 
can be regarded as an integration of three mathematical models: \|/-calculus (object-
oriented programming), A^-calculus (functional programming) and first-order logic 
(logic programming). Thus, integration of paradigms in LIFE and FOOPlog is at a 
definitional level On the other hand, the core of UNIFORM augmented unification is 
concerning about the language's operational semantics. In G, different paradigms 
cooperate in order to modify, compute and enumerate streams properly. Thus, 
integration of paradigms in UNIFORM and G is at an operational level. The semantics 
of L&O programs is essentially equivalent to that of logic programs. Paradise is just a 
proposal for future languages, so no semantics for it has been given yet. Nonetheless, 
since it comes after LIFE, we can foresee that the semantics of Paradise will also be 
described as a combination of the \|/-calculus, X-calculus and first-order logic. 
The various integrated approaches we discussed in this section have three 
different levels of data objects. In UNIFORM, FOOPlog and L&O，the basic data 
objects are Herbrand terras. In G, linear data objects named streams are used. In 
Paradise and LIFE, data is uniformly represented by hierarchical structures: attributed 
records. These three different levels of data objects are analogous with the three data 
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object levels in Pascal: basic data types such as integer and character, array data type 
and record data type. From our experience, we know that the hierarchical data type 
has the greatest power of data abstraction. FOOPlog notes this deficiency and so it 
has function-level modules to model ADTs. 
As we have seen, there are at least four ways to integrate the three paradigms: 
(1) Construct an interface of two or more languages. Examples are LEAF, Bridge 
and G. 
(2) Extract useful characteristics from different paradigms and inject them into a 
dominant paradigm. Examples are DLP and FUNLOG. 
(3) Redefine an existing language in the context of new theoretical insights and 
goals. Examples are LIFE and HOPE. 
(4) Start from scratch on a consistent formal basis. Examples are Paradise and 
UNIFORM. 
The degree of coupling of paradigms increases from (1) to (4). Obviously, (1) 
is the most practical but the least theoretical one among them. In contrast, (4) is 
consistent and elegant in theory but it requires a lot of effort to implement the system, 
and to attract a user community. Thus (2) and (3) can be viewed as two balance 
points between theory and practicality of the design of a multiparadigm language. 
It is suggested in [Weg90] that the object-oriented paradigm should be used as 
the framework of a multiparadigm system. This approach has three advantages: 
• Deficiency of history sensitivity in logic and functional programs is amended 
by the concept of objects. 
• The way of modeling in object-oriented programs is more general than those 
in functional and logic programs. 
• The highly modularized structure of object-oriented programs favors the 
adoption of other paradigms in a systematic way. 
We will see in Chapter Four that our proposed language actually has an 
object-oriented framework. 
Although all the three paradigms are suitable for parallel programming, the 
possibility of parallel execution is not often discussed in the papers concerning 
multiparadigm languages. Currently, most of the effort is concentrated on the 
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integration part only. We think, however, that the capability of parallel programming 
is significant in raultiparadigm languages. We also find that k is hard to evaluate a 
language solely based on its descriptions (even including its syntax an semantics). The 
lack of applications in most of the multiparadigm languages causes obstacles to the 
evaluation process. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The design of a multiparadigm 
language I 
-I would rather live in a world where my life is 
surrounded by mystery than live in a world so small 
that my mind could comprehend it-
Harry Emerson Fosdick, "The Mystery of Life" in Riverside Sermons Harper 58 
It is time to introduce our proposed multiparadigm language named P. lis our 
attempt to integrate the three programming paradigms: object-oriented, logic and 
functional in a single environment As we have mentioned in Chapter Three, it is 
beneficial to have the object-oriented paradigm as the framework of a multiparadigm 
system. Thus / has an object-oriented framework in which the notions of classes, 
objects, methods, and inheritance are supported. Nevertheless, methods in / are 
different from those in imperative object-oriented languages in the sense that they are 
not specified as procedures but as clauses or functions. In addition, / supports two 
different levels of parallel programming. Therefore, / i s a multiparadigm language for 
declarative object-oriented programming as well as parallel programming. 
In this chapter, we first look at the elements of I in details. Then, we show that 
the semantics of I programs is essentially equivalent to that of pure logic programs. 
Finally, possibilities of exploiting parallelism in I programs will also be discussed. 
1 We call our language I because T is the first character of the word 'Integration'. 
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4.1 An Object-Oriented Framework 
4.1.1 A hierarchy of classes 
The root class of I is program which has two language subclasses : logic and 
functional classes, program, functional and logic are predefined classes. Every user-
defined class is either a descendent of logic ov functional but not both. Every object is 
an instance of one or more classes (in the same language class). Methods in logic 
subclasses are represented by Prolog clauses; methods in functional subclasses are 
applicative functions. Fig.4.1 shows the class hierarchy in I. 
( program J 
M M 
: A class 
_ : An object 
X Y : X is a parent of Y 
Fig. 4.1 Class hierarchy in I 
4.1.2 Program structure 
An I program is a collection of class definitions and queries. An outline of the 
syntax of I programs is shown in Fig.4.2. A complete description of the syntax can be 
found in Appendix A. 
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program classes queries 
classes e 
classes —> class classes 
class logic_class I functional^class 
queries e 
queries query queries 
query —> logic一query I functional一query • 
» . 
Fig. 4.2 The structure of a n / program 
A class definition has three parts: header, interface and implementation. The 
header part declares the class's name, a list of class parameters, and a list of 
superclasses of the class being defined. The interface part states a group of methods 
(i.e. mi,..., mk in Fig. 4.3) that are accessible by the descendants of this class, and by 
other objects. They are called public methods. Those methods that are defined in this 
class but not accessible from outside are called private methods. The implementation 
part contains the definitions of public methods and private methods, either in the form 
of clauses or functions. 
class new_class_name(parameter_list): superclass—list 
interface 
method mj... m]^  /* signatures of public methods */ 
implementation 
/* definitions of private methods */ 
/* definitions of public methods */ 
class_end 
Fig. 4.3 The structure of a class definition 
There are two types of query in /: logic query and functional query. Logic 
queries are for goal satisfaction and are prefixed by the symbol,?-,. Functional queries 
are for evaluating expressions and are prefixed by the symbol '>'. For example, ’?-
foo(X)' is a query to satisfy the goal foo(X) while '>1+2+3' is a query to evaluate the 
expression 1+2+3 and it returns 6. ‘ 
4.1.3 Parametric classes 
A parametric class is a class with a list of class parameters in its definition. A 
class parameter is an identifier preceded by the symbol Parametric classes provide 
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a flexible and dynamic way to define methods. For example, consider the following 
parametric class p e r s o n , 
class person(&NAME, &ID, &GENDER): logic 
interface 






Program 4.1 The definition of class p e r s o n 
We can create instances of p e r s o n with different values of &NAME, &ID, 
and &GENDER for different persons. Without parametric classes, we need to define 
separately a class for each person. Thus class parametrization is actually a mean of 
data abstraction. Values of the class parameters are supplied when a subclass or an 
object of that class is made, and are substituted into the right places through the call-
by-name mechanism. 
4.1.4 Inheritance 
Multiple inheritance is supported in I with a restriction that all the parent 
classes of an user-defined class must be under the same language class. This 
restriction ensures that only one evaluation mechanism, either resolution or reduction, 
is used in an object to evaluate its methods. For a particular class say C, all the public 
methods of C's antecedent classes are accessible to C. If the parent class of C is logic 
or functional then the evaluation mechanism is inherited along with a library of 
predefined methods to C. In case that more than one method of the same name and 
arity appear in different antecedent classes, conflicting methods are sorted according 
to some precedence rules. The method with the highest precedence will be chosen. 
The precedence rules in CLOS [WH89] for linearizing inheritance hierarchies 
are adopted. There are three precedence rules, namely depth-first, left-to-right and 
up-to-join. The following explanations of these three rules are taken from [WH89]: 
• The depth-first rule: Whenever possible, the hierarchy-walking procedure 
walks upward, away from the argument's class, adding classes to the class 
precedence list as it goes. 
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• The left-to-right rule: A class with more than one superclass is called a split 
Whenever the hierarchy-walking procedure encounters a split, it explores the 
hierarchies above the split in left-to-right order. 
• The up-to-join rule: A class that can be reached in more than one way from 
the argument's class is called a join. When a join is encountered for the first 
time, the hierarchy-walking procedure stops, without adding the join to the 
precedence list. Similarly, when a join is encountered again, it stops, unless the 
join is encountered for the last time. When a join is encountered for the last 
time, the hierarchy-walking procedure adds that join to the precedence list and 
continues on through. 
For example, starting at class A and applying these three rules to the 
inheritance hierarchy shown in Fig. 4.4 generates the class precedence list 
ABCDEFGHU. 
A 
X—Y denotes X is a parent class of Y 
Fig. 4.4 A multiple inheritance hierarchy 
If class C, F, H, and J define a method with the same name and arity say ra/1 
and ra(x) is called in class A then, according to the precedence order, the m/1 in class 
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C will be chosen first. A detailed algorithm for finding class precedence is discussed in 
Chapter Five. 
4.1.5 The meanings of classes and methods 
In the sense of imperative object-oriented programming, the terra 'method' 
refers to a procedure designated for accomplishing a particular task in an object. This 
is the procedural view of methods. There is another view of methods in L We can 
regard a class as a collection of things that we know to be true of objects of this class. 
The truths are represented as relations or functions (strictly speaking, functions are a 
kind of relations also). Such a collection of truths is called a theory. So a class 
denotes a theory and methods are vehicles to know about the truths of a theory. An I 
program, which consists of a set of class definitions, allows us to describe more than 
one theory within a single system. 
4.1.6 Objects and messages 
An object is an instance of a class. For example, refer to program 4.1, both 
person(john, 1756, male) and person(mary, 3042, female) are objects of the class 
p e r s o n with different class parameters' values. An object is activated by invoking its 
methods through message calls. A message call is of the form, 
0::ni(Xi，".，Xn) 
where O is the identity of an object, ra is the name of a method, and Xi，...，Xn are the 
arguments of ra. For instance, person(john, 1756, male)::name(X) is a valid message 
call and it succeeds with X instantiated to John. In order to evaluate name(X), we 
need to create the object person(john, 1756, male) implicitly. The life time of this 
object is the duration of the message call. There is an explicit way to create an object 
such that it is alive until we kill it. This is accomplished by a system predicate 
create 一 o b j e c t / 3 ， 
create_object(Object, Class, Paras) 
which means we want to make an instance of Class with Paras as the class parameters. 
For example, the message call person(john, 1756, male)::name(X) can be replaced by: 
create一object(0，person，[john, 1756, male]), 0::name(X) 
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The only difference is that O persists after the message call. We call O a persistent 
object. Persistent objects are useful in state modelling. 
4.2 The logic Subclasses 
4.2.1 Syntax 
A method p(xi，...，xm) of a logic subclass is a predicate p with n arguments in 
the sense of logic programming. Such a predicate is defined by a set of augmented 
Horn clauses. An augmented Horn clause is a Horn clause which allows the 
invocation of methods of other objects in its body. Formally, an augmented Horn 
clause has the form: 
Head Bodyi，"”Bodyn. n > 0 
where Head is a predicate p(ti，...，tm) with m > 0 and q is an augmented term. An 
augmented terra is defined recursively as follows: 
• A variable is an augmented term 
• A constant is an augmented term 
• If c is a k-ary constructor and yi，..，yk are augmented terms, then 
c(yi，"”yk) is an augmented term 
• If 0 ' is a functional object and E’ is an expression, then 0'::E' is an 
augmented term 
Bodyi has two possible forms: 
• p'(fi，"” t,r) a predicate 
• 0::p'(t'i,..., t'r) a predicate in a logic object O 
where r > 0 and t\ is an augmented term. 
4.2.2 Distributed inference 
In logic programming, computation is identified with inference. In 
conventional logic programming systems like Prolog, all facts and rules are stored in a 
centralized database and any one of them may be used in an inference step. On the 
contrary, in our system, since we are handling more than one theory, we must be able 
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to do inference across different theories. This is achieved by the message call 
0::p(xi，...，xn) which causes the system to deduce the predicate p(xi，...，xn) in the 
context of object O. The following example demonstrates how inference can be done 
in multiple objects. Suppose we define a class student as follows: 
class studentC&NAME, &AGE, &SCHOOL, &LEVEL): logic 
interface 











Program 4.2 The definition of class student 
The method classmate(X) states the relation "one of my classmate is named 
X". It is implemented by first finding the list of all student objects through 
object一of/2，and then checking them one by one to see if a student object has the 
same school and level of the asking object by sending messages to other student 
objects. Thus, a deduction of the classmate(X) requires doing inference in multiple 
objects. Both object/2 and myself^ are system predicates. myself(S) instantiates S to 
the identify of the calling object. It is necessary here to avoid a student object to 
regard itself as its classmate. 
4.2.3 Adding functions and expressions to logic programs 
A common style of Prolog programming is 
•..，XiisX + 3，p(Xi)，... ( * ) 
The 'is' predicate is used to assign a value to the argument of p. This looks like 
the assignment statement X j := X+3 in Pascal and so is not logic. Also, it is quite 
clumsy to introduce a new variable for every use of 'is'. A better way is to use an 
expression directly. For example, (*) may be rewritten as 
…，p(X+3),... 
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I supports the use of expressions in logic programs. We can write an 
expression of the form 0::E whenever a value is expected in a Horn clause. This 
causes the evaluation of the expression E in the context of the object O. For example, 
a class of objects for finding the greatest common divisor of two natural numbers can 
be defined as: 
class gcd(): logic 
interface 
method gcd(Nl, N2, N) 
implementation 
gcd(Nl, 0，Nl). 
gcd(Nl, N2, N ) g c d ( N 2 , Arithmetic::mod(Nl,N2), N). 
class_end 
Program 4.3 The definition of class g c d 
gcd(Nl, N2, N) succeeds if the greatest common divisor of Nl and N2 is N. The 
function raocl(Nl, N2) is evaluated in the object Arithmetic. 
Our way of incorporating functions and expressions in logic programs can be 
classified as a compilational approach [vEY87] to combining the functional and the 
logic paradigms. In the compilational approach, a program containing expression is 
said to be isomorphic to another program in which the expressions are replaced by 
new variables together with additional goals that supply the values of the new 
variables. For example, the following program fragment: 
p foo(X, A*5, Y),... 
is isomorphic to another program fragment: 
p *'(A, 5, W), foo(X, W, Y),… 
provided that W is a variable that does not appear in p. *'(T, U, V) denotes the 
relation: 
V is equal to T*U 
An advantage of the compilational approach is that there is no need to modify 
the conventional unification algorithm to evaluate expressions in logic programs. 
What we need is a preprocessor that is able to transform a logic program embedded 
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with expressions to another isomorphic logic program which is expression free. The 
implementation of this preprocessor is described in Chapter Five. 
4.2.4 State modelling 
The capability of state modelling is essential to any practical language. I 
provides the following three primitives to manipulate state: 
putvalue(Statenarae, NewStatevalue) 
getvalue(Statenarae, OldStatevalue) 
getputvalue(Statename, OldStatevalue, Goal, NewStatevalue) 
putvalue/2 assigns NewStatevalue to Statename. getvalue/2 reads the current value of 
Statename into OldStatevalue. getputvalue/4 first reads the current value of 
Statename into OldStatevalue, then calls the Goal and at last assigns NewStatevalue 
to Statename. For example, the goals, 
…，putvalue(count, 1)，getputvalue(count, X，2), getvalue(count, Y),... 
results inX=l, Y=2. The three primitives can be defined in Prolog as follows: 





putvalue(State, Statevalue)getputvalue(State, 一，true, Statevalue). 
getvalue(State, Statevalue):- P(Sstate)， 
value(State, Statevalue), 
V(Sstate). 
where Sstate 切 a binary semaphore (i.e. has value 0 or 1) for State, P and V are the 
two standard operations on semaphores. The use of semaphores ensures that access 
to any state variable is mutually exclusive. Mutual exclusion in access to state 
variables is necessary when an object has concurrent activities (See section 4.5). 
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By default, these three primitives are private methods of every user-defined 
class unless they are explicitly publicized in the class interface. So, a state is local to a 
particular object and is protected from modification by other objects directly. 
4.3 The functional Subclasses 
4.3.1 The syntax of functions 
Methods of the functional subclasses are applicative functions. I adopts the 
syntax of functions in Lazy ML [AJ92]. A function f is defined by a function 
declarator which gives different return values for different patterns of input 
parameters. The general form of a function declarator is: 
f P i i … Pin = El 
丨丨 f P2I … P2n = E2 
. • 
丨丨 f Pml … Pmn = ^m 
where f is the name of the function being declared. Pjj's are patterns and Ei's are the 
expressions for different cases. This declarator corresponds to the mathematical 
definition of a function: 
E, ；Ci = Puand:’and."x„ = 
/Ui，".，:\:)= < = P2iCind'..and,..x„ = p^^ 
A = Pmiand …and …x„ = 
For example, we can define a group of Boolean operations in a functional subclass 
called boolean__ops as follows: 
class boolean_opsO ： functional 
interface 
method AND(X,Y), OR(X，Y), NOT(X) 
implementation 
NOT true = false 
NOT false true 
and 
OR true true = true 
OR true false = true 
OR false true = true 
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OR false false = false 
and 
AND true true = true 
AND true false = false 
AND false true = false 
AND false false = false 
class_end 
Program 4.4 The definition of iht functional subclass boolean一ops 
The word and is used to combine two declarators to form a single declarator which 
defines both the identifiers from the declarators. 
4.3.2 Abstract data types 
’ A favorite usage of functional subclasses is to construct abstract data types 
(ADTs). For example, we may define a class list for the list ADT: 
class listO: functional 
interface 
method emptyO, msert(X，Y)，append(X,Y), first(X), last(X) 
implementation 
rec type List *a = mt + elem (List *a) *a (List *a) 
and empty = mt 
and insert (x 1) = elem mt x 1 
and append (x 1) = elem 1 x mt 
and first (elem mt x 1) = x 
II first (elem 11 x 12) = first 11 
and last (elem mtx 1) =1 
II last (elem 11 x 12) = elem (last 11) x 12 
class一 end 
In the above definition, the type List is hidden from anywhere outside 
l i s t ( ) . empty returns an empty list i n s e r t (x 1) returns a list with x as the 
first element and 1 the tail sublist (i.e. [x 11 ] )• a p p e n d (x 1) returns the result of 
appending [x] to 1. f i r s t (1) returns the first element of the list 1. l a s t (1) 
returns the tail sublist of the list 1. 
The classes for stack and queue can be derived from l i s t ( ) : 
class stackO: listQ 
interface 
method push(X,Y), pop(X), tDp(X) 
implementation 
push e s = insert e s 
and pop s = last s 
and top s = first s 
class一 end 
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class queueO: listQ 
interface 
method put(X,Y), get(X) 
implementation 
put e q = append e q 
and get q = first q 
class_end 
Program 4.5 Implementation of list, stack and queue ADTs wsmg functional 
subclasses 
4.3.3 Augmented list comprehensions 
List comprehensions are a distinguished feature of several functional 
languages which can increase the expressiveness of functional programs. In Lazy ML, 
‘ a list comprehension is of the form, 
[Expression ；; qualifier;...; qualifier] 
where each qualifier is either a generator or a filter. A generator takes the form, 
pattern <- list-valued expression 
The effect of a generator is to draw values for the names in the pattern from the list 
one by one in turn. Elements of the list which do not match the pattern are ignored. A 
filter is a boolean expression; only the bindings which make a filter take the value true 
are considered. For instance, consider the following list comprehension, 
y = [3 * X ;; X <- A; X > 3] 
if A is [1,2,3,4,5,6] then y is [12,15,18]. 
List comprehensions are analogous to set comprehensions in mathematics. The 
above list comprehension is essentially equivalent to the set comprehension: 
y = {3 * X I X € A a n d X > 3 } 
Furthermore, it can be rewritten as: 
y = {3 * X I member(X, A) and grcater(X, 3)} 
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where member/2 and greater/2 are predicates defined as usual in Prolog. Thus, it 
makes sense to allow predicates as qualifiers in list comprehensions. This leads to the 
augmented list comprehensions in L Augmented list comprehensions are an extension 
to list comprehensions by which the qualifiers may be predicates defined in some logic 
subclasses. 
The advantages of augmented list comprehensions are two-fold. First, it is 
sometimes more natural to describe a qualifier as a relation instead of a function. For 
example, suppose we want to write a function separate(L) which returns a list of 
tuples (L1,L2,L3) such that the concatenation of LI, L2 and L3 is L. (i.e. 
separate([l,2]) = [([], [1,2], [])，([]，[1], [2]), ([1], [2], [])，([1], [], [2]), [1,2],[],[])]. 
It is convenient to define separate(L) using augmented list comprehensions, 
separate(L) 
=[(LI, L2, L3) ；; Basic :: append(L12, L3，L) ； Basic :: append(Ll, L2, L12)] 
where append/3 is defined as usual in the logic object Basic. Note that the order of the 
two appends is important here. If they are swapped，separate(L) cannot terminate 
since the length of L12 will grow infinitely. 
The second advantage is that augmented list comprehensions provide a 
functional interface to access databases. For example, suppose there is a number of 
objects of the class p e r s o n defined in program 4.1. We can construct a function 
personal which displays the information of a person: 
personal(P) = [(N，ID, G) ；; P::name(N); P::id(ID); P::gender(G)] 
Carrying on this fashion, we can write a function all一persons to show the information 
of every person in a list: 
all一persons = [Info ；; Basic::object一of(person，P) ； [Info] <- personal(P)] 
There is a point to be noted in using augmented list comprehensions. Due to 
the fact that methods of logic subclasses are type-free while those of functional 
subclasses are strongly-typed, programmers need to ensure that the values returned by 
logic methods are type compatible with the expected usage of these values by some 
other functions. 
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4.4 The Semantic Foundation of I Programs 
We are going to present the semantics of I programs. Instead of constructing 
the semantics from scratch, we follow the translational approach used in [MaC92]. 
The idea of this approach is to transform programs written in a new language to 
programs in another language which has well defined semantics. In our case, I 
programs are translated into pure logic programs according to a set of transformation 
rules T* This translation scheme has two parts: T； * and r ] * (Fig. 4.5). The first part 
7 / * is about the transformation of function definitions within a class to the 
corresponding Horn clauses. The second part T � * is to translate object-oriented logic 
programs to pure logic programs by mapping the concepts of classes, objects and 
inheritance into pure logic constructs. We will not consider the semantics of non logic 
features like cut, assert/retract, and putvalue/getvalue/getputvalue. 
I functional subclasses ^ ^ 本 togie subclasMS • • 
/programs —i 1 T ^ ^ r— T : ) ； p u r e logic programs 
I logic subclasses • 
‘ 本 ‘ 
： T ： 
Fig. 4.5 The translation scheme T* for giving semantics to I programs 
4.4.1 T/* : Transform functions into Horn clauses 
Let us first consider the conversion of function definitions into Horn clauses. 
This conversion is based on the mathematical fact that functions are a type of 
relations. Given the definition of a function f(Xi，...，Xm) in the equality form: 
f(Xi，…，Xm) = R H S 
It can be translated into a Horn clause of the form: 
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f*(Xi，…，Xm，R)PI，…，Pk. 
where R is a new variable not occurring in Xj[，...，Xm，Pi，...，Pk 虹e subgoals for 
finding the normal form of RHS and assigning it to R. 
[CvER89] presents a scheme for translating equations to Horn clauses. It is a 
general method for compiling function definitions into Horn clauses. It is capable of 
translating higher-order functions. For example, the following definition of a function 
8' 
8(f)(x)=f(f(x)) 
can be transformed into a Horn clause: 
apply(g(F), X，V):- apply(F, X，W), apply(F, W, V). 
4.4.2 r � * : Transform object-oriented features into pure logic 
The transformation 72* is responsible for translating object-oriented logic 
programs into pure logic programs. The chief difference between object-oriented and 
pure logic programs is that a query or a goal Q is specified in relation to a particular 
object O of a class C in the object-oriented case. Thus, it is reasonable to represent 
them as a triple tran{C, 0，Q) which is a term in pure logic. There are three kinds of 
transformation in T2* for translating various object-oriented constructs into pure 
logic: 
• 了2.7 *: Transformation of class definitions 
A class definition can be denoted by a group of tran clauses. Each such tran 
clause corresponds to a method definition in the class. That is， 
class c(pi”..，pn) 
• 
implementation T2J* tran(c(pi”"，pn)，ME, g(rai，...，mk)：-
： => tran(c(pi”..，pn)，ME, (Bi,..., Bq)). 
g(mi，...，mk) ：- Bi，".，Bq. « 
class_end 
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where ME is a new variable other than those occurring in c(pi，...，pn)，g(mi，…，nik) or 
Bi，...，Bq. ME denotes the identity of the object itself. As we mentioned earlier, there 
is a system predicate myself/1. The definition of myself/1 can be: 
tran(c(pi”.”pn)，ME, myself(ME)). 
If the body part of g(mi，".，mk) is empty, then 
class c(pi，...，pn) 
• . • 
implementation t � � * 
: tran(c(pi”"，pn)，ME, g(mi，.“，mk)). 
g(mi，".，mk). 
class 一 e n d 
• 72,2* : Transformation of inheritance 
Multiple inheritance is represented by a group of tran clauses. These clauses 
implement inheritance by invoking the inherited methods with the goal to be satisfied 
explicitly. The transformation T2.2* operates as follows: 
class c(pi，…，pn) ： diCqi^,..., qmi^ ),…，dk(qik，...，qnik^ ) 






tran(di(qil,..., q ^ ^ h ME, ATOM). 
• 
tran(parent(c(pi”..，pn))，ME, ATOM)is一method(ATOM, dk(qik，...，q^ ik^ )), 
tran(dk(qi^,..., qm^ k)，ME, ATOM). 
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where ME and ATOM are new variables not occurring in the original class definition. 
• • 
is一method(ATOM，dj(qiJ，...，q j^J)) successes if the method represented by ATOM is 
• • 
a public method in the class dij(q[J,..., q^jJ). 
• : Additional clauses 
In addition to the clauses resulted from 7；* 72 7* and 72 j*， the following 
tran clauses are needed to complete the transformation process: 
tran(C, O, (P，Q))tran(C, 0，P), tran(C, 0，Q). 
tran(C, 0，(P;Q))tran(C, 0，P). 
tran(C, 0，（P;Q)):- tran(C, 0，Q). 
tran(C, 0，-.(P)):- -ntran(C, 0，P). 
tran(C, 0，M::P)txan(M, M, P). 
tranC_，一，Si) :-call(Si). • 
tranL, _，S^):- call(Sm). 
where ,，'，and •-V are the symbols for conjunction, disjunction and negation 
respectively. Si，"，S^i are system predicates such as appencl/3, member/2 and 
reduce/2. 
In summary, if we denote r/*(X) as the resultant program by applying 7/* on 
X then r*(X) is defined by 
t\X)三r2*(r,(x)) 
= T2.2\T2ATI\X)))kjT2,3\) 
For example, given a simple I program say p, 




f X = X + 1 
class_end 















Program 4.6 A simple program in I for illustrating 7* 
Then 
* 




f*(X，Y)Y is X + 1. 
class一 end 
/* no change in class b and class c */ 
T2,ATJ\p)) = 
tran(a(), ME, f*(X, Y)):- tran(aO, ME，is(Y, X+1)). 
tran(b(&A)，ME, g(X)):- traii(b(&A), ME, (p(X), q(X)). 
traii(b(&A), ME’ p(l)). 
tran(b(&A)), ME, q(&A)). 
tran(c(&A), ME, w(X))tran(c(&A), ME, g(X)). 
T2.2\TI\p)) = T2J\TI\P)) u 
tran(a(), ME, A T O M ) t r a n ( p a r e n t ( a ( ) ) , ME, ATOM). 
tran(parent(a()), ME, ATOM)is_method(ATOM, functional), 
traii(functional, ME, ATOM). 
tran(b(&A), ME，ATOM)tran(parent(b(&A)) , ME, ATOM). 
tran(parent(b(&A)), ME, ATOM):- is_method(ATOM, logic), 
tran(logic, ME, ATOM). 
tran(c(&A), ME，ATOM)tran(parent(c(&A)) , ME, ATOM). 
tran(pareiit(c(&A))’ ME, ATOM):- is_method(ATOM, b(&A)), 
tran(b(&A), ME, ATOM). 
= T2,2\Ti\P)) u 72.5*0 
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4.5 Exploiting Parallelism in I Programs 
4.5.1 Inter-object parallelism 
The kind of message passing we introduced previously implements a strict 
caller/callee semantics of ordinary procedure calls. For instance, in the following 
message call, 
• »•， ^ .^.P， •• • 
The subgoal A cannot be tested until the result of testing p is returned from the object 
O. Such kind of message call is called the synchronous-mode message passing in 
which the sender object waits for the reply from the receiver object before continuing 
execution (Fig. 4.6 a). There is another mode of message passing called 
asynchronous-mode (Fig. 4.6 b). In asynchronous-mode, the sender object sends a 
request to the receiver object without waiting for the reply. When the reply is 
available, it is stored in a data structure internal to the sender (i.e. Reply一Q in Fig. 4.6 
b). At a future time, the sender can collect the reply by accessing the data structure. If 
the reply is still not available, the sender waits for it. This mode implements a lazy 
strategy called "wait by need" for invoking procedures. 
Sender Receiver Sender Receiver 





Method Execution Method Execution 
O^ ^ • ReplyJ^A End 触 - • End ... J Continue — 
"L^-" = 
Use 及 J Repl/.Q of ite Sender 
(a) Synchronous-Call (b) Asynchronous-Call 
參 
Fig. 4.6 Two message passing modes 
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» 
To distinguish between these two modes of message passing, I uses 0 » p to 
denote the initialization of an asynchronous request p in the object O. To collect the 
reply of 0 » p , use 0??p. For example, 
…，0»m(X), A, B, 0??ra(X), c(X),… 
Subgoals A and B are executed in parallel with the subgoal ra(X) in the object O. The 
result of 0 » m ( X ) is collected by asking 0??m(X). If the result is ready, then c(X) 
will be tested; otherwise the process executing 0 » m ( X ) is suspended until the result 
is available. Such a decomposition of a method call into a requesting phase and an 
answering phase enables the parallel execution of activities in multiple objects. This 
kind of parallelism is often referred to as the inter-object parallelism in some parallel 
object-oriented languages [CL90]. 
A good example to demonstrate the use of inter-object parallelism is the 
parallel version of quicksort. A class of objects called s o r t e r is defined as: 






sort(X,Y):- length(x) > &THRESHOLD, par_qsort(X,Y). 
sort(X，Y):- length(x) =< &THRESHOLD, seq一qsort(X，Y). 




par_qsort([H I T],Y)split(H,T，A，B), 





split(』，•’ • ) . 
spUt(H，[A I X]，[A I Y]，Z) ：. A =< H, split(H，X，Y，Z). 
split(H，[A I X]，[A I Y],Z) : - A > H , split(H，X,Y»Z). 
classjsnd 
Program 4.7 A parallel quicksort program in I 
The method sort(X,Y) checks whether length(X) > &THRESHOLD. If it is, 
sort(X,Y) calls a parallel quicksort procedure par一qsort(X，Y) which exploits 
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parallelism by invoking another "sorter" to sort the sublist B; otherwise sort(X,Y) 
calls the sequential quicksort procedure seq_qsort(X,Y). For instance, the query, 
？- create一object(0，sorter, [2])，0:sort([4，7，9，3，l，2，8，6，5]，Y) 




Y = [l，2，3，4>5，6,7,8] • 
o y � 
T = [1,231 J I. Y= [5,6,7,8.9] y \ / \ 
lY = ri.2V J [y = D JLY = [5’61 儿Y = [8,9� 
Fig.4.7 An execution sequence of the parallel quicksort 
Asynchronous-mode message passing is an useful communication primitive. 
Synchronous-mode message passing can be implemented by asynchronous-mode 
message passing, 
0 : : P 0 » P , 0??P. 
Furthermore, asynchronous-mode message passing provides us a convenient 
way to realize and-parallelism in logic programs: 
P and Q myself(ME), M E » Q , caU(P), ME??Q. 
Asynchronous-mode message passing is not limited in calling logic methods. It 
is also applicable to functional methods. The interpretation of 0 » g in the context of 
functional methods is that it is a boolean function. 0 » g returns true if the function g 
is successfully invoked in the object O; otherwise it returns false. The result of 
evaluating g is obtained by evaluating 0??g. Thus, a proper use of asynchronous-
mode message passing in function evaluation is of the form: 
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...if 0 » g then ... 0??g ... else ... 
4.5.2 Intra-object parallelism 
Intra-object parallelism corresponds to the capability of executing more than 
one method concurrently in a single object. This kind of parallelism has two purposes: 
(i) to ensure that each activity will be run in turn so that no one needs to wait too long 
for serving, and (ii) to avoid deadlock between method calls. Fig. 4.8 illustrates two 
deadlock situations. 
Object A Object B 
''iDBihodii L ' ' I > /ineiodb , 
； : : 
• 'nrtwdc : 
,caUb _ 、呼* ‘ 
‘ ‘ _ • I 
Fig.4.8 (a) A deadlock situation 
In Fig.4.8 (a), suppose that both object A and B execute the "call" statement 
at about the same time. Without intra-object parallelism, the single activity of each 
object will be hanged at the call statements. On the contrary, with intra-object 
parallelism, method a can be invoked at the same time that "call b" is being executed 
and so is true for method b at "call a". A similar situation arises when the execution of 
a method needs to call (through message passing) another method of the same object. 
It is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 (b). 
Object A 
'method a • 
， I end ( I method b _ 
j^ call a • 
身 • I I • I 
Fig.4.8 (b) Another deadlock situation 
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� 
With intra-object parallelism, objects behave like processors in multiprocessing 
systems. We call the execution of a method an activity inside the object The 
activities/objects relationship here is analogous to the processes/processors 
relationship. Thus, an object can be treated as a virtual processor and has the 




e s t a t e variably H 1 
Reauests R ^ a d y . Q ^ 
from other '、、； <』 \ � ‘ ,� <、'〜、：<<> 
objects , 'V 二、：广、二 � 
Request_Q “ iy 
Replies Waiting_Q 
from other M e t h o d -
objects � evalualoF 一 Reply.Q L j 
1 I丨 
Rq)lies to other objects 
Fig. 4.9 The configuration of an object with intra-object parallelism 
The static part of an object contains the interface and the implementation of 
the methods. The dynamic part comprises the following components: 
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State variables: They are present only in logic objects but not functional 
objects. They are accessible by putvalue/2, getvalue/2 and 
getputvalue/4. 
Ready一Q: A queue storing the activities that are ready to be executed. 
Waiting_Q: A queue storing the activities that are waiting for some 
conditions. Such a condition may be a reply from another 
object or a semaphore. 
Request一Q: A queue holding requests (i.e. method invocations) from other 
objects. 
Reply一Q: A queue holding replies (i.e. results of method invocations) 
from other objects. 
Scheduler: It schedules the activities of the object using the round-robin 
policy. 
Method-evaluator: It is for evaluating methods. Two types of method-evaluator 
exists: one for logic methods and the other for functional 
methods. 
After an object O is created, the scheduler of O begins to wait for a request 
from another object. When a request comes, the scheduler checks whether it is a valid 
request (i.e. invocation of a method in O). If it is, the scheduler creates an activity for 
this request and executes this activity by the method-evaluator; otherwise the 
incoming request is discarded and O sends an error message to the requesting object. 
If at any time, a request reaches O when there is a running activity, the request will be 
queued at Request一Q. 
During the execution of an activity say E, activity switching occurs in three 
possible cases: 
(i) the time slice of E is used up : 
In this case, the scheduler checks whether there is another ready 
activity R. If it is so, E is queued at the end of Ready_Q and R becomes the 
next activity to be executed with a new time slice; otherwise E continues the 
execution with a new time slice. 
(ii) E needs to wait for a condition: 
In this case, the scheduler puts E in Waiting_Q and checks whether 
there is another ready activity R. If it is so, R becomes the next activity to be 
executed with a new time slice; otherwise the object becomes idle. 
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(iii) E has reached the end of the activity : 
In this case, the scheduler checks whether there is another ready 
activity R. If it is so, R becomes the next activity to be executed with a new 
time slice; otherwise the object becomes idle. 
For case (i-iii), the scheduler checks if there is a ready activity R by executing 
the following steps from (1) to (3): 
(1) ifWaiting_Q is not empty then 
for each activity W in Waiting_Q do 
if the conditions that W waits for are true then 
put W at the beginning of Ready一Q 
(2) if Request-Q is not empty then 
for each request U in Request—Q do 
if U is a valid request then 
create an activity A for U and put A at the end of Ready一Q 
else 
discard r and send an error message to the sender of r 
(3) if Ready_Q is not empty then 
let the front most activity of Ready一Q be R 
else 
no ready activity 
In summary, at any time an activity of an object has one of the four states 
shown in Fig.4.10. 
/
Running ) 
( Ready ) 
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a: create a new activity for valid incoming request and put the activity in Ready_Q 
b: remove an activity from Ready_Q and execute it by the method一evaluator 
c: the time slice of the running activity is used up, so put it in Ready一Q 
d: the running activity needs to wait for some conditions, so put it in Waiting_Q 
e: the running activity has been completed 
f: all the conditions that an activity is waiting for are available, so transfer the activity from 
Waiting_Q to Ready一Q 
Fig. 4.10 The state diagram of an activity within an object 
4.6 Discussion 
Comparing I with other imperative object-oriented languages, methods in / are 
specified as relations or functions which are at a higher level and more expressive than 
the procedures m imperative languages. We have already seen the definitions of 
generic list, stack and queue using functional subclasses. We can also define them 
using logic subclasses: 
class listQ: logic 
interface 
method initQ, insertQ, appendO» removeCJ, clearQ 
implementation 
mit(X):- putvalue(list, X). 
insert(X)getputvalue(list, L, true，[XIL]). 
append(X):- getputvalue(list, L, append(L, [X]’ LI), LI). 
remove(X)getputvalue(list, [XIL], true, L). 
clearQ :- putvalue(list, • ) . 
class_end 
class stackO: list() 
interface 





class queueO : listQ 
interface 





Program 4.8 Implementation of generic list, stack and queue using logic subclasses 
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We can see how a lot we gain from the two declarative paradigms. We do not 
use pointers and records any more; the program is much shorter, simpler and more 
direct. On the other hand, the object-oriented approach encapsulates the list and the 
operations on it in a single entity. A list is not just a data-structure as in ordinary logic 
programs because it acts as a list in real-life : it has a state and a group of actions. 
Also, it can be operated in parallel with other objects. 
Besides expressiveness, another contribution of the logic paradigm to object-
oriented programming is the capability of backtracking. One of the important elements 
of object-oriented programming is polymorphism which allows a programmer to 
invoke a method by sending a message to an object without concern about how the 
system is to implement the method. If the system decides how to implement a method 
at compile time, this is called early binding. If the decision is made dynamically at run 
time, it is called late binding. However, no matter which kind of binding is used, only 
one action can be taken and the others will be discarded though all of them are 
possible actions. On the contrary, I considers all possible implementations of a method 
in a logic subclass by backtracking up the precedence list starting from the method 
with the highest precedence. For example, when the following program is executed, 






























the command :-test can print all solutions :'d', 'b', 'c'，'a' and 'Environment' if we like. 
In ordinary object-oriented programming, only 'd' will be printed. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
An implementation of a prototype 
o f / 
-I would willingly stand at street comers, hat in hand, 
begging passers-by to drop their unused minutes into it.-
Bemard Berenson, quoted on A Renaissance Life PBS TV 12 April 71 
This chapter presents the implementation details of a prototype of I. This 
prototype is built on a network of DEC/ULTRIX [Dig90] workstations using the C 
programming language [KR89], Quintus Prolog [Qui91] and Lazy ML (LML) [AJ92]. It 
realizes all the basic features of I we discussed in the previous chapter except 
asynchronous-calls and intra-object parallelism. The objective of this implementation is to 
provide a platform to examine the correctness and the practicality of our design. Thus, 
efficiency is not a primary concern of this implementation. 
5.1 System Overview 
The implementation model has three units: an /-to-Prolog translator, an /-to-LML 
translator and a run-time handler. The input to the two translators is an / program which 
is composed of two parts: class definitions and directives. Definitions of all user-defined 
classes are contained in the class definitions part. The directives part consists of a set of 
directives which are either queries or clauses. The function of the /-to-Prolog translator is 
to convert definitions of logic subclasses into Prolog codes and to generate a Prolog 
program from the directives part of the I program for bootstrap execution. On the other 




After these two translations, a server process is invoked on each available 
machine (Initially the names of available machines are read from a configuration file) to 
serve for the creation of objects on this machine. The initialization process is then forked 
into two subprocesses: one for executing the queries in the directives part of the given I 
program and the other for serving system calls requested from other objects with the 
support of the run-time handler. The scenario of the execution of an / program can be 
summarized in the following steps: 
Steps: 
1. Do the /-to-Prolog and the /-to-LML translations. 
2. Invoke a server process, called mother, on each available machine. 
3. Fork the initialization process into two subprocesses: System-Administrator and 
Interpreter. For the System-Administrator, goto step 4. For the Interpreter, goto 
step 5. 
4. Loop to wait for system calls from other objects. If there are any, serve them. 
5. Discard the class definitions part of the input program. Execute a Prolog 
interpreter process to interpret the directives part. 
Suppose that there are totally n+1 machines available. The configuration of the 
system after step 5 is: 
Machine 0 Machine 1 Machine n 
^ ^ vLy _ vZV 
System ^ ^ 
v. Administrator J 
參 
Fig.5.1 A configuration of the system 
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5.2 /-to-Prolog Translation 
This translation scheme consists of five passes (Fig. 5.2). Pass 1 performs lexical 
and syntax analysis and generates a parse tree. In pass 2，the translator constructs a class 
table to hold all relevant information of class definitions and checks for any semantic 
errors like "referring undefined class" and "inconsistent number of class parameters". Pass 
3 determines callable methods of each class by applying the depth-first, left-to-right and 
up-to-join rules on the multiple inheritance tree. Pass 4 translates the directives part of 
the input program into a corresponding Prolog program and stores it on a temporary file 
for later execution. In order to start an application, the directives part should be non-
empty. Pass 5 is responsible for creating source code in Prolog for a particular object 
based on the definition and the substituted class parameters of its belonging class. 
5.2.1 Pass 1 _ lexical and syntax analysis 
The lexical analyzer and the syntax analyzer are automatically generated by lex 
[Dig90] and yacc [Dig90], the standard tools on UNIX. Nearly all the syntax constructs 
of Prolog are supported in / at the method level (except that the construct of the Prolog 
grammar rules are omitted for the sake of simplicity). Though the original syntax of 
Prolog is ambiguous (shift-reduce conflicts exist in the generation of the LALR parsing 
table), we do not disambiguate it. Instead, we just let it remain ambiguous in the /-to-
Prolog translation. Such ambiguity will be removed by the Prolog compiler later. 
5.2.2 Pass 2 - Class Table Construction and Semantic Checking 
The main task of this pass is to construct a class table which records all the 
information of every user-defined class. The class table is the most important data-
structure of the implementation model. Each entry of the class table corresponds to a 
user-defined class and has the fields shown in Fig. 5.3. 
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I source program 
1 r 
I 
D 1 Lexical & 丨 
J: S S S 1 Syntax Analysis I 
Parse tree 
(Class definitions part) (Directives Part) 
+ 
"P q c c 0 Class table construction & • 
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the directives part 4 
to a Prolog program 
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(with filled A file which contains a Prolog 
method table) program for initial execution 
Creation of the source 
P h S S 5 code file for a particular 
object 
Prolog source code file 
for a particulat object 












Fig.5.3 The structure of a class table entry 
Class_narae is the name of the class. Class—type is the type of class which is either 
logic, functional or user-defined. Number_of_parents and Number_of_children record 
how many parents and children there are of this class respectively. Parent一array and 
Children一array are the arrays of pointers to the class's parents and children respectively. 
MethocLsignatures are the signatures of the public methods declared in the interface part 
of this class. Methodjist is the list of all methods defined in the implementation part. 
Number__of_callable_method is the total number of callable methods in the context of this 
class. A method M is callable in the context of a class C if M is defined in the 
implementation part of C, or M is declared as a public method in one of the antecedent 
classes of C, or M is defined in the directives part of the input program. Each callable 
method occupies an entry of the Callable_raethod_table. For callable methods with the 
same name and arity, they are put in the same entry which is a list of class names in the 
order of precedence determined by the multiple-inheritance rules. For instance, the class 
table constructed from the following program is shown in Fig. 5.4. 





















Program 5.1 A program used to illustrate the construction of the class table 
Class name=logic "1 Class name=c I 
Class tvpe=logic < I Class..tYpe=user-defined 
Number of oarents=0 一 dumber of parents=2 
Parent一array=Nil Parent.axray 
Number_of_children=:l Number_of_childreD=0 
Children array Children arTaY=NIl 
Method_sigDatures=Nil Metfaod.signatures—— 
Method_Iist=Nll Method一list ~>{~«()=-却。I Number_of_callable_method=0 Number_of_callable_method=2 _ j — — — r CaUabie_method_table=Nil Callable_method_table >0 1 个 . J, 
I , 
Class name=a Class name=b 
Class _tvpe=user-defined Class tvpe=user-defined 
Number of parents=l Number of parents=l 
- Parent一array L Parent_aiTay 
Number_of_children=l Nu niber_of_children= 1 
Children array < ,丨 > Children array 
Method-signatures ~H "*� Methocl_signatufes 
Method_Iist -» | . 一 w � MethodJist 怖 一 ） 口 tfco：一w)| 
Number_of_callable_method=l Nuinber_of_callable_method=2 
Callable一method一table j Callable_method一table ~ 」 。 叔 * ^ 乂 。 
. J ^ i Du«tive ‘ r-i-i r—, 
_ ~ ~ r ^ — J - ^ ‘ bbO 3, bO 
Fig. 5.4 Example of a class table 
Another task of pass 2 is to perform semantic checking on the input class 
definitions in order to ensure that: 
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• For each method declared in the interface part of a particular class, there exists a 
method of the same name and aiity defined in the implementation part of that 
class. 
• For each class declared as a parent of a particular class, there exist one and only 
one class of the same name and arity defined previously. 
• Every class parameter (an identifier preceded by '&') must be declared exactly 
once before its use. 
5.2.3 Pass 3 • Determination of Multiple Inheritance Precedence 
The purpose of this pass is to fill in the Callable—method一table of each class table 
entry by all of the class's callable methods in the depth-first, left-to-right and up-to-join 
order. Thus, we need to find a way to travel the inheritance hierarchy starting from a 
particular node in the intended order. Before the description of the traversal algorithm, 
we first define the terms "antecedent" and "joint". 
Definition 1 An inheritance hierarchy of a set of classes C={ci，...，cn} is a directed 
acyclic graph G=�C，E�where E={(q ,Cj) | q is a parent of cj}. If VceC, 0^degree(c)< 
1，then it is said to be single inherent; otherwise it is a multiple inheritance hierarchy. 
Definition 2 q is said to be an antecedent of cj if there exists a directed path from q to 
Cj. 
Definition 3 c^  is said to be a joint of Cj if there exist two or more directed paths from c^  
to Cj and these paths must be different in the edges directly emerged from q . For 
example, for the inheritance hierarchy shown in Fig. 5.5, B is a joint of E since there are 
three edge-disjointed directed paths BCE, BE and BDE from B to E. However, T is not a 
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Fig. 5.5 A multiple inheritance hierarchy 
We now introduce two bit matrices A and J : 
1 if class i is an antecedent of class j 
A i H 
丨J [0 otherwise 
and 
1 if class i is a joint of class j 
Jj. = ^ 
[0 otherwise 
Both A and J are square matrices of dimension MAX—CLASS，a predefined 
constant representing the maximum number of classes allowable in the system. Initially, 
every Jy is set to 0 and so is Ajy except that if i=j then A j^ is set to 1. The first step we 
need to do is to fill in A and J properly based on the input class definitions. It is 
accomplished by the following algorithm : 
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fmd_A_J(root) 
( if (visited[root] == NOT_VISIT) { 
visited[root] = VISITING; 
for every child ch of root do { 
fmd_A_J(ch); 
for every defined class c do { 
if ((A[root][c]==l)&&(A[di][c]=l)) 
J[root][c] = 1; 
A[root][c] = A[root][c] II A[ch][c]; 
} 
} visited[root] = VISITED; 
} 
else if (visited[root] == VISITING) 
errorC'Cycle exist"); 
} 
Algorithm 5.1 Algorithm for filling two bit matrices A and J 
visitedD is a tri-valued (NOT一VISIT，VISITING, VISITED) array for recording 
whether a particular class is not visited, being visited or visited. If find—A一JO visits a class 
c with visited[c] equal to VISITING, we know that class c is involved in a cycle. At the 
beginning, visitedQ is set to NOT_VISIT for all defined classes 
Next, we check whether find_A_J(root) performs the correct tasks. The 
statement, 
A[root][c] = A[root][c]IIA[ch][c]; 
is correct since it reflects that class root is an antecedent of class c if one of the children 
of class root say ch is an antecedent of class c. If ch==c, then A[ch] [c]==A[c] [ c ] = l and 
so is A[root][c]. 
The statement, 
if ((A[root][c]==l) && (A[ch][c]==l)) 
J[root][c]=l; 
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means that class root is a join of class c if root is an antecedent of c and one of the 
children of root ch is an antecedent of c. Since in general root * c, A[root][c]==l when 
ch is the leftmost child of root. Thus, the condition will be held only when two or more 
different children of root have been considered and both of them are antecedents of c. By 
the definition of joint, we know that root is a joint of c. 
Since fincLA一J(root) will call fmd_A_J(ch) recursively for every child ch of root, 
if we call find_A_J at the outermost level, then both A and J can be completely filled. For 
example, the corresponding values of A and J after the call find一A_J(T) on the 
inheritance hierarchy of Fig. 5.5 are : 
T B C D E T B C D E 
T � 1 1 1 1 1"! T � 0 0 0 0 0-
B 0 1 0 0 0 B 0 0 0 0 1 
C 0 0 1 0 1 ^ ^ C 0 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 1 1 D 0 0 0 0 0 
E 0 0 0 0 1 E 0 0 0 0 0 
After the filling of A and J, we can traverse the inheritance hierarchy in the 
intended order by the following algorithm : 
traveree (START, NOW) { 
if(J[NOW][START]==l) { 
-H-visit_count[NO W]； 
if (visit_count[NOW]<number of children of NOW) 
return; 
} 
/*** work on this class ***/ 
for every parent p of NOW do 
traverse(START, p); 
} 
Algorithm 5.2 An algorithm to traverse the inheritance hierarchy in the intended order 
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START is the class where t r a v e r s e starts from. NOW is the class that this 
recursive algorithm is visiting. visit_count[i] remembers how many time t r a v e r s e has 
already visited. The condition .visit一count[NOW]�number of children of NOW, tests 
whether the current visit to NOW is through the rightmost child of NOW. If it is not, it 
can continue to work on this class; otherwise it returns since NOW is a join of START. 
Initially, visit_count[i] is reset to 0 and we call traverse(START,START) to travel up the 
inheritance tree starting from START. For example, the journey starting at class E in Fig. 
5.5 is shown in Fig. 5.6. 
T 
8 
f C 3 ^ 5 
N I X 
Fig. 5.6 A journey starting at E 
Recall that the goal of pass 3 is to fill the Callable_method_table of each class 
table entry in the proper order. We can achieve this by replacing the comment /*** work 
on this class ***/ with a procedure call 'detennine_callable_methods(START,NOW)'. 
The function of this procedure is to add all public methods declared in the signature part 
of the class NOW as the callable methods of the class START. By following the order of 
t r a v e r s e , callable methods with same names and arities of a particular class can thus 
be stored in the intended order. 
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5.2.4 Pass 4 • Translation of the directive part 
The work of this pass is simple. What we have to do is to walk through the 
directives part of the parse tree and write every term on a file. Nearly no transformation is 
required except for the symbolic method call 0::f(xi，".，xn) which should be transformed 
to a predicate synchronous一caU(0，f(xi，...，Xn)). The file will then be compiled by the 
Prolog compiler for bootstrap execution. 
5.2.5 Pass 5 - Creation of Prolog source code for an I object 
When an invocation of the system call create一object(Object，Class, 
Pararaeter_list) is received by the System-Administrator, the translator tries to substitute 
the class parameters of Class and its antecedent classes by the values listed in the 
Parameter一list. Then, definitions of methods within the implementation part of every class 
definition are translated into the corresponding procedure definitions in Prolog. During 
the translation, renaming of method name is necessary to ensure that (i) only the public 
methods of a class are accessible to its descendent classes and (ii) those methods with the 
same name and arity of different classes are called in the depth-first, left-to-right and up-
to-join order. Also, all the clauses in the directives part of the program are translated 
since these procedures definitions are regarded as globally accessible environment of 
every logic subclass definition. All of these translated definitions are written on a file. 
The following example makes a clear illustration of pass 4 and 5. Given a input I 
program, the corresponding output program of pass 4 and 5 are shown. 







seq_qsort([HIT], Y) :-split(H,T,A,B)» seq_qsort(A, AA), seq_qsort(B, BB), 
append(AA,[HIBB],Y). 
splitL,•，•’口). 
split(H,[AIX],[AIY],Z)A =< H, split(H,X,Y,Z). 
spUt(H,[AIX],Y,[AIZ]):- A > H，split(H,X,Y,Z). 
class_end 
/* This is a comment*/ 
generate(N,N, [N])！. 
generate(Nl, N2, []):- N1 > N2, ！. 
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* 
generate(Nl,N2, L):- S is N1+N2, M is S // 2，Ml is M-1, M2 is M+1, generate(Nl, 
Ml, LI), generate(M2, N2, L2)，append([MILl], L2, L). 
test(N,L):- generate(0, N, T), create_object(M, sorter, [])，M::my_sort(T,L), nl,nl, 
write(T),nl,nl, write(L). 
:-test(2000,L). 
The given /program 
generate(N, N, _ ••- ! • 
generate(Nl, N2, []) :- N1 > N2, ！ • 
generate(Nl, N2, L) :- S is N1 + N2, M is S // 2, Ml is M - 1, M2 is M + 1，generate(Nl, Ml, 
LI), generate(M2, N2, L2)，append([MILl], L2, L ) . 
test(N, L) :- generate(0, N，T), create一object(M’ sorter, •)，synchronous一cal(M，niy一sort(T， 
D), nl, nl, write(T), nl, nl, write(L). 
:-test(2000，L) • 
Results of pass 4 
/* Class Definition Part */ 
/*** Class : sorter ***/ 
sorter_DEFINED_my_sort([], []) ！. 
sorter_DEFINED_my_sort(X, Y) :- sorter一DEFINED_seq一qsort(X’ Y ) . 
sorter_DEFINED_seq_qsort([], • ) : - ! • 
sorter_DEFINED_seq_qsort([HlT], Y) sorter一DEFINED一split(H，T, A, B), 
sorter_DEHNED_seq_qsort(A, AA), sorter_DEFINED_seq_qsort(B, BB), appen(i(AA,[HIBB], 
Y ) . 
sorter_DEFINED_spUt(_, [], [], • ) • 
sorter_DEHNED_split(H, [AIX], [AIY], Z) A =< H, sorter—DEFINED_split(H，X，Y, Z) • 
sorter_DEHNED_split(H, [AIX], Y, [AlZ]) A > H，sorter_DEFINED_spUt(H, X’ Y, Z ) . 
sorter一CALLED一my一sort(Pl，P2):- sorter一DEFINED一my_sort(Pl，P2). 
/* Directive Part */ 
generate(N, N, _ :- ！ • 
generate(Nl，N2，•) N l > N2，！. 
getierate(Nl, N2, L) S is Nl + N2, M is S // 2’ Ml is M - 1，M2 is M + 1，generate(Nl, Ml, 
LI), generate(M2, N2, L2)，append([MILl], L2, L ) . 
test(N, L) generate(0, N, T), create_object(M, sorter, •)’ synchronous一call(M’ my_sort(T, 
L))，nl, nl, write(T), nl, nl, write(L). 
/* Callable Method Part */ 
my_sort(Pl, P2):- sorter—CALLED一my一sort(Pl, P2). 
/* Initial goal */ 
test(2000, L). 
Results Qf pass 5 
Program 5.2 Programs used to demonstrate the pass 4&5 of the Mo-Prolog translation 
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5.2,6 Using expressions in logic methods 
One can evaluate an expression E in the context of a functional subclass F in a 
logic method by the system defined function r_eval(F,E), This function returns the result 
of evaluating E in the environment of class F to its caller. Thus, we can write our logic 
methods as a mixture of relations and functions. For instance, the definition of the 





F = r_eval(real, F1+F2). 
where +, - are defined in the usual sense in 2i functional subclass r e a l . 
Since this kind of functional notation is not allowed in ordinary logic programs, 
we need to convert the functional part into pure relations. The conversion can be 
accomplished by the following procedure: 
for every clause G Bi”..，Bn and command :- Bi”..，Bn of the program do { 
for every subgoal Bj of B i,...,Bn do { 
for every term T contained in the parse tree S rooted at Bj do 
if T is of the form r_eval(F,E) then { 
n 
replace T by a new variable Y where V ^ var ( B ,) 
；=1 J 
replace the parse tree S by a new binary tree S, where 




It can be illustrated graphically as: 
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‘ • r_eval(P^ � � ^ y ^ _ e y » 1 . 3 ( V f . E ) , • ^ � ^ ^ ^ 
Algorithm 5.3 Algorithm to convert a logic program embedded with expressions to a 
corresponding expression-free logic program 
r_eval_3(Variable, Functional_Class, Expression) is a predefined procedure. Its 
purpose is to create an object (non-persistent) of Functional_Class to evaluate Expression 
and put the result in Variable. The following conditions must be satisfied before the 
evaluation can be started: 
• Variable is uninstantiated. 
• Functional—Class is instantiated and is the name of a defined functional 
subclass. 
• Expression contains no uninstantiated variables. 




f i b ( N , F ) ( r _ e v a L 3 ( V 0 , real, N-1), fib(VO, Fl)), 
(r_eval_3(Vl, real, N-2), fib(Vl, F2)), 
(r一evaL3(V2，real, F1+F2), F=V2). 
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* 
5.3 /-to-LML Translation 
Implementation of the functional component is done by transforming the 
functional subclasses' definitions to a set of LML modules. A functional subclasses 
definition corresponds to a group of LML program modules which contain the 
declarations (in LML) of all callable methods of that functional subclass. Recall that a 
method M is callable in a class C if M is declared as a public method in one of the 
antecedent classes of C. If M is declared as public in two or more antecedent classes, then 
the one with the highest precedence will be chosen. This contrasts to the determination of 
precedence among logic methods since in general functional programs are deterministic 
but logic programs are nondeterministic. 
A module is a separately compiled unit in LML. A module has the form: 
module 
import... 
export idi，id2，…，id^  
/* declarations */ 
end 
The import statement specifies those identifiers which are needed from outside. 
The export statement states that the identifiers idj, id�，…，id^ are visible outside the 
module. To be able to use a function defined in a module, the name of the function must 
be listed in the export statement of the module that defines it and in the import statement 
of the module that uses it. 
The procedure to transform difunctional subclass's definition to the corresponding 
group of LML modules is summarized in Algorithm 5.4: 
for every functional subclass fc do 
{ find all the antecedent classes that contain the definitions of the callable methods in fc 
for every antecedent class A found in the previous step do { 
construct a LML module from A using the scheme in Fig. 5.7 and save this 
new module in a file 
Compile this newly created module using the LML compiler 'Imlc' 
if 'Imlc' reports any error then 
report that there are errors in the definition of class A and abort 
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else 
the object file (.o) and the prototype file (.t) for this module should 
have been produced by 'Irtilc* 
} 
} 
Algorithm 5.4 Procedure to transform functional subclass�definition to LML modules 
class AO : PI,…，pn module 
interface 
method fi，...，fk，gl，...，gm export fi，“.，fk 
implementation > 
/* definitions of fi，...，fk /*declarations of 
an(igi”..，gm*/ fl，".，fk */ 
class_end end 
A functional class definition in I A module in LML 
Suppose that among all the public methods fi，...，fk，gl，".，gm ^ the definition of 
A, only methods fi，...，fk are callable in another functional subclass fc. Then the 
corresponding LML module for A needs to export functions fi，"”fk but not gi，...，gin to 
the LML program for fc. 
Fig. 5.7 The scheme to construct a LML module from 2i functional subclass definition 
Later, when it is requested to create an object of class fc to evaluate an expression 
Expr, do the following steps : 
1) Create a file say G.m as: 
include "Fl.t" 




/* implementation part of the class fc */ 
in (tofile(OUTPUT), Expr) 
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% 
2) Invoke the LML compiler to compile G.m : 
Imlc G.m Fl.o F2.o ... Fm.o -o G 
3) If Imlc finds any errors in step 2 then 
report the errors 
else 
execute G and get the result from the file OUTPUT 
Here, Fl.t，...，Fin.t and FLo,...,Fm.o are the prototype files and object code files 
respectively produced for the class fc. 'tofile(name)' is a predefined LML function to 
redirect output to the named file. The life of the object only lasts for the evaluation of the 
expression. 
A complete example of the above transformation procedures follows. Given the 
following I program : 
class a(): functional 
interface 
method al(_), m(_) 
implementation 
al X = X + 1 
and 
m X = X * X 
class一 end 
class b(): a() 
interface 
method h\( J 
implementation 
bl y = y - 1 
class一 end 











m w = w * w * w 
and 
dl w =in(al(bl(cl(w)))) 
class一 end 
Program 5.3 A program to demonstrate the /-to-LML translation 
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Then class d has the following group of modules: 
module module module 
export al; export b 1 ； export c 1 ； 
al x = x + 1 bl y = y - 1 c l z = 2 * z 
end end end 
source filename : d_a.m d_b.m d一c.m 
object file name: d_a.o d_b.o d_c.o 
prototype file name : d一a.t d_b.t d一c.t 
If it is requested to evaluate m(3) under class d，then the source file d_d.m for this 






m w = w * w * w 
and 
dl w =m(al(bl(cl(w))) 
in tofile("dJ.result"), m(3). 
The result 216 can be obtained by reading the file "d—d.result". 
5.4 The Run-time Handler 
The run-time handler has three components: object management, process 
management and message-passing, as illustrated in Fig. 5.8. Object management is based 
on the facilities provided by the underlying layers: process management and message-






Fig. 5.8 The components of run-time handler 
5.4.1 Object Management 
An object is implemented by a process. Once create_object/3 is called, the Prolog 
source program for this new object will be written on a file. A new process is then 
created to invoke the Prolog compiler with the stored program and the I run-time library 
which supports all system calls. There are two means to create a new Prolog process. A 
trivial and easy way is to invoke Prolog directly on a machine through the UNIX system 
call execvQ. However, the overhead of the creation of an object is significant due to the 
need of loading a large library whenever the Prolog compiler is called. The effect is 
serious especially when 
, ^ number of objects created loading factor = number of machines available 
grows large. A more complicated but efficient way was developed to spawn a new Prolog 
process. Initially, just after the pass 4 of the /-to-Prolog translation, we start a Prolog 
process including the Prolog and I run-time libraries on each machine. Each Prolog 
process will then loop for any create__object command. If one arrives, it serves the caller 
by forking itself into two subprocesses: one becomes the process for the new object and 
the other retains to wait for another create一object call. Since everything is copied during 
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the fork, there is no need to reload the run-time libraries. We call the process which forks 
as a "mother" process since it acts as a mother to bear new children. 
An object is identified by its address which is a list of two elements : [Host,Port]. 
Host is the symbolic name (a string) of the machine where the object located. Port is the 
number of the object within the machine Host. For example, ['decl8.csxuhk.hk',3713] is 
a valid object address. 
Information of objects is stored in a system data structure called object table 
which is a circular queue. Each entry is responsible for one object and has three elements 
：Address , C l a s s and K i l l e d . A d d r e s s and C l a s s are the address and belonging 
class of this object respectively. K i l l e d is a flag for indicating whether the object is still 
alive or dead. Methods of an object can be invoked only if the object is alive. When an 
object is killed, all occupied resources like process space，communication channels and 
the slot in the object table will be released. 
The two most important system calls in 7 are create一object/3 and 
synchronous一call/2. Suppose that a process P has called create一object(0，C，P)，the 
scenario of create一object is shown : 
Steps: 
1. P sends the system call create一object(0，C，P) to the process System-Administrator 
on machine 0. 
2. From the class table, System-Administrator finds whether there are errors like 
"non-existence class name" or "unmatched number of parameters". If so, send 
back an error message to P and goto step 8. 
3. System-Administrator creates a Prolog program for this object on a file F. Class 
parameters are substituted. 
4. System-Administrator allocates a machine M for this newly created object 
5. System-Administrator sends the name of file F to the "mother" process on M. 
6. The "mother" process on M forks into two subprocesses. The child process loads 
F and sends back its address to System-Administrator. The parent process 
continues to wait for another create一object call. 
7. System-Administrator gets the address of the newly created object and then sends 
back a successful message with the object address to P. 
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8. P gets a message from System-Administrator. If it is a successful message, O is 
instantiated to the new object address; otherwise create一object is failed and the 
error reason is printed. 
In step 4，the allocation of a machine is in round-robin manner. That is， 
M = total number of objects mod total number of machines 
where the total number of machines is initialized by consulting a configuration file at each 
time the system is invoked. 
The system predicate synchronous一caU(0，p(xi，…，Xn)) has the following duties: 
• pack the parameters of the invocation p(xi，...，xn) into a request message. 
• send the request message to the object O. 
• wait for a reply from O. 
• return the result of the invocation to the caller. 
Unlike the scenario of create一object/3，synchronous一call/2 nearly by-passes the 
communication with System-Administrator except at the beginning, when it asks System-
Administrator whether the object O exists. Most of communication is done between the 
caller and callee objects only. Degree of concurrence can thus be increased. 
Backtracking poses a problem here. Consider a conjunctive goal '0::p(X), q(X)' is 
to be solved in an object M^O. If q(X) fails, p(X) should be backtracked in O. But how 
can we tell the interpreter of O to backtrack? Even though we can, where should the 
backtracking of p(X) start? All these questions are not easy to answer because there is no 
a central controlling authority. In order to avoid backtracking across object boundary, we 
find explicitly all solutions of X at the first time that 0::p(X) is called using the Prolog 
predefined predicate f i n d a l l in the callee object 
Then any backtracking of 0::p(X) can be simulated by taking the next saved solution of 
p(X) by using the member predicate in the caller object 
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5.4.2 Process Management and Message Passing 
The process management of our implementation is supported by the underlying 
operating system UNIX. Each object is associated with one or more processes. Calling 
the UNIX system call fork() is the only way to create a new process. Synchronization 
among processes is accomplished by message passing. 
Message passing is implemented by sockets which are a kind of inter-process 
communication provided by 4.3BSD that provides communication between processes on 
a single system and between processes on different systems. Among the three types of 
communication protocols provided, the TCP/IP protocol is used because a TCP/IP based 
network communication package is supported in Quintus Prolog. This package 
implements a stream socket which provides for bi-directional, reliable, sequenced and 
unduplicated flow of data without message boundaries. Communication between 
processes is modeled by the client/server relationship. Typically, the server is started first 
and does the following steps : 
1. Open a communication channel and inform the local host of its willingness to 
accept client requests on some well-known address. 
2. Wait for a client request to arrive at the well-known address. 
3. Process the request and send the reply. 
4. Go back to step 2 to wait for another client request 
The client process performs a different set of actions: 
1. Open a communication channel and connect to the server 
2. Send service request messages to the server, and receive the responses. Continue 
doing this as long as necessary. 
3. Close the communication channel and terminate. 






— I Client 
acceptO socketQ 
blocks until connection I 
from client - connectQ 
connection establishment 
readO""““ ！ writeQ _ _ _ i l ^ 
process request 
* 
writeQ - readO 
Fig. 5.9 A client/server model for process communication 
The server we mentioned above is a rather sequential one. Step 4 is done only 
when the previous client's request is finished. Following requests from other clients may 
be blocked for a long time if this previous request is time-consuming. A concurrent server 
which can serve next request during the processing of the current request is preferred. 
This can be achieved by replacing the step 3 of the server by the following : 
3. Spawn a new process to handle this client request. When this new process is 
finished, it closes its communication channel with the client and terminates. 
Recall that sockets are used to implement message passing which is the way for 
method invocation. The client/server model is in fact the process view of the caller/callee 
relationship. Since in general, there are more than one pair of caller/callee objects and a 
callee object may need to serve one or more caller objects, a Multiple-Client and 
Multiple-Server (MCMS) model is required. Two variations of MCMS are possible : the 
method invocation and its result can be directly transferred from the client to server and 
vice-versa or dispatched by the System-Administrator. In I, the first alternative is used; 
otherwise the message traffic involving the System-Administrator can be highly 
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congested. Fig. 5.10 shows the sequence of creating an object followed by an invocation 
of a method of this object. 
f (called 
( 7 ) 藝 ( S t u b object J 
V A y ^ n / Mother processA 
^ n machine i ) 
/ - T x 
f object \ 義 I stub j M [rAdministratorj 
: Process communication port 
Fig.5.10 The sequence of creating an object followed by an invocation of a 
method of this object 
(1) create 一 o b j e c t ( O b j e c t， C l a s s , Para) 
(2) send the request to the server on machine i 
(3) fork a new process as the required object 
(4) return the address of the newly created object to the System-Administrator 
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(5) record the address of the new object in the System-Administrator 
(6) return the address of the new object to the caller of create一object 
(7) synchronous 一 c a l l ( O b j e c t ， M e t h o d ) 




Some applications written in I 
-The truth [is] that there is only one terminal dignity-
love, And the story of a love is not important-what is 
important is that one is capable of love. It is perhaps 
the only glimpse we are permitted of eternity.-
Helen Hayes, Guideposts Jan 60 
One of the well-known applications of logic programming and functional 
programming is in the area of artificial intelligence (A.I.)，mainly due to the 
declarative nature of these two programming paradigms. I incorporates thera by 
providing an object-oriented framework so that, in addition to the advantages offered 
by these two declarative paradigms, we can model and solve problems in an object-
oriented approach to attain natural models and solutions to problems. Furthermore, 
the use of inheritance allows prograramers to define the behaviors of objects in an 
incremental way. 
On the other hand, / is a distributed programming language since it supports 
computation by multiple objects which communicate by message passing rather than 
shared variables and is implemented by geographically separated networks of 
communicating processes. Thus, I is suitable for distributed A.I. programming. In the 
following sections, we will show how to use/ to solve some classical A.I. problems. 
6.1 Modeling of a State Space Search 
Virtually, any A.I. problem can be formulated as a state space search [Ric83]. 
A state space contains all the possible configurations of the relevant objects in the 
problem domain. There are one or more initial states within a state space where the 
problem-solving process may start and some goal states that would be regarded as 
solutions to the problem. Also, the transition of one state to another is governed by a 
set of rules. Solving a problem can be abstracted as the process of finding a path from 
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an initial state to a goal state in the state space of the problem such that each state 
transition on this path is valid under the given transition rules. 
Since the control of the searching process is general and hence problem 
independent, but the state space is problem related, it is better to separate searching 
and state space by representing them using different classes of objects and making the 
state space as a parameter of the search method. 
A class of searching methods can be defined as : 
class searchO : logic 
interface 
method 
search(Space, Para, Current一state, Solution_state, 01d_Path, 
Solution 一 P a t h ) 
implementation 













Program 6.1 Definition of the class s e a r c h 
goalQ and move() are methods defined in the class denoted by Space . An 
object O of class S p a c e is created to check whether Current一state is a goal state and 
to find a next valid state of Current一state. The object O is killed after use to avoid 
over-creating of objects in the system. 
As an example of a state space, consider the class maze: 
class maze(&EDGES, &GOALS): logic 
interface 
method move(Current» Next), goal(G) 
implementation 
move(Ciirrent, Next):- member((Current, Next), &EDGES). 
goal(G)member(G，&GOALS). 
class一 end 
Program 6.2 Definition of the class maze 
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The class maze has two class parameters: &EDGES and &GOALS. 
&EDGES is a list of all possible transitions among states. Each transition is 
represented by a pair of states. &GOALS is a list of all goal states. 
move(CuiTent,Next) is valid iff (Current,Next) is a member of &EDGES. G is a goal 
state iff raember(G,&GOALS) successes. 
Now we can search for a solution to a maze with &EDGES=[(a，b)，(b，c)，(c，d)] 
and &GOALS=[d] and an initial state 'a': 
？ - create一object(0，search, [])，0::search(maze, [(a，b)，(b，c)，(c，d)]，[d]]，a, S, [], P). 
We will obtain the solution S=d, P=[d，c，b，a]. 
Due to the separation of searching and state space, the above searching 
method can be used to search for solutions to other state spaces. For example, we can 
use it to find a solution to the 4-queen problem. First, we define the state space for 
the 4-queen problem as: 
class four_queen(): logic 
interface 
method move(Current, Next), goal(G) 
implementation 
generate(pos(X,Y)):- meinber(X, [1,2,3,4]), 
member(Y, [1,2,3,4]). 









goal([Queenl, Queen2，Queen3, Queen4]). 
class—end 
Program 6.3 Definition of the class f o u r 一 q u e e n 
Here, we assume that operations and 'abs' (take the absolute value) are 
defined in a functional subclass r e a l . The move from Current to [QueenlCurrent] is 
valid if it is safe to put the newly generated Queen in the current configuration of 
other queens that are generated previously. goal([Queenl, Queen2, Queen3, 
Queen4]) ensures that there are four queens at the final state. Now we can find the 
solutions to the 4-queen problem by: 
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？- create_object(0,search,[]), O::search(four一queen，[], [], Solution, [], Path). 
The results are: 
Solution = [pos(4，3)，pos(3,l), pos(2,4), pos(l,2)] 
Path = [[pos(4，3)，pos(3，l)，pos(2,4), pos(l,2)], [pos(3,l), pos(2,4), pos(l,2)] 
[pos(2,4), pos(l，2)]，[pos(l,2)]]. 
and 
Solution = [pos(4,2), pos(3，4)，pos(2,l), pos(l，3)] 
Path = [[pos(4,2), pos(3,4), pos(2,l), pos(l,3)], [pos(3,4), pos(2,l), 
pos(l，3)]， 
[pos(2，l)，pos(l，3)]，[pos(l，3)]]. 
The searching procedure we used so far is a depth-first search. Actually, we 
i can use other searching schemes to find solutions to a problem. Breath-first search is 
another famous searching strategy. It can be coded as: 
¥ 
class breath_first(): searchQ 
s � interface 
method 
search(Space, Para, Current_state, Solution一state，01d_Path, 







bfs(Space, Para,Ciirrent_state, Solution_state, 01d_Path, Solution_Path, 
Queue) 







search(Space， Para, Current一state, Solution一 state， Old—Path, 
Solution一Path) 
create_object(Queue, queue, [口]), 




Program 6.4 Definition of the class b r e a t h _ f i r s t 
r‘ 
t. 
I } . 
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The class q u e u e is defined in program 4.8. A queue is used to store all the 
possible next states of the current state so that all of them will be visited before the 
starting of the next level search. Thus, the search is in a breadth-first manner. 
The above examples demonstrate the advantages of separating the searching 
control and the state space in a general class of state space search problems by using 
an object-oriented approach. 
6.2 A Solution to the N-queen Problem 
We are going to present a solution to the N-queen problem by the cooperation 
of N objects. Each queen is denoted by an object of a class q u e e n . Every such object 
has an internal state to record the position of the queen on the chess board, the 
maximum row/column and the identity of her left adjacent queen by the state variables 
row，column, maxrow and leftqueen respectively. 
Every queen Q^ ( l < i ^ ) is initialized by four putvalue statements: 
putvalue(row,l), putYalue(coluiTm,i), putvalue(raaxrow,N) and putvalue(leftqueen,Qi. 
1 ) ， w h e r e Q q is the atom 'none' to mean that Q i is the leftmost queen. It is reasonable 
to assign different columns to different queens since they must be in different columns 
in order to be safe. 
startO is the method to start up the computation of each queen in sequence, 
from Q n to Qi. For each queen Q{, it uses the method test_or_generate() to check 
whether the current position of Qj is safe with respect to the current positions of 
queens Qi...Qi-1• If test一or_generate() finds that it is unsafe to put Qi at this position, 
it will invoke g e n e r a t e � t o obtain next feasible position for Q .^ If the current row 
number of Qi has reached the maximum, then no more possible safe position can be 
found for Qi without changing the configuration of Qi -Qi-i , so it needs to invoke 
generateO of its left adjacent queen Qi.i to change its position. After obtaining a new 
possible position by the statement: 'Newrow = r_eval(real，(R+1) mod M),，it calls 
test一or_generate() again to test if this is really a feasible position for Qi. outputO is 
the method to print the final positions of the N queens. The complete definition of the 
class queen is shown: 

























(R==M->(Q\='none'-»Q:: generateQ ；true) ；true), 






(Row=R—true; r_eval(real, abs(Row-R)) == r_eval(real, 








Program 6.5 Definition of the class q u e e n 
Again, we assume that functions abs(), +，- and raod() are defined as usual in 
iht functional subclass r e a l . 
To solve the N-queen problem for N=6, type the following goal: 
？- N=6, 
create_object(Ql, queen, [])，Q l : : i n i t ( N , l , ' n o n e ' ) , 
create_object(Q2，queen, •)，Q2::init(N,2,Q 1 ) ， 
create一object(Q3，queen, []), Q3::init(N，3，Q2)， 
create一object(Q4，queen, [])，Q 4 : : i n i t ( N , 4 , Q 3 ) , 




Compare with a solution to the N-queen problem written in Prolog (see page 
38-39 of [Eli92]), the essence of our solution is that each queen is made an object 
endowed with the power to discover a solution in cooperation with the other queens. 
6.3 Object-Oriented Modeling of a Database 
The spirit of the object-oriented approach is to model and to solve a problem 
in a way as similar to the corresponding real-life situation as possible. In addition, the 
inheritance mechanism makes data be used in an additive fashion. The following 
example is an object-oriented modeling of a simplified university staff database. We 
use a hierarchy of logic subclasses to represent the database. Also, we write a group 
of functions on the database as difunctional subclass. 
\ 
A university staff database is required in which the details of each member of 
the staff is recorded for administrative and organizational purposes. There are two 
types of staff member: teaching staff and support staff. For both staff types the name, 
sex, age, date of enrollment at the university and address of the staff member are 
required to be stored. Each teaching staff member is affiliated with one of three 
departmental sections: systems, software or theory. Their database records include in 
addition to the above information their associated section and a list of courses they 
currently teach (each represented by a unique course number). Each support staff 
member if classified as either secretarial, computer support or maintenance. Their 
database records include their associated classification in addition to the information 
above. 
The above description suggests us to model the database by three classes: 
s t a f f , t e a c h i n g and s u p p o r t which are related in the way shown in Fig. 6.1. 
^^^^^ staff ^ ^ ^ 
• A 
Fig. 6.1 Object-oriented modeling of a database 
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The definitions of s t a f f , t e a c h i n g and s u p p o r t follow: 
class staff(i&NAME, &SEX, &AGE, &ENROLLDATE, &ADDRESS): logic 
interface 







search(Field, Value):- getvalue(Field, Value). 
modify(Field, Value)putvalueOField, Value). 
class—end 
class teachmg(&NAME, &SEX, &AGE, &ENROLLDATE, &ADDRESS, 
&DEPARTMENT, &COURSELIST): 
staff(&NAME, &SEX, &AGE, &ENROLLDATE, &ADDRESS) 
interface 




modify(department» Value):- ！， 
member(Value, [systems, software, theory]), 
putvalue(Field, Value). 
class_end 
class support(&NAME, &SEX，&AGE, &ENROLLDATE, &ADDRESS， 
&SECTION): 
staff(&NAME, &SEX, &AGE, &ENROLLDATE, &ADDRESS) 
interface 
method search(Field, Value), modify (Field, Value) 
implementation 
value(section ^SECTION). 
modifyCsection, Value):- ！， 
member(Value, [secretarial, computersupport, maintenance), 
putvalue(Field, Value). 
class一 end 
Program 6.6 Definitions of three classes: s t a f f , t e a c h i n g and s u p p o r t 
Now, we can write a functional subclass a s k which implements some functions on 
the database using augmented list comprehensions: 
class ask(): functional 
interface 
method totalQ, teacher(COURSE), ratio�’ meanageO 
implementation 
rec 












STAFF:: search(section, maintenance)]) 
and 
meanage = Sum([AGE;;/o^ic::object_of(staff, STAFF); 
STAFF::search(age, AGE)]) / total 
class_end 
Program 6.7 Some functions on the database in program 6.6 
where 
totalO counts the total number of teaching and supporting staff in the database 
teacher(COURSE) returns the name of teacher who teaches COURSE 
ratioO computes the ratio of computer support staff to maintenance staff 
meanageO computes the mean age of all staffs 
length(L) is a predefined function m functional which returns the length of the 
listL 
hd(L) is a predefined function m functional which returns the first element of 
the list L 
mem(X,L) is a predefined function m functional which tests if X is an element 
of the list L 
Sum(L) is a predefined function in functional which sums all elements in the 
listL 
6.4 A Simple Expert System 
An expert system is a program that has the capability of a human expert of a 
particular area such as medical diagnosis, electronic design and scientific analysis. An 
expert system consists of two components: an inference engine and a knowledge base. 
The knowledge base can be further divided into two parts : rules and facts. Rules are 
supplied by some human experts to direct the inference engine to do derivation and 
are unchanged during the inference process. On the contrary, new facts may be 
generated by the inference engine. While the knowledge base is domain-specific, the 
inference engine is domain-independent That is, expert systems of different 
application domains may share the same inference engine. 
First, we define a class of objects called i n f e r e n c e for the inference engine 
component of our expert system. Such kind of objects is rather abstract if we compare 
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it with those encountered so far, since it does not exist in real life physically. It is a 
conceptual entity which possesses the reasoning capability. 
class inferenceO ： logic 
interface 




I • • 
prove(Guess, Rules_base, Facts_base) 
Rules_base: :rule(Premises, Guess)， 
check(Premises, Rules一base, Facts_base), 
Facts 一 b a s e : : a d d _ f a c t ( G u e s s ) . 
check(•，_，」• 
check([PIPremises], Rules一base. Facts一base) 
prove(P, Rules_base，Facts_base), 
check(Premises, Rules一base, Facts一base). 
class一 end 
Program 6.8 Definition of the class i n f e r e n c e 
Method prove(G，R，F) tries to prove that G is a valid derivation from the set of 
facts F using the set of rules R. The first clause of p r o v e states that the proof is valid 
if Guess is already a fact in Facts_base. The second clause of p r o v e states that the 
proof is valid if we can prove all the premises of the rule in Rules_base. If it is the 
case, Guess should be added to Facts__base as a new fact. Rules_base and Facts一base 
are objects representing a set of rules and a set of facts respectively. The class of 
objects for storing a set of facts is defined: 
class facts一baseO : logic 
interface 
method init(L), valid(X)，add_fact(X) 
implementation 
init([]). 
in i tCPCIL])add_fact (X) , 
initOL). 
v a U d ( X ) f a c t ( X ) . 
add_fact(X):- putvalue(fact, X). 
class_end 
Program 6.9 Definition of the class f a c t s 一 b a s e 
Besides valid(X) and add_fact(X), init{L) is used to initialize the facts base by 
the elements of list L. 
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Our system is a simplified medical expert system. It has the following classes 
of objects: d o c t o r , d i s e a s e and h o s p i t a l . A doctor has knowledge of a 
particular disease and can be treated as a kind of inference engine. 
class doctor(&Disease_type): inferenceQ 
interface 





prove(Disease, D, Symptom), 
D::possible_causes(Caiises). 
class一 end 
Program 6.10 Definition of the class d o c t o r 
A doctor diagnoses an illness as Disease based on the given Symptom of the 
patient (a facts base) and the knowledge of a particular kind of disease. 
&Disease_type is the name of the type of diseases that the doctor is specialized in. 
The definition of class d i s e a s e follows: 
class disease(&DISEASES, &CAUSES, &RULES): logic 
interface 
method possible_disease(X), possible一causes(X)’ 
rule(Ps, G) 
implementation 
poss ib le_( i i sease(X)member(X, &DISEASES). 
possible一causes(X)member(X，&CAUSES). 
rule(Ps, G):- member((Ps,G), &RULES). 
class一 end 
Program 6.11 Definition of the class d i s e a s e 
The method possible__disease(X) returns the name of a disease in this class. 
possible_causes(X) returns the name of a possible cause of diseases in this class. It is 
useful for allowing specialists to give further treatment on the patient. rule(Ps,G) 
states that a patient has a disease G if he has the symptoms listed in the premise part 
Ps. Rules are denoted by a list of pairs which has the form : 
[([Premisej,...,Premisef.j]’ Conclusionj),([Premisei”.”Premiserk�, Conclusion^)I 
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Different kinds of disease can be defined as subclasses of disease : 
/•general disease :*/ class generalQ : 





/* liver disease :*/ class liverQ : 





/•intrahepatic :*/ class intrahepaticO : 




"extrahepatic :*/ class extrahepatic(): 




/*lung disease :*/ class lungO : 
disease([tuberculosis, asthma], •，[([coughing, bleeding], tuberculosis), 




Program 6.12 Definitions of some subclasses of d i s e a s e 
With the above definitions, we can create objects of class d o c t o r with 
different values of &Disease一type to denote specialists of different diseases. For 
example, a specialist of lung disease can be created by : 
？- create一object(LUNG一DOCTOR’ doctor, [lung]). 
In a hospital, it is common to diagnose a patient by a general doctor first and 
send him to a specialist if it is necessary. This practice motivates the following 
definition of class h o s p i t a l : 
class hospitalQ: logic 
interface 









CASE = _??(_, DISEASES), 
case (Symptoms, Diseases) 
create一object(F’ facts_base, •)， 
F::init(Symptoms), 
examine(general, F, Diseases). 
examinee，•，[]). 
exainine(Disease_type, Symptoms, [DiseaselMore]) 
create_object(Dr, doctor, [Disease—type])， 
Dr::diagnosis(Symptoms’ Disease, Causes), 
furtherCSymptoms, Causes, More), 
further(一’ •’一)• 
furtherCSymptoms, [CauselCauses], [DiseaselMore]):-
examme(Cause, Symptoms, Disease), 
fiirther(Symptoms, Causes, More). 
class一end 
Program 6.13 Definition of the class h o s p i t a l 
A hospital assigns a general disease doctor to a patient first (through 
d i s p a t c h / 2 ) . The doctor finds out the diseases and a list of possible causes for the 
diseases. For each possible cause, a specialist is created to examine the patient. This 
process continuous until no more possible causes are discovered. 
The use of the asynchronous-call H » c a s e ( S Y M P T O M S , DISEASE) makes the 
hospital be possible to handle more than one case concurrently. The result of a 
particular case CASE is collected by the call a n s w e r (CASE, DISEASES). 
For instance, the following goal: 
？- create一object(H，hospital,[])， 




D = [general, liver一disease, intrahepatic, extrahepatic, tuberculosis, asthma]. 
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6.5 Summary 
We have seen four applications written in /. We can now make a summary of 
the rules of thumb in I programming: 
• Find a way to model the problem space by an environment of a number of 
classes. A class may be a collection of physical objects (e.g. d o c t o r ) or a 
collection of conceptual objects (e.g. s e a r c h ) . 
• Use the inheritance mechanism to define the behaviors of objects 
incrementally. 
• Use logic and functional methods to solve problems in a declarative way. 
• Whenever possible, exploit the potential parallelism in the solution by 
asynchronous method call. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Conclusion and future work 
-The most beautiful experience we can have is the 
mysterious,,, the fundamental emotion which stands at 
the cradle of true art and true science,-
Albert Einstein, from his 1931 book Living Philosophies 
7.1 Conclusion 
We have designed a multiparadigm language I which aims to integrate three 
programming paradigms: logic, functional, and object-oriented. Our integration 
techniques are based on classifying an object as an instance of either a logic subclass 
or 2i functional subclass. Methods of an object are defined and computed according to 
which language subclass the object belongs to. In our view, such kind of integration 
has an obvious advantage for building a multiparadigm language: it is conceptually 
simple to extend the system by a new paradigm, by adding a new language subclass 
for that paradigm to the class hierarchy. Thus, our approach favors the 
implementation of a multiparadigm system using an object-oriented language. 
As pointed out in [Weg90], harmonious integration of multiple paradigms has 
often failed at the language level because of the unavoidable divergence between 
paradigms. Integration of paradigms in I is done at the class level with looser coupling 
among paradigms. More precisely, I comprises an interface of the logic and the 
functional paradigms in an object-oriented framework. Compared with other 
multiparadigm approaches we discussed, I is characterized by integrating the three 
paradigms with the capability of exploiting multi-level parallelism. See Table 7.1 for a 
brief summary. 
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Logic Functional Object- Single-level Multi-level 
Oriented Parallelism Parallelism 
LogiC++ V V 
Intermission 
oopp V — V 一 
CPU — V V V 
DLP 一 � — — V ~ V 
QLPSC 一 � ~ V 
KSL/Logic V � 一 � 
Orient84/K V — V V 
Vulcan — V V V 
Bridge — V ~ V 
PROOF — � 一 � V 
PLC V " V ~ 
CLOS 一 � 一 � ^ 
HOPE 一 V 
FUNLOG V " V " — 
F* V " V ' — 
LEAF V V 
Applog V V 
LIFE ~ V " V � 一 � 
UNIFORM V " V ' � 一 
G V V — • 
FOOPlog "" V " V ' � -
L&O V " V ' � 一 / I � I � I � I I � . 
Table 7.1 A summary on the paradigms involved and the level of parallelism of some 
-声 multiparadigm languages 
In addition to the design, we have implemented a prototype of / on an UNIX 
based network. Though not all the features of I have been implemented, it allows us 
to test our ideas by actual examples and to discover the bugs in our design. We find 
that it is feasible and also worthy to integrate the three paradigms in a single 
environment, since such integrated language has improvements in many aspects. Fig. 
7.1 shows how each paradigm contributes its distinguished properties to another 
paradigm in L 
We have also showed that / is a practical language. It is a language for the 
incremental modularization of data and knowledge (in the form of relations and 
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(Object- \ 
I Oriented J 
, X EUmination of oulout variables; / X 
/ \ Elmiination of unnecessary searching / \ 
Logic Functional \ 
Logical variables; 
Multiple solutions 
» PI …你丨 Q . Paradigm A contributes properties 
A D • PI …Pn to paradigm B 
Fig. 7.1 Cooperation between the three paradigms in I 
7.2 Future Work 
Future development of I can be in the following directions: 
Degree of Concurrency: 
Currently, objects in I are passive. That is, an object is activated only when its 
methods are invoked by other objects. The degree of concurrency can be further 
improved by incorporating active objects. An active object is an object that has its 
own activity once it is created. It does not rely on the activation by other objects. To 
support active objects, it is necessary to modify create一object/3 to create一object/4 in 
order to specify which private method will be executed just after the object is created. 
That is, the new system call for creating object is: 
create一object(0，C, P, M) 
where M is the private method to be executed immediately after the creation of O; C 
and P have the same meaning as in create^object/3. This enhancement is reasonably 
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where M is the private method to be executed immediately after the creation of O; C 
and P have the same meaning as in create一object/3. This enhancement is reasonable 
even without considering the issue of concurrency because autonomous objects are 
common in real life. 
Type: 
Prolog is an untyped language. Values such as numbers and structures are 
different but comparable. On the contrary, LML is a strongly-typed language. As a 
result，our prototype of I has an inconsistent type-system. This poses problems in the 
exchange of values between the logic and the functional components. Run-time type 
error may occur if the type of a value that a function received from a logic method is 
not expected by the function. It is now the programmers' responsibility to avoid the 
occurrence of this error. It is helpful to incorporate the notion of types to the logic 
component of/ though there is no general agreement as how types should be adapted 
to logic programs. Basically, there are two approaches [DZ92, LR91], namely 
dynamic (run-time) type checking and static (compile-time) type checking. Dynamic 
type checking is complete but is too expensive. Two styles of static type checking 
exist: one is based on type declaration and the other is based on type inference. The 
type inference mechanism is more appropriate for our system since type checking of 
the functional component is actually based on type-reconstruction: a kind of type 
inference that is able to infer the most general types for objects in a program. A 
unified type checking system can be obtained by using the type inference mechanism 
in both the logic and the functional components. 
Distributed Backtracking: 
There are two types of nondeterminism in logic programs [Sha89]: don't-
know nondeterminism and don't-care nondeterminism. Concurrent logic programming 
languages such as Parlog and Concurrent Prolog usually have don't-care 
nondeterminism, where once a choice is made，all alternatives are discarded. On the 
other hand, Prolog implements don't-know nondeterminism by backtracking. Don't-
know nondeterminism is desirable since multiple solutions can be generated. Thus, 
distributed backtracking is needed in /. The implementation of backtracking in the 
prototype of I, however, is an approximation which may be inefficient and is 
incomplete. We approximate it by finding all solutions to a remote predicate call and 
saving them in a local data structure for later use. Nevertheless, it may not be 
necessary to find all solutions if only one of them is wanted (inefficient). A more 
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serious problem nontermination occurs if there is an infinite number of solutions 
(incomplete). We are looking for a complete and efficient distributed backtracking 
algorithm for /. 
An I'to-C++ Compiler: 
A common practice to implement a new language is to construct a 
preprocessor which translates programs written in the new language to equivalent 
programs written in another well developed language. In our implementation, I is 
translated to two languages Prolog and LML for the purpose of prototyping (See Fig. 
7.2 a). The resultant system is not efficient enough and not quite portable. A better 
approach is to translate / to a single language which is efficient and popular. In 
addition, the target language is preferably an object-oriented language such that the 
two language classes can be realized naturally. C++ is our possible choice (See Fig. 
7.2 b). Furthermore, it would be much better if there is a parallel C++ like language. 
Nevertheless, there is no widely accepted parallel version of C++ at this stage. 
I 
I-to-Prolog I-to-LML I-to-C-H-
FVolog � L M L C++ compiler 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 7.2 (a) The original translation scheme (b) An proposed translation scheme 
Efficiency Issues: 
There are two issues which are not considered in the implementation of the 
prototype of /，but should be considered in a sophisticated implementation. The first 
one is the load-balancing problem which is an important topic in any distributed 
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system. In general, approaches to load-balancing fall into two categories: static 
mapping of processes to processors and dynamic load-balancing [Sha89]. Our policy 
(i.e. a Round-Robin policy) is a simple static mapping. The problem of it is that 
neither the programmer nor the system can adjust the mapping according to the 
current load on each processor. Some alternative approaches have been proposed 
[WM85]. A better static approach [Tay89] is to allow the programmer to specify 
explicitly which processor he wants the job to run on. To incorporate this idea in I， 
use: 
create 一 o b j e c t ( 0 ， C , P, NE) 
where NE is so-called node expression denoting a particular processor node. A node 
expression can be a number, an integer arithmetic expression or a spatial term like 
•forward', left', 'north' and so on to depict the intended processor's location in the 
network of processors. For dynamic load-balancing, a possible approach is the 
manager/worker scheme [Tay89, TR85] in which a collection of processors is 
organized as a logical hierarchy of workers and managers. A manager is responsible 
for the distribution of load to a group of workers. By the same way, a general 
manager distributes load to a group of managers. Although this scheme is somewhat 
centralized, it can be used in a variety of problems. 
The second efficiency issue is about the garbage collection. Garbage collection 
of unused objects is now done explicitly through the command kill/1. A recommended 
use of an object is of the form: 
...create一object(".0".)，…，kill(O). 
Otherwise, the object will survive until the end of the program. It may cause problems 
if the programmer forgets to release the object after its use. A better strategy is to let 
the system automatically record every "dead" object (this can be achieved by 
analyzing the scope of the object variable) and free the space occupied by these 
objects when there is no enough space to create a new object 
Environment: 
An interactive programming environment for I is desired. Our intended 
environment should include a file system, an editor，a debugger, a system set-up 
manager, and of course a compiler/interpreter. In addition, special facilities for 
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monitoring the execution of objects on multiple machines are required to support 
dynamic adjustment of the granularity of parallelism and load balance. This 
environment is expected to be developed on the MOTIF window system. 
Application: 
We have already shown that I is quite suitable for writing distributed A.L 
programs. We are looking for more large scale applications in order to find out: (i) the 
merits and insufficiency of using multiparadigm language in different areas, and (ii) 
what extra notions and components should be added to the design o f / . 
MIMD Computers: 
An interesting and challenging work is to implement / on a MIMD machine. 
The most fundamental problem facing parallel computing at present is to find 
desirable programming models [Wal92]. Such models should be as high a level as 
possible, with maximum abstraction from hardware. / is a possible programming 
model for MIMD machines since � it is natural to distribute autonomous objects to 
different processors with independent instruction streams, and (ii) the declarative 
nature of the logic and the functional components provides a convenient way to 
exploit fine-grain parallelism. We wish that, in one day, I can be implemented 
completely and efficiently on any UNIX based multiprocessing system, from a 




Appendix A and B contain the up-to-date information about the prototype of I 
that we have implemented on DECAJLTRDC. It is mainly concerned with the components 
specific to I. For those features related to Prolog or LML, please refer to [Qui91] or 
[AJ92] respectively. 
A.I Introduction 
/ is a multiparadigm programming language which integrates three paradigms: 
object-oriented, logic and functional in a single environment. In /, a program is a 
collection class definitions and queries. There are two types of classes: logic subclasses 
and functional subclasses. Methods in logic subclasses are defined by clauses, whereas 
methods in functional subclasses are specified as functions. The execution of an / 
program consists of solving queries in various objects, which are instances of the defined 
classes, using either resolution or reduction. Invoking of methods in other objects are 
accomplished by message passing. 
A.2 Syntax 
A.2.1 The lexical specification 
The following lexical specification is the input of lex. You can find this 
specification in the file 'I.lex'. 










letter ({small-letter} I {capital-letter}) 
alphanumeric ({letter} l{ digit}) 






rest-of-line (\nl({ not-end-of-line }*\n)) 
space ({layout-char} +) 
string-item ([八\"]丨\"\丨丨） 
string (\"{ string-item }*\") 
variable (({capital-letter} I {underline}) {alpha} *) 
exponent (({digit}+) l("{digit}+)!("+"{digit}+)) 
E ("ETe") 
decimal-point (".") 
simple-float ({digit}+{ decimal-point} {digit}+) 
unsigned-float ({simple-float} l({ simple-float} {E} {exponent})) 
zero ("0") 
base ({digit}+) 
natural-number ({digit}+l({ base}…"{alphanumeric}+)!({zero} {char})) 
symbol ({symbol-char}+) 
word ({small-letter} {alpha} *) 
quoted-item ([^\']IW) 
quoted-name (\'{ quoted-item }+V) 
%% 
{space} ； 
" / 氺 氺 ] 氺 ) " 本 / " ； 
"%" {rest-of-line} ； 
retum(CLAUSE 一 S Y M B O L ) ; 
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" ？ r e t u m ( Q U E R Y _ S Y M B O L ) ; 
"，“ retum(COMMA); 
"->" retum(CONDITIONAL_SYMBOL); 
"；" � retum(SEMICOLON); 



















"&"{word} retum(CLASS 一 P A R A M E T E R ) ; 
"&" {variable} retum(CLASS_PARAMETER); 
"::” retum(SYN_CALL_SYMBOL); 












{word} •，（• remm(FUNCTOR-ANDJLEFTJPARA)； 
{solo-char} retum(NAME); 
{solo-char} ••(" retum(FUNCTOR_AND_LEFT_PARA); 
"[“{layout-char}+"]" retum(NAME); 
"["{layout-char}+"]""(” retum(FUNCTOR一 AND 一 L E F T 一 P A R A ) ; 
"{"{layout-char}+”}" retum(NAME); 




A.2.2 The syntax specification 
The following syntax specification is the input of yacc. You can find this 
specification in the file 'Lyacc'. 
/氺氺氺氺氺***********氺******* syntax specification ***********氺***********氺* */ %% 
program ： class一definition一s directive_s 
class 一 d e f i n i t i o n — s : 
I class一definition—s class_defmition 
I class一definition—s F一class一definition 
class一definition : CLASS class—head COLON parent_s INTERFACE 
inherit一part signature 一 part IMPLEMENTATION 
clause_s END 
F一class-defmition : F一CLASS class一head COLON parent_s INTERFACE 
inherit一part signature 一 p a r t IMPLEMENTATION 
functions END 
class一head : class—name LEFT一PARA parameter一s RIGHT—PARA 
I functor一and_left_para parameter's RIGHT_PARA 
parameter's : 
I parameter 
丨 parameter一s COMMA parameter 
parameter : CLASS 一 P A R A M E T E R 
parent一s : parent 
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I parent一s COMMA parent 
parent : defmecLclass 
I user一 defined一class 
defmed_class ： LOGIC 
丨 FUNCTIONAL 
user_defmed_class : class_name LEFT—PARA actual_parameter_s 
RIGHT一PARA 
I functor_andJeft_para actual_parameter_s 
RIGHT一PARA 
class一name ： WORD 
actuaLparameter一 s : 
I actuaLparameter 
I actual_parameter_s COMMA actual-parameter 
actual一parameter : constant 
inherit一part : 
I INHERIT signature—list 
signature 一 part : 
I METHOD signature一list 
signature J i s t ： signature 
I signature一list COMMA signature 
signature : functor^andJeft_para sign^parameter.s RIGHT_PARA 
sign—parameter一s : 
丨 sign—parameter 
j sign_parameter_s COMMA sign—parameter 
sign 一 p a r a m e t e r : WORD 
I variable 
clause 一s : 
I clause一s clause 
directive 一s ： 
I directive_s directive 
clause : non 一 u n i t一 c l a u s e 
丨 unit一clause 




non一unit-Clause ： head CLAUSE一SYMBOL goaLs FULL-STOP 
unit一clause : head FULL一STOP 
command : CLAUSE—SYMBOL goal_s FULL—STOP 
query : QUERY—SYMBOL goal_s FULL—STOP 
head ： term 
goal_s : goaLs COMMA goal 
I goaLs CONDITIONAL—SYMBOL goaLs 
SEMICOLON goaLs 
I goaLs CONDITIONAL.SYMBOL goal.s 
I goaLs SEMICOLON goal.s 
I goaLs VERTICAL一BAR goaLs 
I goal 
goal : term 
integer : NATURAL—NUMBER 
丨 NEGATIVE一SIGN NATURAL一NUMBER 
float : UNSIGNED 一 F L O A T 
丨 NEGATIVE一SIGN UNSIGNED一FLOAT 
term : constant 
I op term 
I terra op term 
I term op 
I functor一ancLleft_para termJist RIGHT_PARA 
丨 LEFT一PARA te r ra j i s t RIGHTJPARA 






syn_caU : variable SYN_CALL_SYMBOL functor_and_left_para 
term J i s t RIGHT一PARA 
asyn_caU : variable ASYN_CALLJSYMBOL functor_andJeft_para 
term J i s t RIGHT一PARA 
op : SYMBOL 




I termJist COMMA term 
list : LEFT一BRACKET RIGHT—BRACKET 
I LEFT.BRACKET listexpr RIGHT一BRACKET 
listexpr ： term J i s t 
I term J i s t VERTICAL一BAR term J i s t 
constant ： atom 
丨 number 
number ： integer 
I float 
atom ： name 
name ： NAME 
I WORD 
I parameter 
variable : VARIABLE 
functor一andjeft一para: FUNCTOR_AND_LEFT_PARA %% 
A3 Classes 
There are two predefined classes in I: logic and functional Every user-defined 
class is either a descendant of logic OT functional The structure of a class definition is 
shown as follows: 
class new_class_name(parameterjist): superclass—list 
interface 
method mj... myr /* signatures of public methods */ 
implementation 
/* definitions of private methods */ 
/* definitions of public methods */ 
class一 end 
Here, the italic words class, interface, method, implementation and class一end are 
keywords in /. A class definition has three parts: header, interface and implementation. 
The header part declares the class's name (new一class—name), a list of class parameters 
(parameterJist), and a list of superclasses (superclass_list) of the class being defined. A 
class parameter is an identifier preceded by the symbol '&'. The interface part states a 
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group of methods (nii，".，mk) that are accessible by the descendants of this class. They 
are called public methods. Those methods that are defined in this class but not accessible 
from outside are called private methods. The implementation part contains the definitions 
of public methods and private methods, either in the form of clauses or functions. 
For example, consider the following parametric class person, 
class person(&NAME, &ID, &GENDER, &AGE): logic 
interface 







This class has a name person and four class parameters: &NAME, &ID, 
&GENDER and &AGE. We can create instances of person with different values of 
&NAME, &ID, and &GENDER for different persons. It has only one parent class logic. 
There are four methods defined in it. Three of them are public methods and the remaining 
one secret/1 is a private method. 
Multiple inheritance is supported in I with a restriction that all the parent classes 
of an user-defined class must be under the same language class. This restriction ensures 
that only one evaluation mechanism, either resolution or reduction, is used in an object to 
evaluate its methods. For a particular class say C, all the public methods of C's antecedent 
classes are accessible to C. If the parent class of C is logic or functional then the 
evaluation mechanism is inherited along with a library of predefined methods to C. In 
case that more than one method of the same name and arity appear in different antecedent 
classes, then conflicting methods are sorted according to a depth-first, then left-to-right 
and at last up-to-join order. The method with the highest precedence will be chosen first 
A.4 Object Creation and Method Invocation 
An object is an instance of a class. It can be created by the system predicate 
create_object/3, 
create 一 o b j e c t ( O b j e c t ， C l a s s , Paras) 
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which means we want to make an instance of Class with Paras as the class parameters. 
Both Class and Paras should have been instantiated properly at the time create_object/3 is 
called. An object of Class is then created in a machine say M with a communication port 
number say N. The output argument Object is a list containing M and N, i.e. [M，N]. For 
example, the goal 
create一object(0，person, [john, 1756, male, 20]) 
makes an object 0=[ciecl8.cs.cuhk.hk, 1234] of class personQohn,1756,male, 20). 
An object is activated by invoking its methods through message calls. There are 
two kinds of message calls: synchronous and asynchronous. A synchronous message call 
is of the form, 
0::m(Xi”..，Xn) 
where O is the identity of an object, m is the name of a method, and Xi，."，Xn are the 
arguments of m. For instance, 
create一0bject(O，person, [john, 1756, male, 20])，0::name(X) 
invokes the method name(X) in the object O. Synchronous message call implements the 
ordinary procedure call semantics. 
An asynchronous message call is of the form 
0»m(Xi”..，Xn) 
where O is the identity of an object, m is the name of a method, and Xi”.”Xn are the 
arguments of ra. This call succeeds if m can be invoked in O. The call of 
0»m(Xi，...，Xn) can continue its execution while m is being executed in O. To connect 




…，0»m(X), A, B, 0??m(X), c(X),… 
Subgoals A and B are executed in parallel with the subgoal ra(X) in the object O. The 
result of 0 » m ( X ) is collected by asking 0??m(X). If the result is ready, then c(X) will 
be tested; otherwise the process executing 0 » m ( X ) is suspended until the result is 
available. 
A.5 The logic Subclasses 
A method p(xi，".，xm) of a logic subclass is a predicate p with n arguments in the 
sense of logic programming. Such a predicate is defined by a set of augmented Horn 
clauses. Augmented Horn clauses extend ordinary Horn clauses by allowing the 
invocation of methods of other objects, which may be located in various computers, in 
the body part of Horn clauses. Formally, an augmented Horn clause has the form: 
Head :- Bodyi，"” Bodyn. n > 0 
where Head is a predicate p(ti，...，tm) with m > 0 and q is an augmented terra. An 
augmented terra is defined recursively as follows: 
• A variable is an augmented terra 
• A constant is an augmented term 
• If c is a k-ary constructor and yi，...，yk are augmented terms, then 
c(yi，...，yk) is an augmented term 
• r_eval(F, E) where F is the name of a functional subclass and E is an 
expression. 
Bodyi has two possible forms: 
參 p'(fi，…，t'r) a predicate 
• 0::p'(t'i,..., t'r) a predicate in a logic object O 
where r > 0 and t'iis an augmented term. 
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The form 0::p'(t'i,..., fj-) enables the system to infer p'(fi，"” t’r) using the clauses 
stored in the object O. One can also evaluate an expression E in the context of a 
functional subclass Fin a logic method by the system defined function r_eval(F,E), This 
function returns the result of evaluating E in the environment of class F to its caller. Thus, 
we can write our logic methods as a mixture of relations and functions. For instance, a 
class of objects for finding the greatest common divisor of two natural numbers can be 
defined as: 
class gcdO ： logic 
interface 
method gcd(Nl, N2，N) 
implementation 
gC(i(Nl, 0’ Nl ) . 
gcd(Nl, N2, N) :- gcd(N2, r一eval(fimctional，mod(Nl，N2))，N). 
class一end 
gcd(Nl，N2, N) succeeds if the greatest common divisor of Nl and N2 is N. The function 
mod(Nl, N2) is defined functional 
A.6 The functional Subclasses 
Methods of functional subclasses are applicative functions. I adopts the syntax 
of functions in Lazy ML. A function f is defined by a function declarator which gives 
different return values for different patterns of input parameters. The general form of a 
function declarator is: 
f Pii … Pin = El 
II f P2I … P2ii = E2 
II f Pml … Pmn = ^ 
where f is the name of the function being declared. Pij's are patterns and E(s are the 
expressions for different cases. For example, we can define a group of Boolean 
operations in a functional class called booleanops as: 
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f一class booleanopsO : functional 
interface 
method aND(X,Y), oR(X,Y), nOT(X) 
implementation 
nOT true = false 
nOT false = true and 
oR (true, true) = true 
oR (true, false) = true 
oR (false, true) = true 
oR (false, false) = false 
and 
aND (true, true) = true 
aND (true, false) = false 
aND (false, true) = false 
aND (false, false) = false 
class_end 
The word and is used to combine two declarators to form a single declarator which 
defines both the identifiers from the declarators. The word/一daw replaces the keyword 
class when the class being defined is a functional subclass in the prototype 
implementation in order to simplify preprocessing work. 
A favorite usage of functional classes is to construct abstract data types (ADTs) 
through a hierarchy of functional classes. For example, we may define a class list for the 
listADT: 
f一class listQ : functional 
interface 
method QmptyO. insert(X,Y), append(X,Y), first(X), last(X) 
implementation 
rec type List *a =mt + elem (List *a) *a (List *a) 
and empty = mt 
and insert (x, 1) = e l e m m t x l 
and append (x, 1) = elem 1 x mt 
and first (elem mt x 1) = x 
II first (elem 11 x 12) = first 11 
and last (elem mtxl ) =1 
II last (elem 11 x 12) = elem (last 11) x 12 
class一 end 
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Then, the classes for stack and queue can be derived from list: 
f一class stackO : listQ 
interface 
method push(X,Y), pop(X), top(X) 
implementation , 
push (e, s) = insert (e, s) 
and pop s = last s 
and top s = first s 
class_end 
class queueQ: listQ 
interface 
method put(X,Y), get(X) 
implementation 
put (e, q) = append (e,q) 
and get q = first q 
class_end 
A.7 Types 
The prototype implementation does not have a unified type system. While the 
LML based functional part is a strongly typed subsystem, the Prolog based logic part is 
typeless. Thus, programmers need to ensure that all values involved in the communication 
of a logic method and a functional method have the appropriate types for both methods. 
Predefined types in the functional part include Boolean, character, small integer, floating 
‘ point number, arbitrary precision integer, list, array, pair, n-tuple, string and the function 
type. Users can defined their own types using the type declarator. Since type declarators 
are embedded in the implementation part of functional subclass definitions, a type 
declaration is local to a ipar^culax functional subclass. 
A.8 Mutable States 
I provides the following three primitives to manipulate mutable states: 
• putvalue(Statename, NewStatevalue) 
• getvalue(Statename, OldStatevalue) 
• getputvalue(Statename, OldStatevalue, Goal, NewStatevalue) 
putvalue/2 assigns NewStatevalue to Statename. getvalue/2 reads the current 
value of Statename into OldStatevalue. getputvalue/4 first reads the current value of 
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Statename into OldStatevalue, then calls the Goal and at last assigns NewStatevalue to 
Statename. For example, the goals, 
…，putvalue(count, 1)，getputvalue(count, X，2), getvalue(count, Y),... 
results in X=l , Y=2. To update the state S of a persistent object O (i.e. created by 
create一object/2) to a value V，we can use 
0::putvalue(S, V) 
We can also record the values of all state variables of an object by saving the 
object's image in a permanent storage and later retrieve the values by loading the saved 
image from the storage. An image includes the original Prolog source code for the object, 
Prolog and I libraries and any dynamically asserted clauses. At the time of saving, the 
next instruction to be executed is reset to the one just after the object's creation 
regardless of the current instruction. Thus, a newly loaded object will also sleep to wait 
for method calls. The image of an object O can be saved by the system predicate: 
save_0bject(O,F) 
where F is the name of the file where O's image will be saved. Similarly, we can load an 
image from a file F to become an object O of class C by the following predicate: 
load_object(C, 0，F) 




B.l System Calls 
A list of system calls that we have implemented follows. They are coded in the file 
'I_lib.pr. We use the mode annotations to indicate the directionality of a predicate's 
argument Following is a description of mode annotations that we used: 
+ Input argument which will not be further instantiated by the predicate. 
- Deterministic output argument. Given the input arguments, the value of a 
deterministic output argument is uniquely defined. 
* Nondeterministic output argument More than one output value for this 
argument may be generated by backtracking on the predicate. 
+- An argument which acts as both an input argument and a deterministic 
output argument. 
+* An argument which acts as both an input argument and a nondeterministic 
output argument. 
(1) create 一 object(*0，+C, +P) 
To instantiate the variable O by an object of class C with class parameters in the 
list P. 
(2) ::(+0, +*M) 
To invoke (synchronously) the method M in object O where M has the form 
p(Xi，…Xn). Normally, the infix form 0::p(Xi，…Xn) is preferred. 
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(3) » ( + 0 , +M) 
To invoke (asynchronously) the method M in object O where M has the form 
p(Xi，".Xn). Since the result of invocation is not returned by an asynchronous call, so the 
mode of M is V instead of '+*'. Normally, the infix form 0»p(Xi，...Xn) is preferred. 
⑷？?(+0，+*M) 
To obtain the result of calling method M in object O. Normally, the infix form 
0??p(Xi，...Xn) is preferred. 
(5) object一of(+C，_L) 
To instantiate L to the list of all objects of class C. For example, if the class 'boy' 
has two objects of addresses ['dec 18.cs.cuhk.hk',1151], [•dec25.cs.cuhk.hk',2754], then 
object一of(,boy•，L) results in [[,decl8.cs.cuhk.hk,，l 151]，[•dec25.cs.cuhk.hk',2754]]. 
(6) save_object(+0, +F) 
To save the image of the object O in file F. 
(7) load一object(+C，*0, +F) 
To load the image of an object of class C from file F and associate this object with 
the variable O. 
(8) kill(+0) 
To delete the object O from the system. If O equals to the atom 'myself, then the 
calling object itself will be killed. 
(9) r一eval(+F，+E) 
A function that returns the result of evaluating the expression E in the context of a 
functional subclass F. 
f 
(10) putvalue(+Statename, +NewStatevalue) 
To assign NewStatevalue (a value) to Statenarae (the name of a state variable). 
(11) getvalue(+Statename, -OldStatevalue) 
To read the current value of Statename into OldStatevalue. 
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(12) getputvalue(+Statename, -OldStatevalue, +-Goal, +NewStatevalue) 
It first reads the current value of Statename into OldStatevalue, then calls the 
Goal and at last assigns NewStatevalue to Statename. 
B.2 Configuration Parameters 






<machine-namei> �address-filename i> 
• • « 
• • « <machine-namen> <address-filename> 
where 
<Prolog-path> is the path of the Prolog compiler 
<LML-path> is the path of the LML compiler 
<I-directory> is the name of the directory where the system is installed 
<n> is the number of machines available for the system 
<raachine-namei> is the name of the ith available machine 
<address-filenamei> is the name of the file that records the address of the 'mother-
process in the ith available machine 





dec 17 mother_17.addr 
dec 18 mother_18.addr 
dec 19 mother一 19.a(idr 
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B.3 Errors 
Table B.l records the messages, reasons, location of the checking codes, and 
occurring time of the errors we have handled. 
Location of the Occurring 
Error messages Error reasons error checking time 
codes 
"write stream error" Cannot write characters to a socket C一server.� Run-time 
stream 
"cannot open xxx for Cannot open the file xxx by fopen() C_server.c Run-time 
reading/writing" 
"noD-exist class name xxx" Class xxx is not defined yet C_server.c Rug-time 
"too many objects already The number of objects in the system has C_server.c Run-time 
created" reached a limit 
"syntax errors occur in the The expression in the function C_server.c Run-time 
expression" r_eval(F,E) is not a valid LML 
expression 
"class xxx is involved in a cycle" The class hierarchy is cyclic class.c Compile-time 
"syntax errors occur in class There are some syntax errors in the class.c Compile-time 
xxx" definition of class xxx 
"undefined parent class (or xxx is not a valid parent class of yyy class.c Compile-time 
unmatched number of class because either xxx is undefined or the 
parameters): xxx of class yyy" number of class parameters stated in the 
definition of xxx is equal to that stated in 
the parent list of yyy 
"calling private method xxx of A method in yyy tries to call a private class.c Compile-time 
other class in class yyy" method xxx of another class 
"error in execl()" Cannot execute a shell command in the Lyacc Compile-time 
program 
"no source program filename" The filename of the input I program is Lyacc Compile-time 
not specified 
"error in yylexQ: cannot open the Cannot open the input I program by Lyacc Compile-time 
source program file" yylexQ 
"eiTor: xxx at line yyy" Syntax error xxx occurs at line yyy Lyacc Compile-time 
Table B.l Error-handling 
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B.4 Implementation Limits 
Table B.2 shows the implementation limits of the prototype. 
Macro name (if any) Value Appears in Description 
MAX BRANCH 30 l.h' Maximum number of children (or 
parents) of a class 
MAX_no_of_method_with_this_naiiie_and_arit 20 l.h' Maximum number of methods that 
y have the same name and arity but 
defined in different classes 
MAX_no_of_callable_method 100 l.h' Maximum number of callable 
methods in a class 
/ 100 'C_server.c' Maximum number of class 
parameters of a class 
MAX_N0_0F_0BJECT 1000 'C_server.c' Maximum number of objects in the 
system. However, the actual limit is 
also dependent on the number of 
.processes that the underlying 
operating system can fork 
MAX一MACHINE 20 'C_server.c' Maximum number of available 
machines 
MAX_CLASS 50 'class.c' Maximum number of classes 
including both user-defined and 
system-defined classes 
Table B.2 Implementation limits of the prototype 
B.5 How to install the system 
Follow the steps below to install the system: 
(1) Set the environment variable LMLDIR to /usr/local/lml/lib: 
setenv LMLDIR /usr/local/lml/lib 
(2) Set the environment variable I一sysdir to the path of the directory where all the 
executable files of the I system are stored. For example, if the path of I executable 
files is /public/I/bin then use 
setenv I一sysdir /public/I/bin 
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(3) Add the value of the environment variable I_sysdir (this value is denoted by 
$I一sysdir in C shell) to your path. 
(4) Set the environment variable I一workdir to the path of the working directory. The 
working directory is used to hold all temporary files generated during the 
execution of the system. For example, suppose the path of your working directory 
is /public/wd then use: 
setenv I一workdir /public/wd 
(5) Copy the file 'Lconfig' to the working directory. 
(6) Set up your own configuration parameters in the file 'I.config' (the one under the 
working directory) properly. Note that all the machines listed in 丨I.config' must 
have the license to run Quintus Prolog. Only decl-dec5 are valid choices under 
this condition. 
It is wise to put (l)-(4) in your .login file. 
B.6 How to use the system 
First make sure that you are using a machine which has the license to run 
Quintus Prolog. Suppose you have an I program in a file •try.i, which is located in the 
current directory. To invoke the system, just type 1 try.i' into the shell. That is, 
csh>I try.i 
After all the necessary preprocessing, loading of libraries and the execution of the 
directive part of 'try.i', a prompt ,?-• will appear. Before the system can accept your 
queries, you may need to press '^D. twice. To leave the system, type 'halt' and then press 
I八C. 
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B.7 How to recompile the system 
To recompile the whole system, follow the steps below: 
1) Merge the two JTs directories: /.../I/sources and /.../I/bin (see B.8) into the current 
directory (or a new empty directory). 
2) To prepare a new ’I一lib.qof: 
2.1) Modify IJib.pl ' and then load it into Prolog by: 
csh>prolog +f +11_lib.pl 
2.2) Save the executable image as IJ ib .qof at the Prolog prompt level, 
？- save 一 p r o g r a m ( l j i b . q o f ) . 
3) To prepare a new'prolog一server.qof: 
3.1) First update IJib.qof using step 1 
3.2) Modify 'prolog一server.pl' and then load it into Prolog by, 
csh>prolog +f +1 prolog_server.pl 
3.3) Save the executable image as 'prolog_server.qof with a starting procedure 
'prolog 一 s e r v e r 丨， 
？- save_programCprolog_server.qof, prolog 一 s e r v e r ) . 
4) To prepare a new l.exe, after you have done your modifications on the C source 
programs, use make as: 
csh> make 
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B.8 Directory arrangement 
The directory tree of the system is shown in Fig. B. 1 and described in Table B.3. 
LA 
sources bin doc examples 
Fig. B. 1 The directory tree of the system 
Directory- Descriptions 
sources All source programs are stored in this directory. It includes the following files: 
C_server.c, class.c, fork.c, Llex, Llex.yy.c, I.yacc, y.tab.c, I_lib.pl，prolog_server.pl, 
socket_stream.pl, I.h，tcp.h, makefile. 
^ The configuration file, object and executable programs are stored in this directory. It includes the 
following files: 
C.server.o, class.o, fork.o, tcp_c.o, y_tab.o, IJib.qof, prolog_server.qof, socket一stream.qof， 
invoke—Imlc-with一eiTor_redir，I.coafig, I.exe，I. 
doc 一 This directory has a text file README and a copy of this appendix in Microsoft Word 2 format.__ 
examples一 This directory has some sample programs which are written in /. All these file have a suffix '.i'. 
Table B.3 Directories of the system 
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APPENDIX C 
List of publications 
Parts of this thesis have been published elsewhere. Previous publications include 
K.W. Ng and C.K. Luk. The Design of a Multiparadigm Programming Language: 
I, Microprocessing and Microprogramming, 37:171-174, 1993. 
K.W. Ng and C.K. Luk. I : An Integrated Programming Language. In 
Proceedings of IEEE TENCON'93, to be published. 
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